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- PRESENTATION -

T

he Sustainable Southern Cone Program is an initiative by citizen
organizations from Brazil, Chile, Uruguay, and Argentina who since 1998
have been working to develop proposals for sustainable development in
their countries and for the region. As a regional initiative, the Program supports
citizen movements with a critical vision of the development models current in Latin
America, and promotes research, debate and proposals to move forward from
environmental to sustainability policies.
In the first stage of the Program, national proposals for sustainable development were
drawn up and action was coordinated with NGOs, academics and social movements
to encourage debate on national development and generate citizen platforms on
sustainability.
In addition to the agendas now published for Sustainable Chile (1999), Sustainable
Uruguay (2000) and Sustainable Brazil (2002), the Program aims to provide a space
for organized action in the region among organizations and citizen networks which
will bring the criteria of sustainability to the proposals for regional integration, and
encourage the generation of sustainability programs in other countries of the Southern
Cone.
In 2001 the Program began to expand into Argentina, with joint proposals on energy
and trade sustainability policies for the Southern Cone, and on regional integration
and cooperation based on sustainability.
The Program has also developed proposals and concepts to allow it to bring
perspectives and contributions from the South to the North-South sustainability debate. In the conceptual area, it has developed the Dignity Line as a contribution to the
debate on sustainability and environmental space. It is currently working to promote
coordination among civil society organizations in other countries in the region, to
strengthen and increase commitment to and citizen proposals for building sustainable
societies, while also bringing the paradigm and the framework of sustainability to the
anti-globalization movement.

5

This text, “Sustainable Southern Cone: A Citizen Contribution to Building Sustainable
Societies”, presents the experiences of each member country in developing their
proposals for a sustainable country; the methodological and conceptual coordination
of the national experiences at the regional level of the Southern Cone, and the process
of developing concepts together with academics and social movements in the region.
The book was a contribution by the member organizations of the Program to the
process leading up to the Sustainable Development Summit, in Johannesburg, South
Africa, (August 2002). It is a collective product by a group of authors who also lead
the national programs. The writing and publication were made possible by the Heinrich
Böll Foundation in Germany.
The first chapter of the book relates the history of the Sustainable Southern Cone
Program and its links with the Earth Summit (Rio 1992), the Latin American Ecological
Action Pact, the Alternative Agreements of the Global Forum, and the evaluation of
compliance with the Rio commitments (Rio+5). The second chapter presents the
Program’s conceptual and methodological approaches to sustainability, the creation
of actors, and the development of sustainability proposals. The third chapter presents
the experiences of the national programs in Brazil, Argentina, Chile, and Uruguay,
their work methods, research, publications and future challenges. The fourth chapter
explains the approaches and conceptual contributions, centered on the formulation of
the “dignity line” and the next steps in developing this concept. The book ends with
a chapter on the challenges and priorities facing the Program in the coming years.
We hope this citizen experience will encourage other civil society organizations in
the region to coordinate their visions, efforts, experiences and resources to be able to
take the political initiative and contribute actively to building sustainable societies in
Latin America.

The Editors
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- 1 -

The History of the Sustainable
Southern Cone Program

T

he Sustainable Southern Cone Program is a leading citizen contribution to
increasing awareness and implementing sustainability in Latin America.
The story of its development reveals the process of conflict and reflection
among citizen organizations in a period of transition from military dictatorship to
formal democracy.
In recent decades, the typical development model for Latin America has required its
nations to expand exports to drive economic development and enter the global
economy. The export-driven model replaced the previous option which focused on
meeting domestic consumer needs, on import substitution, and on state-led industrial
development. In the earlier period there was progress in terms of social policies,
nationalized natural resources, and creating added value through industrialization.
Despite social and technological progress, however, there was no concern for the
environment, which was completely absent from contemporary development theory.
The Southern Cone countries, eager to achieve economic growth and also anxious to
generate foreign currency to meet foreign debt obligations, increased the export of
raw materials demanded by international markets. As the industrialization process
stagnated or even receded, the exploitation and export of natural resources speeded
up, creating a process of environmental degradation and destruction that continues to
the present day. The process affects economies and people. Its results are job losses,
migrations, an impoverished natural heritage and a growing environmental debt. The
cost of environmental degradation in some countries is more than 4% of annual GDP,
reflecting the world trend in developing and transition countries, where these costs
mean losses of 4% to 8% of annual GDP.1

In the 1970s the military dictatorships in the Southern Cone, particularly in Chile,
imposed neo-liberal free market economic models. The intensive exploitation of nature,
1

World Bank, Making Sustainable Communities-Environmental Strategy for the World Bank, 2000.
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the social and labor costs, and the deteriorating living conditions due to environmental
loss or degradation translated into socio-environmental impacts so severe that they
generated rapid citizen resistance in many countries. It was in this context that the
Sustainable Southern Cone Program was born.
The return to representative democracy in the region during the 1980s led to renewed
hope. New approaches to politics and social and economic issues have created
proposals for society that compete with those of the new left and with the neo-liberal
formulas imposed by military regimes and assimilated by transition governments.
In practice the social, indigenous and ecology movements have been most active in
opposing the structure of the export-based development model, and in bringing new
demands and approaches to political practice in the past two decades, including in the
transition to democracy.
Indigenous struggles are springing up all over Latin America with new force, to defend
and recover the lands and cultures threatened with extinction by commercial expansion
and the increasing exploitation of nature it brings with it. These struggles restore
historic memory in our societies, and reintroduce concepts of communitarian and
participatory socialism to the political debate. These are concepts with a strong
environmental content, for they refer to the community control and the responsible
management of land and natural resources that form the foundations of the
community’s material and cultural existence.
The roots of the ecology movement lie in popular ecology2 and in the NGOs working
on environmental protection and local development 3 . The mid-1980s saw the
emergence of the ideas and proposals that contributed most directly to the debate on
sustainability in Latin America, and the principles that underlie the current actions of
organizations such as the Sustainable Southern Cone Program.

2

3

Martínez Alier, Joan, “De la economía ecológica al ecologismo popular”, Icaria, Spain, September, 1994.
“Many social movements emerged from the struggles of the poor for survival, both historically and
today. They are thus ecologist movements (in whatever language they are expressed) inasmuch as
their objectives are to obtain the ecological necessities for life. They are ecologist movements trying to
take natural resources out of the generalized market system, out of the mercantile rationale, to maintain
or return them to the “oikonomia”.
Based on a self-critical reflection in the left, that revised [its reading] of recent history and the bases and
wellsprings of action and thought in various schools of socialism.
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The first important moments in articulating a structural criticism of the development
model and building a citizen movement for sustainability were two international
conferences: “Alternatives for Latin America”, in Uruguay in 1985, and the Latin
American Meeting on “Our Threatened Future”, in 1989 in Chile.
The proposals for development on a human scale4 and the principles of social ecology5
inspired a number of regional organizations, who met in Montevideo in 1985, for the
first time in more than a decade of dictatorships, and called for the construction of
“Alternatives for Latin America”. Later they were key to the emergence of the political
and social ecologist movement and organizations.
Following this event came the first regional network of citizen action for alternative
development in Latin America (what today we would call sustainability), formed in
Las Vertientes, Chile. This was the Latin American Ecological Action Pact6 , which
brought together thinkers, ecologists, farming activists, members of the cooperative
movement, students and feminists. Its guiding aim was to recover the idea of utopias,
and to reaffirm socio-environmental proposals and citizen action as a force for creative
alternatives for “liberation” and social construction post-dictatorship.
The title of the seminar-meeting was “Our Threatened Future”, an allusion to and a
political distancing from “Our Common Future” (the Brundtland Report), that formed
the basis for the convocation of the Earth Summit (the UN Conference on Environment
and Development, UNCED) in Rio in 1992. One of the Pact’s objectives was to
coordinate the social and environmental organizations and encourage work to produce “alternative agreements” for Rio.
In the coming months and years the Pact members defined some of the concepts and
contributions7 that would later strongly influence the agendas and debates of NGOs
and social movements at the Earth Summit.
4

5
6

7

Max Neef, Manfred, and Elizalde, Antonio, “Economia a escala humana”, Editorial Nordam-Comunidad,
Montevideo, Uruguay, 1993. Manfred Max-Neef, who won the Alternative Nobel Prize in 1983, is
undoubtedly a source of inspiration with his thesis on development on a human scale and his theories
on human needs as a complex, culturally regulated system.
Bookchin, Murray “Remaking Societies” Black Rose, South End Press, Boston, 1990.
Founding members of the Latin American Ecological Action Pact: Acción Ecológica, Ecuador; Altervida
y Sobrevivencia, Paraguay; Asociación pro Desarrollo y Ecología, Costa Rica; Cetaar y Taller Ecologista,
Argentina; Grupo de Estudios Ambientales, México; Instituto de Ecología Política, Chile; CESTA, El
Salvador; REDES AT, Uruguay; Movimiento Ambientalista Nicaraguense, Nicaragua.
Declaration of Las Vertientes, October 1989-Agregados of Los Andes, April 1991- ; Sao Paulo Meeting,
October 1991; Contributions to the “Agenda Ya Wananchi”, Paris, December 1991.
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Preparations for the Earth Summit
In the run-up to the Earth Summit various trends crystallized in Latin America’s
embryonic ecologist movement. The period from 1989 to 1992 saw the rise and
consolidation of socially and politically oriented ecologist organizations. As they
became better known they won popular sympathy and became more influential
politically than both the conservationists, who had previously predominated in the
region, and the environmentalists, who offered a strictly technocratic approach to the
environmental crisis and the challenges of development.
The ecologists’ regional organization, through the Pact, gave them a leading role in
guiding the Latin American debate on the interaction between environmental and
development policies. The Pact’s approach showed up the ambivalent and
contradictory nature of some of the Summit preparatory documents, and the difficulty
of incorporating the most heartfelt demands of the social movements in relation to
development.8
It questioned the Brundtland Report’s focus on the responsibility of the poor in the
ecological crisis, particularly in respect to the demographic explosion and the issue
of overpopulation. The Report blamed the world’s poor for over-reproduction,
degrading the environment, and exhausting natural resources. It was criticized for
concentrating on the problem of overpopulation without first acknowledging the
unsustainable consumption and emission patterns of developed countries, or the
inequality gap between nations. This gap has doubled since the 1960s, and now is
even worse; the average income of the 20 richest countries is 37 times higher than
that of the 20 poorest.9
In the debates leading up to the Summit the social and political consequences of the
debt for the debtor countries became a public issue. But the pressures these financial
obligations placed on natural resources and ecosystems received less attention. The
Pact denounced the regional debt as illegitimate (since it was primarily generated by
the private sector and by local elites), and as a mechanism that justifies continuing to
overexploit the environment and broad sectors of the population in the South. The
8
9

The Pact published a quarterly bulletin, “Alianza Sur”, until 1994.
World Bank, Report on World Development 2000/2001; Fight against Poverty.
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drain of debt payments on most Latin American countries has been a major cause of
the region’s loss of natural heritage. It is thus impossible to talk about sustainability
without first solving the problem of the external debt.
The Pact adopted as one of its guidelines for action the demand for recognition of the
ecological debt, a concept formulated in Chile by the Instituto de Ecología Política.10
It demanded that the North’s debt to the South be recognized and that the South be
compensated11 , as a creditor. The concept of ecological debt is one of the Pact’s most
important contributions12 to the thought and action of the Latin American ecologist
movement, and a significant contribution from the South to sustainability discussions
on a world level.
Faced with the insistence in the Summit documents on implementing sustainability
through economic growth and trade liberalization, the Pact gave an early warning on
the impacts that more free trade would create on the environment and the peoples of
the South. The warning was made before the Summit, when President George Bush
launched the Initiative of the Americas13 (later renamed the Free Trade Area of the
Americas, FTAA), and when the Uruguay Round of GATT14 negotiations had already
included new sectors of economic activity such as farming, services and intellectual
property in the trade agenda.
The Pact denounced the environmental and social impacts of successive structural
adjustment programs imposed by the IMF and the World Bank from the 1980s onwards.
It criticized the externalization of the environmental and social costs of international
trade, and the unequal economic and ecological trade. The Pact warned the GATT
negotiations, driven by the trans-national companies’ demand for profit, would
reinforce the dominant development model. It was obvious the results of these policies

10

Marcelo, Wilfredo, and Robleto, M. Luisa, “La Deuda Ecológica, una perspectiva política”, International
Area, Instituto de Ecología Política, Santiago, Chile, 1992.
11
Ibid.
12
Marcelo and Robleto define the ecological debt as “nature’s vital heritage, necessary for its balance and
reproduction, that has been consumed and not returned to it”. It includes natural resources (species
and critical masses), ecological conditions (clean air, water, atmosphere, etc). The authors highlight
and define the roles of “ecological creditor” and “ecological debtor”.
13
The Initiative of the Americas, announced unilaterally by President Bush in 1990 and later by all the
regional Presidents, as a project for hemispheric integration, in the First Summit of the Americas (Miami,
1994), has been reduced to FTAA. The negotiations should be concluded and signed in 2005.
14
Two years later, in Morocco, GATT became the World Trade Organization (WTO).
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in the farm sector were producing both major environmental costs -contaminating
water and soil with the extensive use of insecticides and synthetic fertilizers-, and
social costs - as peasants and indigenous peoples were driven off their lands, in turn
creating new socio-environmental conflicts.
Following the Earth Summit, almost all the member organizations of the Pact formed
the sustainability programs in the Southern Cone.

The Sustainability Debate at the Earth Summit.
Global Forum and International Forum of NGOs and Social Movements
While the socio-environmental coordination network for the region was being
developed, preparations also began in Brazil for the parallel program for civil society
to be held at the Earth Summit. An early international position document from the
NGOs and social movements was the “Ya Wananchi” agenda, agreed at the World
Conference of NGOs for the Environment and Development, in Paris, December
1991, just before the Earth Summit. The Conference also affirmed the need for
communities to take part in decision-making on development issues and in resource
management and control.
A decisive element in crystallizing a political and social vision of sustainability from
within civil society was the creation, during the parallel Summit, of the “Brazilian
Forum of NGOs and Social Movements for the Environment and Development”.
The forum not only hosted international civil society at the Summit, but also became
the reference point for organizing future parallel events, as the International Forum
of NGOs and Social Movements.
The Brazilian Forum brought together ecologists and organizations working on social and development issues, on women, indigenous peoples, Afro-Americans and
human rights, as well as NGOs and social movements. They set up a framework of
challenges and actions for international civil society that transcended the merely
environmental.
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The international committee of citizen organizations that worked with the Brazilian
Forum to organize the parallel events15 were united by their focus on political and
social ecology, a clear differentiation from government approaches. They went beyond
a complementary or corrective strategy on government and international institution
positions, to generate an autonomous debate and their own agenda, set out in the
“Alternative Agreements”16 .
This emerging coalition also criticized the logic of the governments’ approach to the
preparation of the Summit. From the start, for example, the coalition rejected the
independent sector concept promoted by the United Nations and the Center for Our
Common Future, a framework which was intended to group together NGOs and
indigenous, consumer, ecologist, academic, peasant, and women’s organizations
alongside sectors with divergent, or even antagonistic interests, such as businessmen.
The coalition refused to accept the establishment strategy of making transnational
corporations the main agents of sustainability. They also rejected the language of the
strategy, of technological optimism and plans for technological restructuring, as the
best option to solve the environmental crisis.
At Rio, the NGOs and social movements managed to get some of their proposals
incorporated in Agenda 21, (specifically, the chapters on the rights of farmers,
sustainable agriculture, and rural development). But the transnational corporations
had far more success: the Agenda recognized the new biotechnologies as part of the
technological matrix of sustainable agriculture.
But the main confrontations, at Rio and after, occurred over the free market strategy
pushed by the business community, the international financial institutions and most
governments as the only means of creating the resources needed to resolve poverty
and protect the environment. Free competition, it was argued, would rationalize the
use of resources. Despite the strong critique of this approach by the NGOs and social
movements, governments and corporate associations incorporated their market-based

15

Many people and organizations in the Sustainable Southern Cone Program took part in the International
Committee as well as the Brazilian Forum of NGOs and Social Movements.
16
Latin American Ecological Action Pact, “Construyendo el Futuro: Tratados Alternativos de Rio ”,
International Forum of NGOs and Social Movements, NGONET, Uruguay, 1993.
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proposals even into the environmental agreements reached directly in Rio, like the
Convention on Biodiversity and the Framework Convention on Climate Change.
Autonomy for the process in civil society thus became even more important. So during
the Summit and in the parallel events, the Alternative Agreements17 brought together
thousands of organizations to generate a preliminary pact among a range of social
movements wanting to move forward on their agenda issues. 18 Many of these issues
were absent from the official agenda. All aimed at creating a socially just and
ecologically sustainable society.
Debate and formulation of the agreements went on in workgroups. They met for
more than a week to discuss in depth and elaborate common proposals. Where an
agreement was not possible, the different positions were noted.
A careful review of all the work and the Alternative Agreements signed by the civil
society organizations in the Earth Summit reveals the capability of “ordinary” citizens,
and the impressive effort to “reinvent the world” that was expressed in Rio19 .
Ten years after that major effort, we feel that from that encounter, form those processes,
the world was inspired to imagine the possibility of constructing ecologically and
socially sustainable societies.

The Sustainability Agendas in Holland and Europe
At the Rio Summit, Friends of the Earth Holland presented their “Action Plan for a
Sustainable Holland”. The document had a strong impact on both specialists and

17

The Alternative Agreements of Rio 92 are available in print: “Construyendo el Futuro. Tratados Alternativos de Rio 92”, International Forum of NGOs and Social Movements, NGONET, Uruguay 1993; or on
CDRom in NGONET, Third World Institute. They are grouped as follows: Cooperation Agreements
among NGOs and Institutional Strengthening; Economy and Alternatives; Global Environment; Oceans
and Seas; Food Production and Inter-sector Issues.
18
These include: Agreement on the Alternative Economic Model; Agreement on Debt; Agreement on
Consumption and Lifestyle; Citizen Commitment to Biodiversity; Agreement on Sustainable Agriculture,
Treaty on Food Security; Global Agreement of Women for NGOs in search of a fair and healthy planet;
Agreement on militarism, environment and development, etc.
19
Constructing the Future: “A manera de Prólogo”, REDES AT. Colección Ecoteca, Nordan y REDES AT.
Montevideo, September, 1993. -
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public opinion, as an attempt to make the concept of sustainable development more
concrete. It tried to make sustainability operational in the context of a specific society
(Holland), while incorporating a global vision. The Action Plan20 made clear that
over-consumption by the Dutch population and the one-fifth of humanity in the
developed countries, and the elites of non-industrialized countries, was the main
cause of planetary unsustainability and of the current ecological crisis.
Using the concept of environmental space coined by the Dutch economist Hans
Opschoor, Friends of the Earth Holland calculated Holland’s per capita consumption.
They then argued that if sustainability were really the aim, the Dutch would have to
reduce their consumption of resources and their environmental space drastically, along
with the rest of the world’s high consumers. The Action Plan reinforced the criticism
by social organizations in the South of the disproportionate consumption of resources
by the citizens of the North, which took environmental space from other human beings
and cut off most of the world population from the resources they needed to live.
The challenge from Holland spread to other European countries, and sectors of civil
society began promoting similar action plans. From a joint initiative between BUND
and Misereor, in Germany, the Wuppertal Institute was asked to carry out a research
project for a “Sustainable Germany”, later extended to a “Sustainable Europe”. The
projects had a significant impact on the political debate in several European countries.
They proposed to maintain the quality of life those societies demanded while reducing
their impact on the planet and allowing other peoples to take an adequate share of
global resources.
In the debate among European organizations, it became increasingly obvious the
discussion could not be restricted to the North. The growing interdependence of
planetary societies does not permit isolated thinking on the issue of sustainable
development. The poor countries, home to the great majority of the world’s population,

20

Van Brakel, Manus and Buitenkamp, Maria, “Summarized Version of the Sustainable Holland Action
Plan: A perspective for changing the Northern Lifestyles”. Documents for Discussion, Friends of the
Earth, May, 1992. The main concept of the Action Plan for a Sustainable Holland is “environmental
space”: the maximum amount of available environmental resources in the world that can be exploited
(the earth and its resources, raw materials, energy and water) and the degrees of contamination that
can be incurred without depriving future generations. The studies were based on the principle that
every citizen of the world has the right to an equal share of “environmental space”.
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face enormous socioeconomic and environmental problems. They desperately need
to improve their living conditions and move towards sustainable development.
There was an evident need for dialogue between North and South21 to discuss and
produce a concept of environmental space and sustainability in global and inclusive
terms. In 1995 the project “North-South Perspectives of Sustainability” was launched,
coordinated by Friends of the Earth-Holland and with the participation of a few
organizations from the South, some of which today make up the Sustainable Southern
Cone Program.
One of the problems it was hoped would be resolved in a North-South dialogue was
that a cut in European consumption of, for example, raw materials would have a
strong immediate impact on the countries whose economies largely depend on natural resource exports. Even though in the long-term this would improve ecological
conditions for those countries to develop and use a more equal portion of the planet’s
natural resources, the transition period should be taken into account and discussed in
global and inclusive terms.
During the dialogue substantial differences emerged, some of which had already
appeared prior to and at the Earth Summit. For the Europeans, the present situation
was the starting point for transition. But for the South the ecological and social debts,
both current and historic, of the North countries with the South22 had to be taken into
account. They recognized the effort involved in ensuring an equal distribution of
resources among all the inhabitants of the planet, but argued that the per capita approach
to assigning the environmental space for each country would not ensure a fair
distribution of wealth, or equal access to resources on a national and international
level, because of the enormous injustices and differences within nations, especially
in the South. Many communities and ecologists from the South do not see the
environment as a deposit of isolated resources that can be distributed globally by a
per capita formula.

21

The first North-South dialogues on environment and development in the Southern Cone were sponsored
by the Canadian Council for International Cooperation, to help contribute new elements to the debate on
sustainability in the process leading to Rio ’92, incorporating the North and South perspectives in a
global vision of each area.
22
Created historically by the plundering of wealth for 500 years and now perpetuated by ecologically and
economically unequal terms of trade.
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In the North-South dialogues, the connections between sustainability and democracy
were also highlighted. It is not viable to think about sustainability without also taking
account of the close link between the accumulation of wealth and political power by
a small minority, and the impoverishment and disempowerment of a large majority.
Beyond the per capita distribution of resources, in other words, sustainability implies
guaranteeing the full participation and empowerment of the people now excluded, as
well as the construction of alternative models and policies in relation to the
environment.
The North-South debate established the need for South organizations to initiate projects
that went deeper and were less reactive to the European initiatives. The debate also
stressed the challenge of formulating concepts of sustainability that incorporate the
priorities of the South, and projects that respond to the social, cultural, and
environmental diversity of our societies.

Sustainability Proposals in the Southern Cone
The birth of the national sustainability projects in the Southern Cone is closely tied to
the actors, debates and processes that took place in the region during the 1980s and
1990s. In several countries they involve the processes of transition to democracy, as
well as the confrontation with the dominant development model, the process leading
to the Earth Summit, the disenchantment with the evaluation of Rio+5, and the
stagnation of the sustainability agenda at government levels.
In successive encounters between Latin American organizations and the coordinators
of the sustainability programs in Holland and Germany 23 , conceptual and
methodological approaches were introduced and discussed both before the programs
began and as they developed24 .
In 1997, after the evaluation of Rio+5, the Sustainable Chile Program began with the
support of the Heinrich Böll Foundation, Germany, and Hivos, Holland. In September

23
24

Manus van Brakel and Joaquim Spangenberg.
Seminar on Sustainability and Equity, Montevideo, December 1996, the Conference “Back to the Future”,
Montevideo, November 1997; Las Vertientes, Chile, May 1998; Berlin, October 2000, among others.
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that year, with FASE (Brazil), the Instituto de Ecología Política (Chile), Sobrevivencia
(Paraguay), Amigos de la Tierra (Argentina) and REDES AT (Uruguay), and members
of the Böll Foundation and the Wuppertal Institute, the bases for developing an
integrated sustainability program in the Southern Cone were established. This was
the Sustainable Southern Cone Program. In 1998, again with the support of the Böll
Foundation, the programs Democratic and Sustainable Brazil and Sustainable Uruguay began.
From the start the aim was to unite the national programs in a common regional
program. It is clearly only possible to achieve sustainability in the Southern Cone
through complementary relationships between the communities and countries in the
region, and taking into account the eco-systemic interrelations that go beyond the
political- administrative limits of national frontiers.
The national programs and the common conceptualizations began to be developed,
and the first stage was consolidated in the coordination meeting of the Southern Cone
Program in Las Vertientes in 1998, with organizations from Argentina, Brazil, Bolivia, Chile, Ecuador, Uruguay and Paraguay. On that occasion a shared definition of
sustainability25 was formulated that set the priorities for social equity, environmental
protection and democratic participation, and made economic development subordinate
to these aims.
To the concept of sustainability, the ideas of the ecological footprint 26 and
environmental space27 were added, using contributions from representatives of the
Wuppertal Institute (Germany), Redefining Progress (USA), Friends of the EarthHolland and the New Economics Foundation (England)28 . Environmental space is
the basic framework of the European sustainability programs.
The idea is that environmental space29 should not only set maximum limits for resource
use and consumption that will not overwhelm the planet but also set a “floor” or

25

First Coordination Meeting of the Sustainable Southern Cone Program, Las Vertientes, Chile, 1998.
Mathis Wackernagel, “Our Ecological Footprint”, IEP-LOM, October, 2001.
27
Spangenberg, Joachim. Integración de criterios socials en el concepto de sustentabilidad (Integration
of social criteria in the concept of sustainability). Revista Espacios, Costa Rica, 1996.
28
Joachim Spangenberg, Mathis Wackernagel, Magnus van Brakel, and Alex McGillivray.
29
Popularized by Joachim Spangenberg, of the Wuppertal Institute, Germany.
26
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baseline for the minimum resources an individual needs to live with dignity. A conceptual contribution from the Sustainable Southern Cone Program in this framework
is the dignity line, initially developed as the floor for the environmental space. It was
seen as the space for convergence and sufficiency for all human beings, which makes
it possible to exercise rights and satisfy human needs while limiting excessive levels
of wealth and consumption. The “sufficiency” space implies that human needs have
limits and that there is a level that is “sufficient”, as a correlate to a dignified quality
of life. The elements of this common conceptual framework are developed in Chapters
2 and 4 of this book.
At the Las Vertientes meeting a method was developed to allow national sustainability
proposals to be produced by a participatory process. The method consisted of a matrix,
drawn up on the basis of sector priorities and covering the common thematic areas
for the programs in Brazil, Chile, and Uruguay.
The main developments after the conceptual debate came out of the “Dignity Line”
workshop, in Montevideo in October 2000. There researchers for the Brazil, Chile,
and Uruguay programs presented their proposals for the dignity line30 as a floor for
environmental space; Out of the international seminar “North-South Dialogue on
Justice and Sustainability”, in Berlin in December 2000, where the dignity line was
proposed as a space for convergence between the societies of North and South31 and;
From the presentation of the national sustainability programs and the evolution of the
dignity line concept in the World Social Forum in Porto Alegre, in February 200232 .
The national sustainability proposals were published and disseminated through the
books “Por un Chile Sustentable: propuestas ciudadanas para el cambio” (For a
Sustainable Chile: citizen proposals for change) (Chile, April 1999); “Uruguay Sustentable” (Uruguay, 2000), and “Todo ahora y al mismo tiempo” (Everything now
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Dora Costa, Brazil; Francois Wautiez, Chile, and Daniel Oleskar, Uruguay.
Sustainable Southern Cone Program, “El marco de la sustentabilidad y su potencial ético y político en el
Norte y en el Sur”, Sara Larrain, November 2000.
32
Sustainable Southern Cone Program, “The dignity line as an objective for social sustainability: the dignity
line and basic human needs”, Sara Larraín, Santiago, Chile, December 2001. And “Satisfying basic
human needs for a dignified life: the dignity line and basic human needs” Antonio Elizalde, Chile, January
2002.
31
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and all at once) (Brazil, 2002). An account of the national processes that led to these
agendas appears in chapter 3.
As well as publicizing the national proposals and designing strategies to implement
them in each country, the Sustainable Southern Cone Program is currently working
on a proposal for trade and sustainability in the Southern Cone. It is also actively
supporting the Sustainable Argentina Program.
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CONCEPTS AND METHODOLOGY

T

he aim of the Sustainable Southern Cone Program (the Program) is to
coordinate citizen organizations with critical visions of the regional
development models. These are characterized by social inequity,
environmental degradation, loss of natural heritage and, in many cases, serious
economic crises and weakened democratic participation.
The Program promotes debates, research and training in order to move from the current
environmental and social policies to socio-environmentally sustainable policies. Its
aim is to create and promote national proposals and programs for sustainability in the
Southern Cone countries.
It also wants to encourage debate and the development of conceptual contributions,
to integrate South perspectives and proposals into the international discussion on
sustainability.
In its first stage, from 1997 to 2000, there were studies, conferences and participative
processes to draw up national proposals for sustainable development in Brazil, Chile,
and Uruguay. Coordination began with NGOs, academic sectors and social movements
to encourage debates on national development and create a citizen platform on
sustainability.
In 2001, the Program extended its work to Paraguay and Argentina (like Brazil and
Uruguay, full members of the MERCOSUR customs union), with joint proposals and
studies for sustainable policies in the energy and farm sectors. Regional seminars
were held on agriculture and sustainability and on the challenges to energy
sustainability in the Southern Cone. A document was prepared with proposals for
sustainable energy development in the region, drawn up by academics, technical
experts and NGOs from Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Uruguay, and Paraguay.
In the regional studies area: Since 2002 the Program has given priority to trade and
sustainability issues, and national research was made in Argentina, Brazil, Chile,
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Bolivia and Uruguay, to be merged in a regional proposal. The Program also promotes
the creation of national sustainability proposals in other countries in Latin America.
In the conceptual area: the Program has developed a process for debating and
formulating concepts for a definition of sustainability that reflects the region’s social
and political priorities and criteria, and can also contribute the South perspective to
discussions on North-South sustainability.
The focus on sustainability has given priority to the dimensions of social equity,
environmental sustainability and democratic participation as the main challenges to
building sustainable societies in the Southern Cone. The economic aspect of
sustainability takes second place to political, environmental and social criteria, whereas
official (government) definitions condition sustainable development on economic
growth.
Contrasting the official definition, centered on economic growth, social equity and
environmental protection, with the citizen definition, centered on equity, democratic
participation and environmental sustainability, helped highlight the contradictions of
government practice based on economic growth, which has been achieved at the cost
of social equity and environmental protection.
The citizen definition recaptures the spirit of the Rio agreements, in which democracy
and civil society participation are defined as prerequisites for sustainability1 . This
definition reflects the strategic option of the Southern Cone Program. It not only
works to produce technical and sector proposals for sustainable development at local,
national, and regional levels, but also seeks citizen participation in the social, political,
and environmental agendas, based on the priorities and demands of civil society. It
also seeks to generate leadership to help create sustainable societies.

1

Agenda 21 established four priority areas for the implementation of sustainability: 1. Social and Economic
Dimensions; 2. Conservation and resource management for development; 3. Strengthening the role of
the principle groups; 4. Means of execution. In Section three, regarding Strengthening of the principal
groups there are nine chapters dedicated to prioritizing the role and participation of women, youth,
indigenous peoples and their communities, NGOs, local authorities, workers and unions, commerce
and industry, the scientific and technological community, and agriculturists. There, democratic participation
is considered as one of the essential pillars of sustainability.
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As well as its own approach to sustainability, in the conceptual field the Program put
together a proposal for a dignity baseline. This is an indicator that goes beyond the
current idea of the social minimum (based on the poverty line), and moves towards
broader parameters for the satisfaction of human needs, as well as towards the
challenges of social equity in Latin America. The dignity line is a South contribution
to the discussion of the “environmental space” concept, utilized by North 2
sustainability projects as a framework to reorient production and consumption policies.
Formulating and then putting the dignity line into effect is intended to question the
social minimums established in the region as acceptable social parameters, but which
barely rise above the poverty line. Instead, these are criteria for establishing a parameter
based on a broad definition of human rights, which clearly includes those related to
physical subsistence as well as political, cultural, and social rights.
As well as setting a parameter for dignified life for South societies, the dignity line
should become a reference for distributive convergence between North and South3 in
the equitable distribution of planetary services and resources, based on equal human
rights for all (per capita) and consistent with collective rights. These conceptual
developments are presented in more detail in Chapter 6 of this book.
In terms of methodology, the member projects of the Program have opted for
participative strategies from the ground up, from grassroots and social movements to
NGOs and professional sectors, for drawing up proposals for local and national
sustainability. They have chosen strategies that emphasize geographic decentralization
and integrate territorial priorities in the sector studies as well as in the local, provincial, and national sustainability agendas. This methodology is less an academic choice
than a response to the challenge to be conceptually and politically consistent,
facilitating the building of sustainable societies and development options based on
the experiences and priorities of the actors themselves. It also responds to the challenge

2
3

Holland, Germany, and other European countries.
Sustainable Southern Cone Program—Larrain, S. “La línea de dignidad como indicador de sustentabilidad
socioambiental: avances desde el concepto de vida mínima hacia el concepto de vida digna”.(The
dignity line as an indicator of socioenvironmental sustainability: advances from the concept of minimum
life to the concept of a dignified life) Contributions to the World Social Forum, Santiago, Chile, December
2001.
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of giving priority to the coordination of a citizen process and to creating a player for
sustainability4 .

The Concept of Sustainability in Building
Sustainable Societies
The national projects linked to the Program adopted a concept of sustainability
characterized by a strong political and social content. This does not sideline the central environmental problem, but approaches it from a conceptual framework which
focuses less on the need for technical changes in the economy to respond to the limits
imposed by natural conditions, and more on changes in real living conditions and on
effective political practices for social and economic change. This position can be
partly explained by the fact that the member countries of the Program, as South, do
not in general take up environmental space in a way that threatens the ecological
survival of humanity, as occurs in the North.
Nevertheless the living conditions of most inhabitants of the South are undignified,
expressed in an often brutal lack of adequate satisfiers in areas such as food, health,
housing and sanitation. But these societies also show substantial concentrations of
income and wealth, so a small elite consumes at levels higher, in some cases, than
those of the North.
The concentration of wealth is one factor that hinders a general improvement in living conditions for most of the population. Through direct or indirect appropriation it
prevents the distribution of physical, biological, cultural and financial resources that
could raise the living standards of the majority. Thus the structural ecological
adjustment the Southern Cone countries need to apply is different from the type of
adjustment required in the North. More than simply reducing average general
consumption (although this is necessary in some sectors), what is needed is an internal
redistribution of resources to create societies with more equitable and more democratic
patterns of consumption.

4

Larrain, S. “El Marco de la Sustentabilidad: su potencial etico y politico” in Women and Sustainability,
debates between the women’s movement and the ecologist movement, Sustainable Chile Program,
Instituto de la Mujer, Memch, IEP, Isis, Santiago, Chile 2001.
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The dignity line concept is an important tool designed collectively by member projects
of the Program5 . The search for sustainability in the Southern Cone requires creating
dignified living conditions for most of the population, and this is a specific contribution
of the Program projects. By comparison, the main conceptual concern in the North is
to reduce over-consumption. The concept of indignity should apply not only to poverty
and misery among the poor (less relevant in the North) but also to the over-consumption
by the elites of both North and South6 . Their consumption levels should be seen as
morally undignified, for they block the access to sustainable material well-being for
all humanity.
For the Program projects it is not enough to overcome the “misery” or “poverty”
lines, as some development technocrats hold. First, because the standards used to set
these lines are too complacent. Life on two dollars a day, which the World Bank sets
as the limit of the “poverty line”, is still a life of undignified deficiencies and privations
if we look realistically at the living conditions of people on that income. Second,
because social and political sustainability for a society means promoting a dignified
life for all, in both material and spiritual terms, not only the simple ability to continue
existing biologically in the minimum functions of producer/consumer.
The strong social component of sustainability is clear in the commitment to the concept
and the practice of promoting dignified living conditions for the poor majorities in
the Southern Cone. It also reflects the questioning of the internal social structure of
societies that in past decades have superimposed on their historically elitist inheritance
a development model that is exclusive and intensifies the concentration of income
and social inequality.
Concern about the model strengthens the political content of sustainability. The
experience of the projects to date suggests that more than searching for specific

5

6

Carvalho, I.: “Linea de dignidad: documento síntesis”. Sustainable Southern Cone Program, October
2000. Larrain, S: “Línea de dignidad como indicador de Sustentabilidad Socioambiental: avances desde el concepto de una vida minima hacia el concepto de una vida digna” (Dignity Line as an indicator of
Socio-environmental Sustainability: advances from the concept of minimum life towards the concept of
a dignified life”. Sustainable Southern Cone Program, December 2001.
Elizalde, A: “Satisfacción de necesidades para una vida digna: Línea de Dignidad y Necesidades Humanas Fundamentales” (Satisfaction of needs for a dignified life: Dignity Line and Fundamental Human
Needs). Presentation in the Dignity Line Forum, World Social Forum, Porto Alegre, Brazil. Sustainable
Southern Cone Program, February 20002.
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solutions (relevant though they may be), it is essential to interpret and transform the
dominant development and social models in our societies. But comparing and
contrasting these models is essentially a political task. In the political arena at its
highest level, in the debate on positions and proposals for the fate of societies and
territories in the region, at this level the transition to sustainability can be built.
Latin America’s development models in the past decades have not only encouraged
but created unprecedented ecological destruction. These models did not originate in
a national political or social movement, but were imposed through the financial
mechanisms of international agencies like the World Bank and the IMF, and through
educational, technological and scientific policies influenced by multilateral institutions.
This was a means of unifying the vision of technical experts and politicians in favor
of a monoculture mentality that depends on chemicals and large scale industrial
technologies. Changing that picture requires a political fight in the areas of knowledge,
financial credit and decision-making, based on models that promote dignity, quality
of life, and ecological intelligence. This battle implies global changes in development
models and in scientific and technological options.
Another political component of these projects is the concept of democracy, which the
Brazilian project includes in its name: “A Sustainable and Democratic Brazil”. The
concept of democracy refers, first, to the internal distribution of the use of ecological,
social and financial resources. It also refers to widespread citizen participation in the
transition to sustainability. The destructive exclusive models imposed in recent decades
were built from the top down, in periods of military dictatorship and of democracy.
Alternative models should be created from the bottom up. The kind of sustainability
the Southern Cone requires demands expanded participation, freedom and debate.
Citizen participation is, in fact, the trump card against the powerful social and economic
forces who want to maintain the status quo from which they benefit. Democratic
sustainability, on the contrary, means equity, quality of life and environmental justice, and
free and inclusive participation in decision-making and the construction of the future.
The kind of problems faced by the sustainability projects in the Southern Cone produced
a social and political emphasis that has been highly effective for building the concepts
of the dignity line, democratic sustainability, and environmental justice. Taken together
they define a common political culture that cuts across the different projects.
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Research and the Sustainability Agenda
The conceptual base described above has also influenced the development and the
specific activities of the original three projects. The emphasis on the concept of
citizenship and democracy meant the focus could not be purely technical and academic,
although good projects for a transition to sustainability must be backed by correct,
creative and rigorous technical information.
The conceptual solution the projects found to reconcile the need for accurate
information with democratic debate was to combine research and participation in
drawing up the basic documents.
The search for scientific information was not the work of uncommitted specialists
but of researchers involved in the challenges of sustainability. Both the Brazilian and
Chilean projects opted for NGO-based research that generated, processed and
distributed information in the selected sectors. Where the NGOs lacked information
on a specific subject, as happened in the case of energy, the projects turned to university
institutions committed to energy efficiency and energy policies with socioenvironmental criteria. Priority was also given to academics who work closely with
social movements, such as the Movimiento de los Afectados por las Grandes Represas (Movement of People Affected by Large Dams).
In Chile the research was done by professionals linked to civil society concerns.
From drawing up terms of reference to carrying out the research, preference was
given to mixed teams of specialist NGOs, technical experts and members of social
movements. The main sustainability issues were thus approached taking the priorities
of different social movements. The choice of the working groups took into account
territorial, gender and cultural objectives, making it possible to use the knowledge
capital of civil society while highlighting the consensus among different social sectors.
In Uruguay they opted for a team based in the Science Faculty of the Universidad de
la República, with academics committed to the social and ecological values behind
the project; and to receiving inputs from participative diagnoses from the regions and
territories. Teachers from the engineering, architecture, and economics faculties were
also included in the team, along with delegates from the energy, gas, and rural workers’
unions.
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The three projects drew up an agenda of citizen debates that went beyond scientific
research. The research was viewed as a vehicle for transmitting information and new
data for the social movement debates, not as offering definitive proposals from the
top down.

Comprehensive Approaches
In Brazil, the project designed a matrix covering farming, mining, industry, the Amazon
jungle, energy, and cities. Social debate workshops were organized for each of these
aspects with the participation of unions, representatives of social movements, NGOs
and experts, and some sessions were held in strategic locations.

MATRIX : BRAZIL
Diagnostic

Themes

Sector Focus
Industry National Urbanization Mining Agriculture
Integration Processes

Native
Forests

Energy

Proposed progress
towards
sustainability

Definition
of
Goals

Thematic Focus
World View
Criticism of
model
International
relations
Appropriation of
environmental
space and its
effects
Public policies
and
social actors
Work and
Income
Economy of
Solidarity
Quality of Life
Dignity Line
Culture,
Education,
And
Communication
Automobile Brazil
Case Studies
Sector Progresses
Source: Sustainable and Democratic Brazil Project, 1998.
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Socioenvironmental
Sustainability
Participative
Democracy

Justice and Equity
Conditions for a
dignified life

Closed

Amazon
Routes

The workshop on industry, for example, took place in the headquarters of the Central
Unica de Trabajadores, Brazil’s main labor union, which co-sponsored the meeting.
The location was chosen so the industry unions, especially the engineering unions,
could discuss the sustainability problems and environmental impacts created by
productive activities. The debate on the Amazon jungle took place in Belém do Pará,
to bring the dialogue closer to the unionized rural and workers and fishermen, and to
the urban social movements, which are increasingly important in the region.
In Chile the research matrix was structured to reflect the essential requirements for
sustainable development. In each sector - energy, health, agriculture and indigenous
peoples’ - the legal framework and public policies were evaluated in relation to the
issues of social inequity, environmental impacts and levels of democratic participation.
The proposals aimed to re-direct sector policies to achieve goals such as greater equity,
environmental sustainability, democratized decision-making and increased sector
benefits.

MATRIX : CHILE
Dimension
Thematic Focus

SOCIAL

Poverty
Employment
Health
Education

ENVIRONMENTAL

Biodiversity
Forestry
Agriculture
Fishing
Mining
Energy
Water
Urban
Development
Env. Legislation

Social

Equity

Environmental

Sustainability

Greater
Democracy

Critical
Aspects

Proposals

Critical
Aspects

Proposals

Critical
Aspects

Proposals

Human Rights
Political System
Decentralization
POLITICAL
Security and
Defense
Mapuche People
Aymara People
Women
Youth
Source: Sustainable Chile Program. Terms of Reference for Sector Study Matrix, March 1998.
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When the studies and proposals on employment, income distribution, eradicating
poverty and energy policy were complete, there were debates in the different cities
where the issues were most relevant. One debate occurred in Concepción, in southern
Chile, one of the cities worst hit by poverty and unemployment.
Research and debate on proposals for indigenous peoples’ policy were led by different
ethnic organizations and took place in the southern city of Temuco, home to many
Mapuche Indians, and northern Iquique, where there are concentrations of Aymara.
In Uruguay the process began with the drafting of a participative diagnosis of the
country’s main social and environmental problems, from the viewpoints of local and
regional organizations and social movements. This diagnosis, the product of collective
work in regional forums throughout the country, crystallized in a series of maps that
showed the socio-environmental impacts of the current growth-driven development
model. The diagnosis set some goals to guide sector research, and a common matrix
was designed.

SECTOR MATRIX : FARMING. URUGUAY
STRATEGIC AND
SECTOR MEASURES

PHYSIOBIOLOGICAL
DIMENSION

SOCIAL
DIMENSION

POPULATION
REDISTRIBUTION
LAND
DISTRIBUTION
LIVING
CONDITIONS OF
RURAL
POPULATION
INCREASE IN
PRODUCTION
TECHNOLOGIES
INVESTMENT
SYSTEM
DISTRIBUTION
SYSTEM
NORMATIVE
LEGAL SYSTEM
FOREIGN
TRADE SYSTEM

Source: Sustainable Uruguay, a citizen proposal, Uruguay, 2000.
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POLITICAL
DIMENSION

ECONOMIC
DIMENSION

The technical academic research to produce scenarios for sustainability and guidelines
for policies that favor it span the energy, agriculture, and livestock sectors, fishery
regulations, water management and territorial regulation. In the agriculture and
livestock sector proposals were made for reorganizing it in terms of food security and
sovereignty, ecological characteristics of different regions, decentralized production
and job creation.
In the workshops in Brazil, Chile, and Uruguay, expanding the debate positively
influenced the search for political projects. Citizens and their movements, who daily
face difficult and degrading living conditions imposed by the current economic
development models, have a lot to say about the search for alternatives. These
alternatives can only become real and effective if they come from the reality of people’s
lives and from the social sectors: purely scientific-technical plans to achieve
sustainability are an illusion. The options are essentially political and dynamic, hence
democratizing information has become essential to the quality of debates and decisions.
It is also important to be clear that the search for sustainability is not always a positive
sum game where everyone wins. All sectors, including the poorest, will have to adapt
their way of life. Broadening the debate helps formulate the problems and conflicts
of the transition more realistically. Discussing what and how much that change is
going to cost is essential, including in terms of social and environmental justice. The
logic of the projects is that local elites should pay a quota proportional to the adjustment.
But taking determined decisions in the environmental area, such as abandoning nuclear
energy and the obsession with producing more and more cars will have an impact on
popular sectors, especially on employment. It is reasonable to suppose there will be
resistance in some areas, including in the unions, so it is important to be very transparent
in transmitting information, formulating arguments and discussing these issues, so
the proposals are politically sustainable. Conventional opinion and vision, the product
of decades of propaganda, is still deeply rooted in the popular conscience.
The mining and automobile industries in Latin America are typical cases. The facts
show these activities do not create as many jobs as is thought, and they produce a
series of environmental and even socioeconomic problems. The number of jobs created
in the first brief stage of building a factory, for example, falls drastically when it
begins to operate, throwing substantial numbers of workers out of jobs. There is also
the issue of the subsidies and fiscal exemptions that large industries, generally trans35

nationals, demand from the South’s governments. The hundreds of millions of dollars
that Brazilian state governments invest in the automobile sector, in pursuit of the
dream of jobs and “progress”, could have generated far more employment and income
if it had been invested in other sectors.
The facilities for foreign investment and the guarantees in the tax system for Chile’s
mining sector not only has not generated the taxes or jobs projected, it has brought
denationalization (especially in the copper mines), overproduction and consequently,
a drop in the international copper price that has dragged on for various years.
The enormous subsidies—over 70%—given to the Chilean forestry sector has created
a “boom” of plantations and exports, but has not brought the projected social and
labor benefits. On the contrary, the industry has been the cause of large migrations
from countryside to city, and recently, of Mapuche uprisings. In such cases, the
sustainability debate benefits from the dialogue between researchers and citizen groups.
The latter do not always have access to objective and demystifying information on
the subject to help them reflect, which explains the impact of Program publications
on industry in general, and on the mining, forestry, energy, and automobile industries
in particular.
But the unions and citizen groups will suffer the main hardships, both from maintaining
the current model or of searching for alternatives, whether as workers or as citizens.
Distributing information and facts will not solve the problem. The nature of the debate
should be essentially social and political, to allow progress towards common territorial
and sector projects among a range of social actors through: (a) exchanging information
and viewpoints; (b) socially validating the proposals; (c) legitimizing and taking
advantage of the knowledge accumulated by civil society; and (d) elaborating
democratic public policies.
This aspect was clearly perceived in the workshops on social debate in Brazil, Chile
and Uruguay. Experts have much to learn from NGOs and social movements, just as
the latter can learn from the experts. The dialogue between both can lead to clearer,
deeper and more realistic proposals for social and economic changes for sustainability.
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The Political Potential of the Processes
The political importance of the Southern Cone sustainability projects must be judged
by their capacity to create change at every stage of the process. Experience in the
different countries has shown that their main mission is always to encourage the
social movements, NGOs, unions and citizen organizations to put sustainability and
the environment on their agendas. It is a difficult and continuous process. The political
vision that created many of the movements lacked the concept of sustainability, hence
many hold conventional views of development and industrialization. When
environmental issues emerged in the political debate they often saw these as separate
from their struggles, an initiative to defend the non-human world of animals and
plants driven by romantic, wealthy individuals. This perception has changed in the
last decade, especially as the impact of globalization has hit communities and territories.
But to incorporate the environment and the issues of sustainability as the central line
of social debate requires us to find inspiring language and action to introduce and
popularize them.
Workers’ movements and communities directly connected to the destruction of natural
resources, such as fisheries, rubber, forestry and rural workers, have carried out
significant actions. Their fight against the destruction of their livelihoods has been
fundamental in achieving a rapprochement between environmental and social struggles.
They are the strategic groups with whom the Brazilian project seeks to dialogue.
In Chile the project sought alliances with indigenous peoples’, human rights’ and
development organizations, and with social movements linked to basic services and
natural resources. All have seen their habitats and livelihoods destroyed by exportindustry pressures and the advance of industrial urban society. With the indigenous
organizations, workgroups and discussion groups were established and coordinated
by their peers in northern and southern Chile, and research and proposals for changes
in government policies were drawn up on this basis. The public proposals were
approved in workshops by the organizations and their communities.
In Uruguay the most relevant alliance was between unions and the farm sector, who
rapidly identified with the definition of sustainability in the Sustainable Uruguay
Program and with its criticism of the development models. The unions had several
years’ experience of active specialized work in environmental and labor health and
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were able to make major conceptual and technical contributions, reflected in the
Program proposals. In the farm sector, by contrast, there was little awareness of the
environment or sustainability, although the small farmers’ union had led fierce protests
against the opening up of the domestic market and the economic policies putting
them out of business and forcing them off the land. The Program proposals nourished
the resistance in this sector with new elements for their own political and organizational
work.
All the projects gained strength from the joint work with indigenous peoples or other
ecosystem peoples, such as peasant communities or rural urban settlements defending
their ancestral lands against hydroelectric plants, waterways and highways. They are
also strategic allies for sustainability projects, since from their own life experiences
they question the dominant models and demand new ones.
In areas where it is harder to incorporate sustainability as a subject, with urban and
industrial workers, for example, a democratic focus and dialogues aimed at promoting
justice, including environmental justice and participation, has made it easier for these
groups to adopt a new vision of environmental issues.
The concept of environmental justice has been useful in the projects in Brazil7 , Chile
and Uruguay. By showing that environmental degradation chiefly affects the poor,
the workers and ethnic and cultural minorities, the projects could define environmental
issues in terms of justice and associate them with the search for social and economic
justice.
In Chile the project broadened the notion of rights and of social and territorial
environmental rights, associated with access, usage rights, the management of local
resources by local communities and the decentralization of development decisions.
The new concepts offer a genuinely democratic alternative to the imposition of
productive identities on local communities and regions by the central state, in the
interests of the global market.
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In Uruguay, the concepts of environmental justice and food sovereignty opened up
new areas of work with the social movements actively critical of neo-liberalism, to
formulate alternative proposals. The groups included labor unions, the cooperative
movement, worker and rural producer movements and local and grassroots social
organizations. The concepts highlight the close relationship between social justice,
democratic participation and environmental rights, grounding the theoretical
conceptualization of sustainability and making it more relevant for the movements.
It is also important that workers and their families see how they inhabit degraded
environmental spaces. This is the concept of citizen unions, which holds that unions
should take wider responsibilities with the citizens, beyond the specific problems of
employment and working conditions.
By relating the environmental issue to the real challenges of local subsistence and to
a more integral view of social and development models, the Program projects make
an impact on education, on politicians and on different sectors of civil society. This
outlook makes it possible to think of environmental problems in a less sector-defined
and fragmented way. It shows how each problem is explained by its interrelation with
the economic and social models in our countries. Changing these models and making
subsequent social and economic transformations is necessary for ecological survival,
which cannot be seen in isolation.
Perhaps, finally, this is the main conceptual contribution of the new debates on
planetary sustainability in which the Southern Cone projects are engaged: The
reintroduction of the environmental issue in a wider framework of social life and the
global debate on the future of each society. What is in play is the fate of human
society in all its aspects.
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NATIONAL PROJECTS
SUSTAINABLE AND DEMOCRATIC BRAZIL
Genesis

C

onceptually and methodologically, the Sustainable and Democratic Brazil
Project is the result of more than a decade of discussions, disputes and
controversies begun even before UNCED – the Earth Summit. The
participants at the first meeting, organized by international civil society and conducted
in parallel to UNCED, were clear about their opponents: they were all the groups and
forces who in different ways treated nature as an inexhaustible source of raw materials,
only there to be extracted to produce the highest possible financial and political profits.
In their encounters, environmentalist and social movement activists went through a
process of mutual recognition that served to consolidate the conviction that
sustainability and democracy are not independent concepts; in terms of planetary
balance, they are parts of a system sharing the same brain and heart.
The Brazilian Forum of NGOs and Social Movements was thus created in a context
where the dispute among different organizations seeking to position themselves went
far beyond the concepts of environment and development. Along with the “old”
activist organizations in both sectors, different entities emerged. Some were ad hoc
groups, created to defend circumstantial interests or issues. Sometimes the plenary
sessions of the Forum seemed like meetings of rival tribes. With the best intentions,
endless hours of meetings went on discussions of the predominance of the human
species over the rest of nature, or vice versa, without the participants realizing they
were falling into the old trap of chicken versus egg.
Looking back on these discussions helps us recognize the conceptual coordination
civil society has achieved in the last decade. There is still short-sightedness and
sectarianism in both sectors, but most of those who went through the debates of the
‘90s learned they were talking about a whole, and in that whole, one part could not
live without the other. The seed was sown both for those who stayed with the Forum,
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keeping it alive through activities like Rio+51 , and for activists, academics, political
militants and others who for different reasons distanced themselves from the Forum
to return to other work. But the seed germinated silently until it emerged in 1998, as
the Sustainable and Democratic Brazil Program (BSD). That year environmentalists
and social activists met and sought to unite their efforts, integrating social with
environmental issues in a new scenario.
At the same time European organizations, particularly in Holland and Germany, were
debating how to maintain the planet in a habitable state. What was the environmental
space occupied by the inhabitants of their countries? How could their respective
countries reduce their part in the destruction of the Earth? Those questions led them
to various conclusions, and one conclusion in particular, obvious though it may seem,
should be highlighted: There is no point trying to construct an oasis of a “Sustainable
Europe” in a world where frontiers are breaking down. Others took that conclusion
further, to ask: How is it possible to ensure that the necessary changes in habits and
consumption patterns do not increase poverty in the exporter nations of the South?
These questions sparked the first dialogues on sustainability between organizations
from North and South2 . In Brazil, the dialogue was conducted through the Federación de Organismos para la Asistencia Social y Educacional (FASE- Federation of
Organizations for Social and Educational Aid). FASE was the oldest NGO in the
country and had taken a central role in raising and discussing these issues prior to the
Earth Summit. It was also in charge of the political, administrative and executive
coordination of the event. It acted as conflict mediator during the process, remaining
faithful to its intransigent position on human rights but becoming more sensitive to
and letting itself be won over by the environmentalist arguments.
Faced with the issue of the possible consequences of European sustainability projects
for Third World exporter countries, FASE reacted from its own practice. First, it
decided that for Brazil and other countries in similar conditions it would be absurd to
restrict themselves to a reactive role. If Brazil had to fight for an international leadership
role, if it wanted to choose its own destiny and not be a puppet responding to the

1
2

Rio+5: Evaluation of the Earth Summit Agreements, Rio de Janeiro, 1997.
Sustainable North-South Project, coordinated by the Dutch section of Friends of the Earth.
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manipulation of the global market, it should give high priority to finding its own
definition of sustainability.
Second, no less important, it was impossible to talk about sustainability without taking
into account Brazil’s social inequality. Did they want a Sustainable Brazil? Yes! But
not sustainability based on per capita income, calculated by throwing the very rich
and the very poor into the same bag. To talk about sustainability it was necessary to
return to the lessons of the 1992 debates and confrontations, and try to define it based
on the key requirement of democracy.
The next step was entirely consistent with this. Democracy will always be a process
under construction, with revolutionary depth and form, molded by diversity, plurality
and the exchange of divergent opinions, but fundamentally a matter of alliances and
agreements. With these basic definitions in place, FASE called other entities - NGOs,
social movements and universities - to a debate. From this process, the Sustainable
and Democratic Brazil Project (BSD) was born, in 1998, and has had the support of
the Forum.
The coordinating work done by FASE, which was limited to the Rio-Sao Paulo axis
for operational and budgetary reasons, was broadened as other NGO and university
organizations joined in. They included: AS-PTA (Alternative Technology Projects
and Consultancy); IBASE (Brazilian Institute of Economic and Social Analysis); PACS
(Institute of Political Alternatives for the Southern Cone); IEE-USP (University of
Sao Paulo Institute of Engineering and Electro-technology); IPPUR-UFRJ (Institute
of Urban and Regional Planning, Regional University of Río de Janeiro); and REDEH
(Human Species Defense Network).
From then on, the aim was to formulate a work project with more ambitious goals.
Along with research work, the task would be to mobilize specific segments of society
to debate the research and search for alternatives that would gradually build up the
directions and strategies for constructing democratic sustainability. The aim was
summarized strategically in the general objective: To contribute to the creation in
society of a world view that integrates notions of sustainability and environmental
justice with the need for democracy.
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Alliances and Strategies
The support given to the BSD by the Forum meant that the Forum’s member entities
became natural allies. Some of them form part of BSD’s coordination, participating
with ideas, research and proposals. The relationship has clearly been mutually
beneficial: The BSD receives the fruit of specific projects and the collective help of
the entities in the Forum, and on the other hand, it helps them relate their work to a
broad vision of national sustainability, and helps the Forum maintain and strengthen
its national and international work.
In this last aspect, BSD plays one of its most important roles, as over time the Forum
had been identified mainly with environmental entities and NGOs. The CUT (central
trade union organization), CONTAG (Confederation of Agricultural Workers), and
other unions, along with entities working on gender, human rights and social issues,
and professional bodies are all members, but they are not present in the Forum’s day
to day activities. So BSD took responsibility for encouraging these bodies to participate,
by showing the importance of the central socio-environmental issues for renewing
their battles and their practice. BSD’s success in this is illustrated by the fact that
today only the CUT is present in the Forum’s coordination; its interaction goes
exclusively through the sector that represents it, the environment department.
So though the Forum is the BSD’s natural niche, it must also look to different
institutions in civil society (including the Forum members) as possible allies, whose
importance depends on the nature of the challenge. New strategies are then needed to
broaden the role of the counterpart bodies.
The BSD structured the range of possible allies, grouping civil society institutions
into three categories: a) representative organizations; b) thematic collectives; c) regional collectives. Then they defined tactics. Whenever possible, priority was given
to organizations that represented collectives (national, regional, or thematic) that would
normally be impossible to contact. Some of the main groups or movements were:
ABONG (national NGOs), CUT (national trade union confederation ), CONTAG
(farm workers’ union ), MST (landless peasants), MAB (people affected by dams),
MONAPE (fishermen), and CNS (rubber workers).
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Among the thematic collectives the main ones are: the Forum, Red Bancos (network
on multilateral institutions), REBRIP (network for the integration of peoples), the
forum for rural reform and justice, the national forum for urban reform, the network
for environmental education, the national water and sanitation works front, the nutrition
and food security forum, the coordination of women post- Beijing, ATTAC and the
pastoral commission on land and charity.
Finally, the regional collectives include: the forum of Rondonia; the Mato Grosso
environmental and development Forum (FORMAD); the forum for permanent debate on the Amazon; the forum for the eastern Amazon (FAOR); the Cearense forum;
the southern forum; the PTA network; the Atlantic Mata network; the Cerrado network,
and the Amazon working group (GTA).
It was obviously impossible to maintain constant contact with all these allies, but
BSD nevertheless kept itself open to this universe. On a different scale, it also made
contact to influence or act in association with other actors:
a) Public sector organizations where direct intervention is possible through
discussions on Agenda 21, the Multi-Annual Plan (PPA) and the agrarian reform.
b) Legislators, who can intervene, present proposals and lobby.
c) Businessmen, micro-enterprises and cooperatives. Two routes were taken: (1)
questioning and/or (2) subsidizing actions, particularly with the micro-enterprises
and the cooperatives.
d) The Brazilian Sustainable Development Council, which groups major corporations.
e) Cooperative forums, with which coordinated activities are possible.
f) The media, to which particular attention should be paid, as the project’s most
ambitious objective is to reach public opinion as a whole.

Methodology and Development of the
Proposals
BSD began work by taking a road that was difficult, relatively slow, but extremely
enriching. An analytical matrix (shown in Chapter Two) was constructed with the
help of a small group of consultants. The matrix crossed sector and thematic axes,
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and was divided into a broad “reality scan” that could lay the foundations for making
pro-positive diagnoses. Six thematic axes were chosen (agriculture, forestry,
manufacturing, energy, cities and mining), and the terms of reference drawn up for
developing the necessary diagnoses and research. Collaboration was sought from
NGOs, research institutes (academic and other), and specialists related to each theme.

Main Workshops and Seminars Organized by BSD
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Sustainable Agriculture. Rio de Janeiro, September 16-17, 1999.
Sustainable Energy in Brazil. Sao Paulo, November 11, 1999.
Diamond Mining, Minas Gerais. February 17-18, 2000.
Urban Workshop. Rio de Janeiro, March 27-28, 2000.
BSD in the Amazon. Belém, May 17-18, 2000.
Sustainability in Industry. Sao Paulo, September 12-13, 2000.
Automobile Industry Workshop. Sao Bernardo do Campo, SP, May 18,
2001.
8. Culture, Citizenship, and the Dignity Line. Rio de Janeiro, November 6,
2001.

Once the first text was drafted with the results of the initial research, it was submitted
to different specialists for criticism. The foundations were thus laid for the second
stage: discussion workshops with participants from different origins and regions, who
shared an in-depth vision of the subject.
Diversified, plural, and democratic contributions were collected and incorporated
into the first version of the study, and the project began publishing a first series of
documents called Cuadernos de Debate (Debate Notebooks).
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The Debate Notebooks series began with clear premises and a methodology.
The series consists of:
1. New premises for democratic sustainability, by Henri Acselrad and Jean
Pierre Leroy. It was followed by two translated works, which publicized
European reflections
2. on this issue: 2. The challenges of sustainable consumption policies, by
Manus van Brakell. 3. Integrated Criterion for elaborating the sustainability
concept, by Joachim H. Spangenberger. Then came 4. Sustainability and
Development: models, processes, and relationships, by Henri Acselrad
(explaining the critical specificities of the Brazilian vision on the formulation
of these concepts); 5. Exporting is necessary to live… by Sergio Schlesinger,
and The Myths of Well-Being achieved by the Export of Raw Materials, by
María Isabel Manzur, and 6. Production, Consumption, and Sustainability:
Brazil and the Planetary Context, by José Augusto Pádua, and The Brazilian
Ecological Debt. Who owes Whom?, by Jean Pierre Leroy.
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In the Thematic Notebook series, the works published to date are:
1. Energy Sustainability in Brazil: Limits and Possibilities for a Sustainable
and Democratic Energy Strategy, by Célio Bermann and Osvaldo Stella
Martins;
2. The Future of the Cerrado: Degradation versus Sustainability and Social
Control, by Shigeo Shki; 3. The Unsustainable Civilization of the Automobile:
the Brazilian Automotive Industry in times of Production Restructuring, by
Flavio Limoncic; 4. Democracy and Sustainability in Agriculture: Subsidies
for the Construction of a New Model for Rural Development, by Carlos
Eduardo Mazzetto Silva; 5. The Challenge of Urban Sustainability, by Grazia
de Grazia, Leda Lucía Queiroz, Ataide Motta, Alexandre Mellos Santos; 6.
Sustainable Development in the Mining Sector, by Zenon Schueler Reis; 7.
Industry in Brazil: sustainable production, democratic consumption, by
Sergio Schlesinger; 8. Sustainability and Democracy for Public Policies in
the Amazon, by Ana Cristina Barros (org); 9. FSC Forestry Certification
(Forest Stewardship Council): Inclusion of the Social and Environmental
Debate in Forestry Management, by Sandra Tosta Faillace, 10. Axes of
Territorial Coordination and Development Sustainability in Brazil, by Henri
Acselrad.

Research began at the same time on transversal
themes and specific cases, such as work and
income, the automotive industry and the future of
Cerrado. All received the same treatment,
including the critical revision, and later served as
raw material for a second series of publications:
the Thematic Notebooks. This collection of studies
later served as a basis for discussing, organizing
and publishing the book “For a Sustainable and
Democratic Brazil” (2002). This was more than
just a balance sheet, it was more like taking a
strategic position on the universe of issues
investigated up to that point.
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As well as workshops and publications, BSD began to disseminate the concepts and
arguments for democratic sustainability through the mass media, with articles for the
press, television interviews, and a series of 20 radio programs, broadcast weekly by a
radio station in Rio de Janeiro and retransmitted in different regions of Brazil by a
chain in which Cemina3 and Redeh participated. For about three years, a web page4
has been maintained with news and texts, in more than one language when possible,
which can be accessed and reproduced easily.

In the past four years, the project has also been concerned with social mobilization,
organizing workshops with dozens of NGOs, social movements and experts from
different regions. It took advantage of other events by different groups to debate
aspects related to the drafting of a democratic sustainability project for Brazil. Today
there are conditions for beginning a larger project to disseminate BSD ideas on
ideological struggle. This is the National Mobilization Campaign, for which
“information kits” with political learning materials are being produced.
The base text in the kit is a BSD book with, eventually, a monitor’s manual in a
specially designed format, so that teachers, social movement and NGO leaders and
others can use it easily and circulate its contents. There is also a backup brochure
with a summary in simpler language; posters; a CD with six mini-radio programs (10
minutes each), and a video for raising awareness.
Sustainable North-South Project, coordinated by the Dutch section of Friends of the Earth.
3
Cemina is an NGO that conducts radio programs.
4
http://brasilsustentavel.fase.org.br
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The Premises for Action
Democracy is always the backdrop on which sustainability is projected, and from
which the other premises of action spring.
Democracy requires that sustainability be collectively defined and built by society.
Given that premise, it is essential to guarantee the right of free speech to those who
have the potential to formulate new proposals based on their own experiences and
needs. They need that guarantee because they are not fully part, by exclusion or by
their own choice, of the dominant model.
The future sustainability of the world and of society is not only a matter of the model
of production and consumption, or of the struggle of most of the population for
access to enough goods to ensure their welfare. In a world of profound changes like
the new technological revolution, new forms of globalization, new statutes for politics
and the state, the annulment of values for communities and individuals, the
sustainability proposal should help rebuild common values of sociability and
governance, putting the economy at the service of the oikos, aiming for a new ethic
that permeates all forms of relationship among human beings, and between humans
and nature.

The BSD today
On the eve of Río+10, BSD had produced a substantial collection of technical research
papers, political and educational documents, and documents of dialogues with civil
society organizations. That work had given the project recognition, visibility, and
legitimacy, enabling it to exercise a more active public role. Coincidentally, but not
accidentally, Brazil’s current situation needs that role to be taken on, and the BSD
project to continue. Brazil is living through a prolonged period of economic and
social crisis, with a lack of confidence in its future, and doubts about the present
democracy. Like most other countries it has felt the exacerbated effect of the
internationalized neo-liberal “ethic”, which imposes a tax to guarantee the continuing
privileges of the owners of “globalization”.
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It is not an auspicious picture. Non-citizenship, exclusion, exploitation, and the denial
of the minimum rights for a dignified life affect most of the population, in contrast
with the situation of those who have somehow acquired most of society’s benefits. A
sector of the so-called middle class adheres to the “anything goes” principle behind
the cynicism of the market, while the majority defend themselves by shutting
themselves into their private lives, restricting their civic responsibility to the act of
facing up honestly to their daily problems. Luckily there are some who still believe
in the game of democracy and try to exercise their rights as citizens, and some who
search for new ways of political participation, distrusting the democracy known up to
now.
BSD’s discourse thus has implications that go beyond the issue of sustainability issue,
which has to be built by society as the great challenge of democracy. A world view
and ethical values are in play. The future of the country (and the planet) depend on
rescuing the dignity of the poor and excluded, on rejecting the current model, and on
building together a new model of development.
The following challenges are the most important objectives in the processes leading
from Johannesburg (Rio+10) to the World Social Forum:
• To disseminate ethical values in the cultural imagination, relating the notions of
democracy, sustainability, and environmental justice with each other. The basis
should be the concepts, analysis and proposals made by the participants of the
project, which are still under construction.
• To influence the world view of popular organizations, public opinion and social
movements through debate, valuing and incorporating concepts such as the dignity
line.
• To construct new proposals for Brazilian society through coordination, agreements,
and alliances.
• To link these proposals with those of other citizen movements in the North and
South, to create a constantly expanding international coordination, involving
networks whose issues are democracy and environmental justice. This includes
the Brazilian Environmental Justice Network, which BSD helped found and for
which it is currently responsible.
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There is no lack of reasons to talk of a Sustainable and Democratic Brazil, and not
“sustainable development of or for Brazil”. The question to be asked is not ,What
development? but rather, What country, what society do we want for tomorrow? What
democracy can resist with impunity the perpetuation of inequality, and the elite’s
disdain for the “dangerous” working classes and for other, marginalized segments of
the population?
Transforming popular sectors into political actors within their material, economic,
and cultural environment is a key issue for building democratic sustainability in Brazil.
Full democracy is a process under permanent construction; it always aims for a new
utopia. In its movement of subversion and change, democracy must include the
economy, but its guidelines are ethics and it must culminate in justice.
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SUSTAINABLE CHILE
From an Environmental Agenda to
a Sustainability Agenda
The Strategic Approach and Political Objectives of
Sustainable Chile

T

he Sustainable Chile Program was created in 1997 on the initiative of local
ecology groups, with the support of academics, social leaders and public
figures. Its aim is to prepare citizen organizations to draw up local, regional
and national sustainability agendas that will transform Chile socially, politically and
economically from its current neo liberal development model to a sustainable
development model.
Its strategic approach is to generate a citizens’ sustainability project. The idea is for
environmental and other social movements to go beyond demand-centered strategies
and reactive agendas, circumscribed to the current economic model, to develop work
that will allow citizen organizations to take the political initiative. The methodology
is to generate a pro-active leadership role for citizens, making them protagonists in
the future in implementing sustainable development.

The main organizations active in developing the Program are the Institute of Political
Ecology (IEP), which initiated and coordinated the project, the National Ecological
Action Network1 , which groups different citizen organizations, and the Universidad
Bolivariana, a new university born during the transition to democracy. Social leaders
and religious and scientific figures2 formed an advisory council, strengthening the
Program’s vision and work.
In the first period of the transition to democracy (1990-1995), the ecology movement
worked on the conceptual framework and an agenda for public intervention. It was
1
2

The National Ecological Action Network (RENACE) has members in the I, III, V, VII, IX, X, XI, and XII
Regions.
Including the bishop of Punta Arenas, Tomas González, national science prize winner Humberto Maturana,
Alternative Nobel Prize winners, Manfred Max Neef and Juan Pablo Orrego, academics Gastón Soublette,
Antonio Elizalde, Francisco Hunneus, and Luis Weinstein, and ecologists Isabel Lincolao, Malú Sierra,
and Miriam Urzúa.
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reacting to the economic model imposed during the military dictatorship (1973-1990)
and administered by subsequent democratic governments. At the end of this period
environmental movement leaders began a critical review of their achievements to
date. They recognized that although environmental demands and the ecologist
movement now had a strong profile in national public opinion, they had made little
progress on a national environmental agenda and there was no official sustainability
agenda3 .
The movement’s work in criticizing and denouncing and in taking preventive measures
gave it great legitimacy as a social movement. Ecologists are seen by the public as
part of a movement to safeguard the environmental heritage and public health, and
the main factor in raising environmental awareness. They are also seen as the exponents
of an integral criticism of the current development model. But the lack of a national
agenda of their own reduced their ability to influence public policies significantly,
and hindered the work of developing and legitimizing ecologist proposals, in terms
of both territories and sectors.
The Program was designed to form a national citizen agenda to facilitate political
initiative in civil society organizations and the environmental movement in particular, legitimizing them and giving them greater weight as political actors. The longterm objective is to create a new national social player: sustainability, as a national
project.4
The central task is to stimulate broad debate and facilitate national agreement on the
need for a project for a sustainable country. The Program aims to strengthen citizen
action and sensitize politicians and the general public to the political fundamentals of
a sustainability proposal for Chile.
Its strategy has been to create intellectual and social coordination to systematize and
quantify concrete actions and goals in 20 prioritized sectors of public policy: poverty,
employment, health and education, in the social area; biodiversity, the forestry sector,
fisheries, mining, energy, agriculture, water, urban development and legislation, in
the environmental area; human rights, democratization, decentralization, security and
3
4

RENACE, Evaluation and Proposals for the National Assembly, 1997.
National Assembly of RENACE, 1997.
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defense, indigenous peoples’ policy, women and youth, in the political area. The aim
was to redirect the development process to meet sustainability objectives.
The strategy was developed through two lines of work, at a territorial and a technical
level. First, by drawing up a programmatic agenda with a diagnosis of the main
social, environmental, and political challenges facing Chile if it is to implement
sustainable development. Second, with a set of specific actions and proposals for the
State and for civil society in order to meet those challenges.
This work helped bring technical and political criteria into line among different sectors
of civil society, and to complement the academic output, knowledge capital and public
policy proposals generated by the NGOs.
The proposals for regional and provincial sustainability were based on the most urgent
challenges and priorities agreed by citizen organizations in different regions. The aim
was for social organizations to create a specific sustainability framework, and for the
Program to help coordinate among NGOs and social movements to broaden the base
of citizens active under this paradigm.

The Concept of Sustainability
The Program gives priority to environmental, social and political dimensions, which
form the basis for the economic objectives of sustainable development.
The Brundtland Commission5 and the Río ’92 Agenda both define environmentally
sustainable development as that which satisfies the needs of present generations without
compromising the ability of future generations to satisfy their own needs. But this
definition includes the need for social sustainability: prioritizing equity in resource
distribution, considering the needs of the people, while imposing limits to growth
guaranteeing the principles of common good and the improvement of quality of life.
Environmental sustainability: The Program includes and integrates the need to protect
and maintain the living systems on Earth and the biophysical systems that help maintain
the planet’s functions, with the sustainable use of nature and the ecosystems and the
5

United Nations, Brundtland Commission “Our Common Future”, New York, 1987.
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changes in behavior, regulations, laws and economic tools required to ensure
sustainability.
This dimension highlights and legitimizes the concept of finite planetary resources.
It makes lower consumption in the North the main challenge to meeting the needs of
the South, and incorporates the dimension of equity, not only between current and
future generations, but as solidarity among present generations.
Social sustainability: the fundamental objective is equity. The Program brings together
the eradication of poverty, equitable distribution of the benefits of development, and
achieving dignified conditions for human life. The challenge is to satisfy the human
needs defined in economic, social, political and cultural rights such as identity, social
integration and freedom of expression. The Program does not limit itself to the basic
subsistence rights like health, education, and housing of traditional social policies.
These only ensure the individual’s biological reproduction and can simply apply to
the reproduction of a nation’s human capital, like the workforce or human resources
at the service of the market. Equity implies redistribution of income, gender equality,
equality among races, cultures, and regional inhabitants6 , and equity between the
societies of North and South.
The Program includes aspects of democratic governance in its concept of sustainability.
It conditions sustainable development to that which prioritizes the expansion of
democracy and guarantees civil society a role in the definition of its own development7 .
This dimension of political sustainability broadens the traditional concepts of political
freedom, ensuring each citizen the right to participate in defining and implementing
his/her own development. It covers the demands of indigenous peoples to selfdetermination, the demands of local communities and regions in relation to centralized
powers, the demands for equal participation and political expression among genders,
generations, and cultures, and for coherence between public and private spheres. It
ensures greater democracy, and therefore greater governance. 8
6
7
8

Sustainable Chile Program, “Por un Chile Sustentable: Propuesta Ciudadana por el Cambio” 1 edition,
(490 pages) Santiago, Chile (April, 1999)
Sustainable Chile Program, leaflet, 2000. Minutes of the First Organizational Meeting of the Sustainable
Southern Cone Program, Las Vertientes, Chile, May 1998.
Larraín, S. “El marco de sustentabilidad y su potencial ético y político” (December, 2000) in Mujer y
Sustentabilidad, Sustainable Chile Program, Instituto de la Mujer, Memch, Isis, IEP, Santiago, Chile
2001.
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Unlike government concepts of sustainable development, which prioritize social equity,
environmental protection, and economic growth9 , the Program does not include the
economic dimension as a structural aspect of sustainability, for two reasons:
First, because economic objectives should be the result of democratic agreements on
social equality and environmental sustainability goals set by society, not technocratic
decisions based on national or international governmental planning.
Including the economic factor as a structural factor of sustainability, as the State and
business sectors have done, has created the bias that equates economic sustainability
with sustained growth. This makes it difficult to reconcile macroeconomic objectives
with those of socio environmental well-being, and the objectives of profit and the
market with social objectives of equity and social integration. 10
This position makes sustainability conditional on sustained economic growth, whereas
on a world level the incompatibility of the two objectives has increased. Strictly
economic development criteria, and the investment, trade and financial sector policies
implemented out of that vision, are responsible for blocking progress to sustainability
in many nations.
Economic development can have distinct socio-environmental objectives in different
societies, and be expressed in different levels of growth, depending on the social,
cultural, environmental, and political targets that each society sets itself through the
democratic process. In the North some societies require 2%, 1%, or 0% GDP growth,
whereas in the South societies in transition may need 4% or 5% growth - understanding
GDP growth as the result of social equilibriums and objectives far more comprehensive
than solely macroeconomic targets.11
Second, because the simplistic economic outlook is used to argue that sustainability
can be achieved simply through technology and the more efficient use of natural
resources, by a factor of 4 or a factor of 1012 . In other words, maintaining the same
9

CONAMA, National Sustainable Development Policies.
Larraín, S. Ibid.
Larraín, S. “El marco de la sustentabilidad y su potencial ético y politico” (December, 2000), in Mujer y
Sustentabilidad, Sustainable Chile Program, Institute de la Mujer, Memch, Isis, IEP, Santiago, Chile,
2001.
12
F. Schmidt—Bleek. A new dimension of environmental protection. WI papers N∞24, Wuppertal, 1994.
For more information see: Factor 10 Club. The Carnoules Declaration, Wuppertal 1995.
10
11
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standards of living but using only a quarter or a tenth of the natural resources and
environmental services currently consumed would ensure sustainability.
This approach confuses the dimension and the technological challenges of
sustainability with its achievement. It fails to take into account the social aspects of
access to the natural heritage, the need to maintain the ecosystems’ ability to maintain
themselves, and the political agreements on resource access and consumption within
and between industrialized and developing countries.13
The strictly economic idea of sustainability is present in the Chilean government’s
recent formulations. As the main objective of its Environmental Country Agenda
2002-2006 it states: “Orienting public policies towards sustainable development
implies intensifying economic growth to eradicate poverty and achieve more equity
while protecting the environment”14 .
Strengthening Chile’s economic growth has not and will not guarantee the eradication
of poverty, or social equity, or environmental protection. Official figures show the
only significant reduction of poverty during the first transition government (19901994), was directly related to distributive measures, such as tax reforms. A regular
government survey on socio-economic conditions, (known as CASEN), shows that
unequal income distribution has persisted unvaryingly since the period of military
rule, when there were no trade unions or national Congress that could champion
greater social justice and prioritize the common good in development policies. Worse
still, the figures show that in some periods of democracy, between 1992 and 1994,
and 1999 and 2000, income inequalities worsened. In the latter period, only the
wealthiest 10% of Chileans saw their income increase.15

Development of a National Proposal
The work of creating a Citizen Proposal for Sustainability for Chile began in 1998,
when priorities were assigned to the relevant sectors and research projects prepared

13

Larraín, S. Ibid.
National Environmental Commission (CONAMA), “Agenda Ambiental País 2002-2006”. Santiago, Chile, January 2002.
15
Casen Surveys, Mideplan, 2001.
14
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on the three central lines of the Program - social, environmental, and political
sustainability. These three lines formed the strategic foundation for the terms of
reference.
Priority areas were defined according to the natural resources and environmental
services most relevant for local development and the national economy, the social
issues most directly related to meeting public welfare, and the political aspects most
felt and prioritized by civil society organizations, either because of their urgency or
their political viability.
The Program proposal finally covered, under social sustainability, social equity and
the eradication of poverty, employment, health, and education; under environmental
sustainability, biodiversity, the forestry sector, farming, water resources, fishing,
mining, energy, urban development and environmental legislation; and under political
sustainability, human rights, democratization, decentralization, security and defense,
as well as indigenous, gender, and youth related polices.
The terms of reference of the research on biodiversity, energy, health, decentralization
or indigenous policy took the goals of social equity, environmental sustainability and
democratic governance, and aimed to detect the main challenges and draw up proposals
for dealing with them. Each sector had to analyze the main social, environmental and
political challenges, and based on these, to structure proposals to guide the sector
towards sustainability of these areas. In the case of energy, for example, the research
covered the State policies on public access to energy services and resources, and also
asked how much different social sectors and territories should pay for them, what
environmental impacts are generated by each source and each project, and what are
the legal and institutional frameworks of decision-making and the design and planning
of investments and energy policy. Each research project thus worked from the
sustainability matrix.

Forming Teams to Make Proposals
The research was not delegated to technical experts or academics disconnected from
the demands of civil society. Instead, the priority was to form mixed teams of
investigators from specialist NGOs, social movements and academics linked to the
NGOs. They worked together to draft the terms of reference for the main changes
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needed in each sector, and then, based on group discussions and the terms of reference,
each social sector selected the institution or person to take charge of the study.
This methodology helped use the knowledge capital and experience accumulated by
civil society organizations and also articulated the demands and proposals of different
citizen sectors. The workgroups achieved gender, territorial, and cultural diversity.
Of the 20 technical teams, eight were formed in the regions, two by indigenous
researchers, and in nine cases, the researchers were women. Only one study was
done by an academic organization, due to the lack of NGOs working on the subject.
In the research on indigenous policy on the Mapuche people, for example, a meeting
with the coordinator of Mapuche organizations and institutions in Temuco to define
their priorities for investigations and proposals, most of which centered on demands
for equity, territory, autonomy and participation. At the end of the meeting a committee
was formed to draw up the terms of reference and select the consultant to carry out
the research and draft proposals. These proposals were then presented to the
organizations for their approval, so they would be validated as representing the sector. Similar procedures were used to generation of proposals for the Aymara people,
and for health, employment, forestry and agricultural policy, among others.
Once the research and proposals were finished and validated they were presented for
public debate in Santiago and some other regions. This same process was used for
the proposals on social equity, eradication of poverty, employment, and energy.

Publication of the National Proposal
The publication of the research formed part of an integral development agenda which
included four sections - social, environmental, political, and territorial – and
incorporated 20 thematic chapters and the summaries of the regional agendas.
Each chapter was presented in an operative format, giving the 10 or 12 most important
challenges to sustainability in the sector, and the proposal in each case, highlighting
the changes required in public policy, actions needed and, in some cases, timelines
for making them happen. The Program’s advisory council took part in the editorial
committee.
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The final publication was a 500-page “National
Agenda” entitled, “For a Sustainable Chile:
Citizen Proposal for Change”.
The work was publicized nationally with book
launchings and presentation symposiums to
citizen organizations, political authorities and the
press in eight regions. The political context of
the 1999 presidential elections was also used to
distribute the Agenda to electoral committees
and their program teams. To validate the
proposals, the Agenda was launched in Santiago with all the presidential candidates16 , who
commented on it and presented their policy priorities on sustainability17 .
A 200-page summary of the Agenda was also published, and a 20-page executive
version for a wider public and the mass media. All are available on the Program
website18 .
To make access to the sector proposals easier for organizations, 20 sector notebooks
on the social, environmental, and political themes in the Agenda were published.
In 2001, teaching modules were designed, based on the sector proposals in the
environmental area, and tested with leaders and organizations in different regions. In
2002 more modules were produced on social and political issues, to be used in
workshops, (in CD format, power point, and transparencies for overhead projectors).
They include guidelines for teaching exercises and sessions, by region.
The Agenda in its different formats has helped create a national debate on the need to
critically rethink the current development model, with a greater commitment to social equity, environmental sustainability and expanded democracy.

16
17
18

With the exception of Joaquín Lavín, the conservative candidate.
70% of the proposals presented by the candidates were restricted to environmental sustainability.
http://www.chilesustentable.net
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Regional Proposals
The strategic objective of the Program’s
procedures for generating territorial
proposals has been to create a
decentralized citizen proposal for
sustainability. So in addition to the
technical and sector issues for the national
agenda there was a simultaneous process
of drafting regional sustainability agendas, with social organizations, NGOs,
academic institutions, labor unions and
indigenous bodies, in seven regions of the
country.

The Provincial and
Regional Agendas
Priority was given to producing citizen
agendas in the regions farthest from the
capital, both north and south. The aim was
to strengthen organized civil society by
carrying out diagnoses, proposals and
plans of action, and to have a political
impact on regional development in its social, environmental, and political
dimensions.
The strategy was to generate: a)
agreement on regional proposals and
diagnoses in a sustainable development
framework; b) coordination among civil
society organizations working on
different issues and strategies for political
and social intervention; c) more visibility, legitimacy and impact on public policy
issues for citizen organizations with their local communities, government authorities
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and the mass media. The aim is to create a new political citizen player, to develop
abilities to sustain pro-active citizen initiative.
Under the slogan of “the region we want”, NGOs and grassroots social groups, labor,
union, and academic institutions, and Church, human rights, student and indigenous
organizations were invited to take part in drafting a citizen proposal for sustainability
for their province, their region, and for Chile.
In six regions and two provinces the organizations formed workgroups and drew in
new members. They designed the procedures, format, and methodology for drafting
their agendas, organized workshops and regional meetings and systematized contents
and processes. Finally, citizen agendas for sustainability in Arica and Parinacota, Iquique,
Atacama, Bío Bío, Araucanía, Llanquihue, Chiloé and Magallanes were published. They
identified the main challenges in the social, environmental, and political areas, the citizen
proposals for confronting and reverting these problems, the strategies and actions that
could be taken by the citizens on their own, without the state authorities, and the proposals
that need state action. Some agendas included a critical analysis of the state’s regional
development agendas and sector proposals and agendas from relevant players. A regional profile appendix was added to the regional agendas with statistical and analytical
information produced the Sustainable Chile Program.
Between 40 and 150 people from different organizations took part in the regional
workshops, where priority was given to their territorial identity, as within shared
territories they face specific problems and have more chance of putting their proposals
into practice collectively.
After the regional agendas were produced, six regions created initiative committees19
for sustainability. Together with the Program they presented a project to a national
19

ARICA: Corporación Norte Grande, SERPAJ, ADEMA, Comisión Aymara de Defensa del Medio Ambiente-CADMA, TEA-Norte Mujer. IQUIQUE: Consejo Ecológico CIEDE, Instituto de Estudios de la
Cultura y Tecnología Andina-IECTA, Fraternidad Ecológica Universitaria, INTI, Minka, Colegio de Profesores, Sindicato de Pescadores Artesanales y Buzos Mariscadores, Comisión de Derechos Humanos
de Iquique. COPIAPÓ: Grupo de Acción Ecológica de Atacama-GAEDA, AMPARES, Consejo Ecológico
de Tierra Amarilla. BIO-BIO: Pachamama, Hijos del Bío-Bío, Consejo Ecológica de Chillán, Consejo
Ecológico de los Angeles. TEMUCO: Fundación Instituto Indígena, CET, Newen, Lonkokilapan, Centro
de Desarrollo Sustentable y Centro de Estudios Socioculturales-Universidad Catolica, Instituto de Estudios Indígenas-Universidad de la Frontera. PROVINCIA DE LLANQUIHUE: Surambiente, Promas,
Fundación Otway, GeoAustral, Anarnuri, Creas, Federación de Pescadores Artesanales Juan Pablo II.
PROVINCIA DE CHILOÉ: Comité Auquilda de Chile, Fundación con Todos, Estudios Agrarios Ancud,
Federación de Comunidades Indígenas, Consejo de Caciques de Chiloé. PUNTA ARENAS: Fundación
para el Desarrollo de FIDE XII, Iniciativa de Defensa Ecológica Austral-IDDEA.
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fund to carry out the proposals in their agendas, and in 2001 the project was collectively
planned and executed. In the north (Arica, Parinacota, Iquique and Atacama), they
concentrated on toxins, mining (mine tailings), and water resources. In the south,
they acted on issues of waste, pollution, regional autonomy and natural resources.
All the impact-related strategies were set by citizen priorities, and aimed to legitimate
citizen dialogue on the regional environmental plans produced by government
commissions and the regional development strategies from the regional governments20 .
Some initiative committees legally formalized their existence to give continuity to
their agendas and joint work. This was the case of the Regional Agenda for the
Araucanía Group (AGRA), made up of development NGOs, indigenous organizations
and academic organizations in the IX Region.
Two new provinces, Llanquihue and Chiloé, edited, printed, and launched their agendas between March and November 2001.
Creating forms of coordination and producing the collective programs has strengthened
the Program and given it a leading role among the participating organizations. It has
reactivated the role of leaders and social institutions in local development activities.
It has integrated new citizen actors into the initiatives in each territory, and focused
the issues in projects presented by local organizations in regional and municipal public
project competitions. Collectives working on sustainability have become more visible in the mass media, in public opinion and for the regional authorities, and raised
their status as valid organizations for the political sector and the government. Regional initiative committees have formed relationships with local authorities like mayors
and town counselors, regional governors and ministerial divisions, and developed
links and proposals for collective work with regional universities.
Work in the regions has taken different approaches to thematic priorities, organizational
options and cultural identities. There has been progress and there have been setbacks,
but all the results have been politically encouraging, and have strengthened both leaders
and local organizations.
20

National Environmental Commission (CONAMA), Regional Environmental Commissions (COREMA)
and regional councils.
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“…to debate in order to build, and not get bogged down in the typical diagnoses
that are nothing but recriminations and lamentations over the economic crisis,
unemployment, discrimination, environmental problems and abuses of power;
going a step farther, not just looking for culprits but making commitments to
improve our quality of life and not just waiting for “someone” to come and
solve our problems. This does not mean an end to denunciations or demands
for reparations and action, but it does mean taking responsibility for our
situation by participating actively to improve it”.
“What we must do is become actors who can promote and create changes,
based on recognizing the problems that affect us and the alternatives for solving
them. We must generate a strong movement of pro-active citizens, and give up
the traditional attitude which expects the State to solve our problems”.
Bernadita Araya, Serpaj and Franco Venegas, Corporación Norte Grande

Currently, the CIR’s are the bearers and driving forces behind the prioritized agendas for regional and local development, which in addition to facilitating a route of
common action with other sectors- local authorities, tourism and agricultural
enterprises—, enables them to position themselves based on their own pro-positive
political agenda.
During 2002, the regional committees organized training and evaluation processes in
five regions regarding the fulfillment of governmental commitments to implement
sustainability with an emphasis on Agenda 21. In June, a national workshop was
conducted in order to reach a consensus on regional priorities at a national level. A
publication containing the fruits of this process will be launched before the
Johannesburg Summit.21

21

This process began within the framework of the Rio+10 Evaluation Project based on sustainability and
gender perspectives, supported by the Böll Foundation and carried-out by the Instituto de la Mujer
(Women’s Institute) and the Sustainable Chile Program.
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The Communicational Dimension
Communication efforts concentrated first on producing bimonthly bulletins with
information on the development of studies, regional work, thematic discussion
workshops, consultant and technician profiles, and the program’s fundamental
concepts.
This activity helped by the design of a web page, which has presented the progress of
technical and territorial work, and all the documents elaborated by the program, the
seminar presentations, candidate discourses, editorial articles by teams and consultants.
It also includes a virtual library of documents on sustainability by national and foreign
authors.

The Program has a system of direct communication with open space on the web page
for each of the regional initiative committees, so they could have their own site and
email addresses.
In 2001, the Program inaugurated a communications initiative through the radio to
offer citizens a sustainability-based analyses of national events. Another aim is to use
radio interviews and discussion forums to present the main actors and socioenvironmental conflicts, and highlight citizen initiatives on the international agenda,
such as the World Social Forum, the Environmental Conventions, the FTAA and
Johannesburg (Río+10).
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Sustainable Chile has two weekly hour-long, radio programs22 on Radio Tierra, which
has a progressive and popular audience, and on Radio Universidad de Chile, with a
more technical/academic profile.

Projections
Sustainable Chile’s aim is to be a legitimate reference point on sustainable
development, regionally and nationally. It has a recognized leadership role and is
used as an information source on the major social, environmental and political
challenges. It has created coherent proposals for national development based on citizen
input, and is linked to the regional initiative committees, with which it develops a
shared agenda of helping generate sustainability actors.
It is committed to creating more permanent and strategic coordination with citizen
movements, and has developed activities with development organizations, educational
institutes, indigenous and women’s organizations. It hopes to expand to the agriculture
and fishing sector, and to local authorities. It has advanced with the women’s
movements in exchanges and debates on gender and sustainability paradigms, and
with respect to citizenship and globalization.23
The main challenges the Program faces are in developing a communications policy
to increase its visibility, and in developing a permanent lobby and consultancy work
to Congress. These lines of work will strengthen alliances and increase the Program’s
overall impact on politicians and government and on public policies, as well as
strengthening the political initiative and impact of citizens for sustainability.
Educational modules have been prepared and distributed, to support the
communicational efforts.
The second task in the next three years is to update of the national sustainable
development proposal24 , to prioritize the most relevant issues in the current political
climate. This also involves seeking more coordination among regional and national
agendas to raise the levels of agreement, common identity and impact of citizen-actors.
22

Radio Tierra, AM 1300, program “Chile Sustentable Ahora”, Wednesday from 4pm-5pm. Radio Universidad de Chile, FM 102.5, program “Debates para un Chile Sustentable”, Saturdays from 12pm-1pm.
International Seminar Women and Sustainability, Santiago, Chile December 2000.
24
Currently, the proposal on biodiversity and water resources is being updated.
23
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Clear agendas are needed to act as guidelines for actions for sustainability. We believe
the work done so far has helped implement an Agenda 21 nationally, though clearly
there is still no public policy effort on this. It is necessary to bring the other regions
into the Program initiatives, which needs collective effort and resources.
The third priority is to intensify its work, conferences, and action in the area of the
national and international challenges of globalization and sustainability. The Program
has given priority to participating actively in the World Social Forum and the regional
coordination follow-up work, and in generating alternatives to the FTAA. It participated
in the national and international process leading to Johannesburg25 and the follow-up
commitments, to bring in more actors to work towards the sustainable development
agenda, call on politicians, business and government to take more commitments, and
speed up the legitimization and materialization of those agreed on.
To meet these goals, there were two lines of work from 2000 to 2002: one, on conceptual development and proposals for trade and sustainability, and two, conferences
and workshops on globalization and sustainability with NGOs, social movements,
universities, and international organizations. Finally, there was a regional evaluation
of the Río commitments with the regional initiatives committees and the women’s
organizations26 , highlighting the Latin American regional actors’ visions, priorities
and demands, from the perspectives of sustainability and gender, in relation to the
themes prioritized by the participating organizations. In the evaluations made prior
to Johannesburg, there was a Citizen Conference for the Evaluation of the Río 92
Agreements27 in June 2002, where the Program was able to coordinate 28 of the
participating organizations 28 . The event was sponsored by the national Congress, the
national environmental commission, UNDP and UNEP. It also made an exhaustive
evaluation of the Earth Summit accords, which have been published.
25

Sustainable Chile participates in the National Council on Sustainable Development, where it is having
an impact on the public agenda. It is also finishing up a consultation of the main actors in the business,
indigenous, women, peasant, local authority, and professional sectors, etc. on its evaluation, commitment,
and actions in relation to the Río accords. A national meeting was conducted in May/June 2002 together
with other NGOs, social organizations and educational institutes.
26
Instituto de la Mujer (Women’s Institute), Memch, ISIS.
27
The Conference was sponsored by UNEP, UNDP, CONAMA, and the Environmental and Natural
Resources commissions within the House of Representatives and the Senate.
28
Fundación para la Superación de Pobreza; Colegio Médico de Chile; Colegio de Profesores de Chile;
Central Unitaria de Trabajadores (CUT); Asociación Chilena de Municipalidades; Acción; Consumers
International; JUNDEP; CODEFF; Alianza por los Bosques; CET-Sur; CONAPACH; Instituto de Ecología
Política (IEP); RENACE; Greenpeace; Red Nacional de Ecoclubes; Fundación Instituto Indígena; Fundación Lonko Kilapan; Corporación Newen; Instituto de Estudios Indígenas; Universidad Bolivariana;
Asociación Nacional de Mujeres Rurales e Indígenas (ANAMURI) and CEDEM.
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As a member of the Southern Cone Program, Sustainable Chile’s aims to help the
coordination of organizations in Argentina, Peru and Bolivia, and other countries in
the region, to promote citizen projects for sustainable development.
*Book cover: Citizen Evaluation of the Rio ’92 Agreements
*Book cover: Citizen Proposals and Evaluations from the Perspective of Gender and
Sustainability.
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Sustainable Uruguay
A brief history

T

he ecologist movement emerged in Uruguay in the 1980s, as the country
was coming out of a long period of dictatorship. Some members of the
movement were critical of the development model, which is characterized
by environmental degradation in the name of economic growth, and they saw economicsocial relationships as the causes of ecological problems. Other organizations centered
on specific problems of pollution and environmental degradation, often local.
Broadly speaking, the movement faced environmental problems that for some members
were inherent in the system, and for others were the product of mismanagement. But
it had no solid proposal for political alternatives with social support.
In the 1990s, coinciding with the preparations for the Earth Summit, the movement
grew stronger, and a major sector which shared an ecological-social concept rapidly
coordinated with organizations from other Latin American countries and participated
in regional critiques of the dominant development model. It also incorporated new
lines of reflection and action into its agenda, such as the external debt, the ecological
debt, debt swaps and the impact of the Initiative for the Americas.
REDES AT took an active part in a North-South dialogue on the environment and
development (with Canadian cooperation), which was important in identifying and
criticizing the ambiguities in the concept of sustainable development. The dialogue
also questioned consumption patterns in the North and in sectors of the South, and
the overall model of production. It strongly challenged the official argument that
poverty and the demographic explosion were primarily responsible for the
environmental crisis, which evades the responsibility of the development model.
In the post-Rio period, REDES AT joined the international debates on socioenvironmental sustainability. Together with Friends of the Earth, Europe, it analyzed
sustainability proposals, first in Holland and later for all Europe, raising issues that
had not been considered, such as the ecological debt.
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The attempts at North-South dialogue on the Sustainable Holland proposal, mainly
promoted by Friends of the Earth-Holland, ran into difficulties because the starting
point was a North perspective, and its questions to the South were along the lines,
What will be the impact of decreased consumption in the North on the export-led
economies of the South? This framework, constructed by North organizations,
emphasizes per capita consumption.
Faced with the difficulty of establishing a true dialogue and the urgent need to find
integral responses to the model’s increasing unsustainability, some organizations began
work at a national level to build up sustainability agendas in the South, specifically
in Latin America. Their starting point was a conceptual framework that related to the
political, social and ecological history of the region.
This is how the Sustainable Uruguay Program emerged, from the need to encourage
a participative process in Uruguayan society to expand the sustainability debate and
involve social movements with proposals for social and political change. The final
product would be a Citizen Platform for a Sustainable Uruguay. Its aims would be to
construct an ecological, just and participatory society, stressing the role of social
movements and helping strengthen them to encourage citizenship building and identify
the potential political actors for sustainability.

The Agents in Sustainability
The challenge of sustainability, and for programs and organizations guided by this
concept, is for the potential players to become the subjects of transformation, in a
time of ecological crisis and political, economic and social exclusion. The initial
hypothesis is that the success of a social transformation aiming for sustainability will
depend on the emergence of a social actor who embodies general concerns; and that
the language of sustainability becomes the paradigm of the transformation, with solid
historic and cultural roots.
The Program thus proposes to collaborate in developing this historic actor, through
multiple strategies:
First, by rescuing the history of popular ecology (Martínez Alier), that is, the tradition
of communities and social movements that do not call themselves ecological but
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which have fought and continue fighting to conserve and use natural resources
sustainably, in opposition to the destructive attacks of the conquistadors, and then of
multinational corporations and other economic interests.
Second, by making common cause with the just demands and the resistance of social
movements affected by the current neo liberal policies and the tide of globalization.
The Program can contribute an ecological and social-based criticism of the policies
and activities, and if necessary, coordinate the concepts and organize the fights by
monothematic movements so they can transcend individual identities and interests to
reach a broader constituency.
Third, the Program provides a meeting place for the grassroots and social movements
that defend living conditions threatened by neo liberal policies and globalization. It
sponsors and coordinates a participative process where the movements can go beyond
resistance to diagnoses and proposals for changes geared to sustainability, in local
areas of interest and in the national arena. It is a meeting place where academic and
local knowledge and the experience of social actors can create a proposal for change.

The Conceptual Framework
The concept of sustainability means different things to different people. Since the Earth
Summit some NGOs and social movements have taken on the difficult task of disputing
the concept with governments and big business. The business sector is actively looking
to clean-up its image and its reputation as being primarily responsible for the ecological
crisis, and now presents itself as having the tools needed to resolve it.
The concept of eco-efficiency that emerged as the response to environmental problems
rapidly captured the international stage. The approach of technology optimists,
encouraged by the corporate world, was to argue that malfunctions in the system
could be corrected with less contaminating, more energy-efficient technologies.
Those responsible for the crisis now presented themselves as the owners of the solution,
in an attempt to avoid more searching questions about the impacts of an inherently
destructive model. Its logic of grow or die, of going for the highest gains in the shortest
possible time, and of homogenizing the world, is an attack on the diversity that provides
the basis of all life, both ecological and cultural.
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In the face of this distortion of the language and conceptual framework that has motivated
social movements all over the world, it became necessary to refine the concept of
sustainability, and make proposals for real change that question the logic of the system.
The Sustainable Uruguay Program, similar to other initiatives all over the world,
took on this task. In preparatory workshops and forums with social organizations,
four dimensions of sustainability were defined.
Ecological: Relates to preserving and encouraging diversity and eco-systemic
complexity, productivity, the natural cycles, and wild and cultivated diversity. This
dimension is especially relevant in proposing a change of paradigm. The ecological
crisis is not an abstract problem that only interests the middle-class in the North,
whose basic needs are covered and who can spare time and energy to worry about
their natural surroundings. The ecological crisis is directly associated with the physical
and cultural survival of communities and marginal sectors of the Third World.
Social: Refers to equitable access to resources, in intra-generational and
intergenerational terms, between genders and between cultures. The social dimension
of sustainability reveals the relevance of a fair distribution of resources in a world
where inequity increases daily. It highlights the need to achieve gender equality, and
to recognize and value cultural diversity.
Economic: Implies redefining economic activity to make it serve society and direct it
to meeting human needs, by producing the most appropriate satisfiers for each culture
and in each geographic area.
Political: Refers to the need for participative management, including the real
participation of communities in the management of resources, in decision-making,
and in formulating policies.
The four dimensions are clearly not independent of each other but closely related and
constantly interacting. They are categorized simply in order to better understand all
the aspects involved in the concept of sustainability.
The scope of sustainability is also under debate, but it has to be seen from a coordinated
regional viewpoint, and requires exchange and collaboration on similar proposals in
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other Latin American countries. At an international level, the proposals for local and
global sustainability in the Sustainable Europe Campaign need to be debated and
complemented in order to build a Sustainable Southern Cone and Latin America
Program.

Defining Objectives
Producing a citizen platform to serve as a political instrument to allow social
movements to resist and to build alternatives cannot be done as an academic,
intellectual exercise whose final product ends up on library shelves and boxes.
The challenge is to bring in movements affected by the neo liberal model to draft the
proposals, and define objectives, goals and strategies to be achieved and developed
in the framework of sustainability. It is about strengthening the movements,
coordinating their demands, and nourishing them with an integral perspective of
sustainability that involves the four dimensions above.
The movements will only adopt the proposal and fight for its implementation if they
take part in developing it . So from the preparatory phase in 1997 onwards a series of
national level workshops were held to define the main objectives of a sustainability
agenda. The participants included trade unions, family productive groups, women,
young people, student unions, community radios and neighborhood organizations,
and they outlined some objectives for a national program to build a citizen platform
for sustainability.
First, the aim was to encourage a participative debate in Uruguayan society to elaborate
concepts and then actions in support of sustainability, equity, and participation. It
should draw in the future actors for sustainability - the social movements and informal networks constantly springing up.
In the face of the predatory and short-term logic of current environmental management,
it became clear it would be necessary to evaluate the resources available in the territory
and their potential. Then it would be possible to propose an adequate use, from an
ecological and social standpoint, that would meet socially defined human needs,
recover degraded ecosystems and conserve and use biodiversity sustainably.
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Uruguay, a farming country where 40% of children suffer serious nutritional problems,
and peasant families leave the land daily, needs ecologically appropriate strategies
and proposals in social, political, economic and technological areas. These must ensure
food security and sovereignty, and the conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity,
and also solve the problem of hunger and malnutrition, and reverse the migratory
trend from rural areas. Growing urbanization also requires a program for sustainable
human settlements and territorial regulation. Proposals are needed to help create a
programmatic platform.
Uruguay’s centralized structures were seen as one cause of increasing unsustainability.
The social movements saw a need to define appropriate units of management for a
Sustainable Uruguay, and ways in which they should interact.

Methodologies and Steps towards a Citizen
Agenda
The Program has always seen a need for dialogue where academic and local knowledge
can nourish each other, so the social movements have been supported by teachers and
researchers from the Universidad de la Republica.
In 1997, with the help of the science faculty, a diagnosis was carried out to determine
national sustainability or unsustainability. The environmental space methodology was
used to analyze resource distribution and determine the space used in global terms.
But it was only of limited use when it came to defining sustainability goals. Uruguay
would appear to be sustainable in global terms, but highly unsustainable in terms of
the internal distribution and management of resources. A per capita reduction in
resource use and consumption cannot be the starting point, given that most of the
population lacks the resources to meet their needs. At that point it was decided to
produce an independent concept and methodology to resolve the limitations of the
environmental space approach.
The program began work formally in 1998 with the task of uniting organizations and
social movements to participate in the citizen platform.
An inter-institutional coordinating committee was created, initially composed of six
union bodies: SUDORA and UTAA (rural wage-earners), AUTE (power workers),
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FFOSE (water and sanitation workers), CONAPROLE (workers in the main food
and dairy corporation), and the PIT-CNT commission on health and safety from the
overall union federation. REDES AT, which promoted the process from the beginning,
was also a member. Other members joined later: from the coordination of farm unions,
and from an incipient movement (Movimiento Agropecuario de Uruguay), for political
and organizational independence among small and medium-sized rural producers,
and from the cooperative housing movement, FUCVAM, one of the strongest and
most organized social organizations, and the youth movement.
The Program proposed a dialogue with organizations and social movements from
around the country that would pave the way for research-and-action from a local to a
national scale.
Research-action is a useful methodological and theoretical framework to facilitate
information flows from traditional, popular, and academic sources and encourage
multicultural dialogues and dialogues between different groups, which is enriching
for all involved. It strengthens the community/grassroots organizations with new
knowledge and methods. There were also inputs for scientific research and for the
design and implementation of action plans.
To set up a project based on this methodology, a series of five regional forums were
organized, covering all the provinces and grouped by socio-cultural and bioregional
criteria. The aim was to make diagnose the economic and socio environmental
problems and review existing social initiatives that already incorporated at least a
partial vision of sustainability. The forums also worked to produce a definition of
the most relevant goals and objectives.
An interdisciplinary academic team was put together to advise on this process. These
were scientists committed to the sustainability focus and willing to contribute in an
exchange of knowledge and experience, and carry out research to enrich the citizen
platform.
In the forums delegates were organized by provinces to work in subgroups. The debate made it possible to map each local environmental problem and each sustainable
undertaking being executed or at the project stage.
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Neighbors and social organizations were able to share valuable information. The first
sessions identified national external variables that influenced the environmental and
social situation and the quality of local life, positively or negatively. In each plenary
session the map of the region was re-drawn. In successive meetings the maps drawn
for each region could be compared. Once the regional map was drawn the delegates
discussed the underlying causes of the problems it showed, their commonalities, and
the main lines of a citizen proposal for a sustainable Uruguay.

Mapa emprendimientos sustentables y participación
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These lines can be summarized thus: food security and sovereignty; equitable access
to natural resources; direct participation by communities in decisions that affect their
present and future, and in policy making; strategic evaluation of projects and economic
enterprises to make better use of natural goods, ensuring their conservation; new
consumption guidelines; territorial management with an emphasis on biodiversity
and the revaluation of local knowledge.
In a subsequent national forum a national map was created. This time the workgroups
focused on sectors and issues, which included farming, human settlements, urban
pollution, and energy.
The regional and national forums continued in 1999. In 2000 there were also provincial forums to expand on the provincial problems and begin to outline provincial
sustainability agendas.
In addition to the regional forums, in 1999 sector or thematic forums began, for the
social movements to bring political and technical inputs to the work on sustainability
scenarios. Political input related to the goals, and technical input came from the
agricultural producers, rural wage-earners and unions in general, who have vital
information on their sectors which academics can rarely access. These forums continue
yearly, covering the farm sector, the energy matrix, transportation, fisheries and water.
Some of the forums, particularly the farm sector and the energy matrix, threw up
workgroups to maintain the dialogue with the technical team, guiding research and
making inputs. The research teams from the Universidad de la Republica and the
unions met periodically during 2000. The end of that year saw the end of a first stage,
with diagnoses and sustainability scenarios in some cases and political guidelines in
others, for the farm sector, the energy matrix, and a re-ordering for fisheries, territory
and water. The work was presented in a national forum with 80 organizations and
social movements from all over the country.

Publication of the Proposal
The research, scenarios and political guidelines that emerged from a process that
involved some 170 organizations was published as a book: “Sustainable Uruguay: A
Citizen Proposal”.
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It provides a series of elements for a renewed and creative debate on agricultural
space, food security, energy consumption, territorial management, urban centers,
fishing, water management and Uruguay’s economic dimension. It contributes to the
debate on building a citizen platform for a multitude of sustainable scenarios, giving
priority to local spaces for participation, production, and management of the
environmental system. The sustainability challenge also means democratizing
information, and the book contributes an up to date summary of the available
information, making it a public education tool.
The book was first presented in Montevideo and in the province of San José. In both
places it drew many representative movements and social organizations, along with
national congress people and provincial councilors, who expressed interest in
maintaining regular contact with the Program. The book was also to be presented in
the provinces of Artigas, Salto, Paysandú, Colonia, Tacuarembó, Maldonado and
Rocha.
The research in the book (although in some cases only preliminary, like that on water),
has been presented in public forums and seminars co-organized by the Program, unions
and NGOs.
On World Water Day, 2001, there was a forum
on sustainable water management, co-organized
with the FFOSE union and sponsored by
UNESCO. A similar forum was held in the provincial government of Montevideo with
academics, politicians and social organizations.
During the preparations for Johannesburg, the
Program invited other environmental
organizations to help organize a seminar with the
social movements (most of them active in the
Program), to evaluate state policies and actions
in the ten years after the Earth Summit, and define the urgent challenges for Rio+10. At the
seminar REDES AT presented the sustainability scenarios and the Program research
on the farm sector and the proposed policies for moving forward on sustainability.
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The power workers’ union, representing the energy unions organizing committee,
presented the diagnosis and proposals for the energy sector. The state water works
union members and the association for the defense of water reported in detail on
current water management, and proposals for sustainable water management and for
ensuring access for the entire population.

The Program Today and Projections
The second phase of the Program is currently being developed. The main aims are to
consolidate a national political platform for sustainability, with sector contents
(farming, water, habitat, transport, energy ) and territorial contents (provincial
platforms). The main input comes from the scenarios and proposals published in the
book, the sustainability agendas from five provinces (Artigas, Salto, Paysandú, Canelones, and Montevideo), and the individual agendas of the social movements
involved.
For the political platform on sectors, work is under way with the national farmers’
movement, the coordinating organization of farm unions and the rural wage-earners’
unions, the water workers union, movements in defense of water and local ecology
organizations, the housing cooperatives movement, the power and the gas workers
unions.
Work on the platform for the farm sector began with a series of forums and workshops
on food sovereignty, conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity, and the
sustainability of family farming. Delegates from farm unions, rural wage-earner unions,
and members of the rural women’s network and the association of national organic
producers have taken part.
Work on the citizen platform for sustainable public water management began on March
22, 2002 - World Water Day. It was a chance for a public activity to inform the public
about the socio environmental problems related to Uruguay’s water management.
The sector platforms will be presented to all the political parties, to pressure them to
include the contents in their program proposals for the 2004 elections. Members of
commissions will work with parliamentarians to present them with policy proposals
on sustainability which can form the basis of national legislative projects.
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To expand the debate on sustainability and equity in the second phase, a dialogue
began with the cooperative movement, on dignity and production and consumption
patterns.
The aim is to make progress with the movement and other urban organizations on
drawing up public policies and a platform for a sustainable habitat.
The Program has an agreement with the youth movement Interior en Movimiento, to
produce the provincial platforms by facilitating research in several provinces. Technical
support will be provided by the Program’s academic team and by university students
in the provinces. The agreement has two goals: for the research participants to be
local people, familiar with local circumstances; and to motivate students to return to
their places of origin to work for sustainability once they have finished their studies.
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Sustainable Argentina
The beginning

S

ustainable Argentina is an initiative by ecology and social organizations who
set out produce an alternative sustainable proposal for Argentina within a
participative, democratic and sustainable national plan. The Program members
are Friends of the Earth, the Ecologist Workshop, the Ecosur Foundation, and CTERA
(confederation of education workers). It works with the Sustainable Southern Cone
Program1 and is supported by the Heinrich Böll Foundation.

The Ecologist Workshop and Friends of the Earth-Argentina have a known track
record, particularly on climate change, water, and energy policies. CTERA is a group
of unionized teachers who look beyond their professional interests, and are a reference
for many NGOs in the area of environmental education and as critics of the Argentine
development model. CTERA had already begun to organize regional encounters on
environmental issues and create training workshops for teachers and union leaders.
One result was an area of work within CTERA’s “Marina Vilte2 ” school for union
and teacher training called environmental education for sustainable development.
There is also a permanent training program within a specialist education course, also
environmental education for sustainable development, which is taught at Universidad Nacional del Comahue (Neuquén). These initiatives reflect CTERA’s goal of
forming a critical mass of educators, technical experts, lawyers, engineers, architects
who can produce alternatives for sustainability in Argentine society.
Based on this experience of integrating social and environmental issues, the Sustainable
Argentina Program was set up jointly with Friends of the Earth (Buenos Aires) and
the Ecologist Workshop (Rosario), to work to unify the actors in civil society. The
alliance began to acquire body and soul.
Its birth coincided with a serious social and economic crisis in Argentina, product of
the radical introduction of the neo liberal model, with the destruction of the national

1
2

Initiative developed by the programs for sustainability in Brazil, Chile, and Uruguay.
Marina Vilte was a leading member of CTERA in the 1970s who was killed during the military dictatorship
(1976-82).
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health systems, the shattering of state enterprises, the destruction of regional economies
and the threats to the public education system. Millions of Argentines were
marginalized and unemployed. They protested through marches, strikes and roadblocks
and by occupying squares and public places3 .
The organizations in the Program took part in the activities of the Southern Cone
Program from the beginning. They participated in the Back to the Future meeting
(Uruguay), in 1997; in the conceptual discussions in Las Vertientes (Chile), in 1998;
in the workshops on the Dignity Line (Uruguay), in October 2000, and in Porto Alegre, in February 2002. They took part in the regional research work, starting with an
evaluation of Argentine energy policies in 2000, and trade and investment policies in
2002.
The Program began its public activities as an organizing collective in September
2001 in Rosario, and held its first workshops, on energy and the dignity line, in the
first months of 2002.
In July 2002 it co-organized a regional workshop on trade and sustainability as part
of the Southern Cone Program. Research was presented from Brazil, Chile, Uruguay
and Argentina, and regional proposals were drafted to be presented in Johannesburg
in August, and, in October, in Quito, Ecuador, as part of the parallel activities at the
trade ministers’ meeting on the FTAA. .

Conceptual Framework
Between 1976 and 2002, the neo liberal growth model exacerbated the existing
economic, political and social marginalization, accelerated the degradation of the
ecosystems, and meant that the quality of life for most people deteriorated. Although
management of natural goods has been production-based and predatory throughout
Argentina’s history, between 1976 and 2002 the extractive model was accentuated,
due to the external debt servicing, the removal of tariff barriers and the privatization
of most sectors of the economy. The Program is thus based on the need to change the

3

These struggles included the White Tent of Dignity, where thousands of teachers took turns in fasting
over a period of 1,003 days, to demand funds for education and for the social right to education. This
emblematic battle won massive public support.
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existing economic model for a model of sustainability, which is seen as having four
interactive dimensions:
Ecological: means conserving and strengthening the diversity and complexity of
ecosystems, their productivity, natural cycles and biodiversity. The ecological crisis
is not an abstract problem that only interests the middle classes in the North whose
basic needs are met, leaving them free to worry about the environment. It is directly
linked to the physical and cultural survival of communities and marginal sectors in
the rest of the planet.
Social: refers to equitable access to environmental goods, in intra-generational and
intergenerational terms, between genders and between cultures. The social dimension
of sustainability reveals the relevance of a fair distribution of environmental goods in
a world where inequity increases daily.
Economic: Implies redefining economic activity according to needs, both material
and intangible needs. New economic activities should be based on local and diversified
production units, adapted to the characteristics of the ecosystem so they are used
sustainably.
Political: Refers to the direct participation of the people in decision-making, in defining
their collective future, and in resource management, through decentralized and highly
democratic governments. Politics must take on new meaning, and new practices must
be based on direct participation, giving the individual a leading role in the search for
alternatives. These must emerge from horizontal structures far removed from the
centralized and vertical schemes for concentrating power. Sustainability will only be
possible if decision-making is returned to the people.
Based on these concepts, the Program has set the following objectives:
• To encourage a broad debate and national agreement on the need to create a
sustainable, participative and democratic national project.
• To appreciate and encourage proposals from organizations, social movements and
NGOs for a model of alternative development, based on environmental sustainability,
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economic independence, socioeconomic justice, gender equity, participative
democracy and international solidarity and cooperation.
• To produce proposals to face the issues that affect local and regional societies and
economies, in the framework of ecological, social, political, and economic
sustainability; and to strengthen and stimulate a process of citizen participation and
the coordination of popular and ecology organizations around the challenges in the
regions.
• To work to get the concepts of sustainable societies and the dignity line onto the
agendas of political parties, unions and social organizations, through debates,
meetings and public campaigns.
• To bring the international dimension into the debate on sustainability in Argentina,
including regional and North-South relations.
• To draw up economic, technological and social strategies and proposals, such as
ecologically appropriate policies, to ensure food security and the conservation and
sustainable use of biodiversity, energy, land, and water, reverting and preventing
rural exodus and poverty.
• To analyze the availability and situation of natural goods, and to propose local
control of them (ownership, access to and use plans).
• To promote participative democracy in management and decision-making.
• To design diversified strategies (state, small and medium-sized local companies,
cooperatives, commercial and non-commercial undertakings in the labor economy)
to overcome unemployment as part of a proposal for a sustainable society with
clean production. The aim is to resolve the contradiction between industrial and
productive activities and environmental pollution.
• To develop a program of land regulation and promote sustainable alternatives for
housing and cities.
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• To generate new analyses, concepts and indicators to support the need for a
sustainable society in Argentina.
• To design guidelines for an educational program to modify and question the
consumerist model, and stress an alternative model with a strong state and civil
society presence.

Strategic Lines
To develop a national proposal on sustainability the Program works on two lines:
One, drawing up sector studies, including the application of the dignity line to show
the reality of incomes in Argentina. Two, on a methodology for generating sustainability
proposals at a local and regional level.
The first line consists of a sector and thematic diagnosis for five of the Program’s
priority areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The dignity line
Sustainability and energy policies
Trade and sustainability
Sustainability, food security, and agro-industrial policies.
Industrial and transport policies, territorial regulations and sustainability.

In the first year we developed the first three areas of work, through our own research
and with workshops centered on analysis and debate. In the coming years, we will
gradually incorporate the other two areas.
The second line, which merges with the first, refers to the methodology for building
knowledge in the thematic-sector areas among local and regional actors. Building a
new historic actor for sustainability requires a space where different social
organizations can meet and, from their regional and local viewpoints work on
alternatives to the neo liberal model. The Program will take create synergies with the
educational institutions where its member organizations are involved.
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4
CONCEPTUALIZING SUSTAINABILITY
FROM THE SOUTHERN PERSPECTIVE
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-4CONCEPTUALIZING SUSTAINABILITY
FROM THE SOUTHERN PERSPECTIVE
Sustainability Programs in the Southern Cone

R

esponding to failures by governments and multilateral organisms to provide
leadership and shape policies to enhance a type of development that does
not destroy the ecological bases that sustain life—and revert the trends of
increasing social inequities and the concentration of wealth—, civil society
organizations in the Southern Cone, particularly in Brazil, Chile, and Uruguay, initiated
a process to search for and build alternatives to the existing model.
During 1997 and 1998, three country programs were created in order to initiate national
debates on development and sustainability. The Brazilian, Uruguayan, and Chilean
programs coordinated their efforts in order to build common strategies that would
stimulate the sustainability debate within civil society. In turn, the sustainability
programs in the three countries advanced towards a regional vision denominated the
“Sustainable Southern Cone Program” (PCSS). The future development of the PCSS
became a strategic goal for the three country programs.
One of the first challenges was to the need to clarify the political objectives of each national
program and the conceptual base that would serve as a framework for the development of
the programs. Each country faced similar issues, as they confront similar processes of
structural transformation linked to the liberalization process and the economic restructuring
resulting from the demands of globalization. However, each country also faced specific
economic, cultural, political, and social realities, which required immediate attention..
In Latin America, it had already been claimed that the action plan generated in Rio in
1992—Agenda 21—, as well as the idea of sustainable development, had never moved beyond rhetorics. The evaluation of five years after Rio (Rio+5), clearly
demonstrated the dismal achievements and the large reversals that had been generated
in that period. After that appraisal, there was no one expecting renewed commitments
from governments or from the Agenda 21 process, given the priority assigned to neoliberal development policies.
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Participative democracy, fair distribution of wealth generated by the economic
processes, adequate protection of nature and safeguards for natural resources were
definitely not the focus of the governmental programs in the Southern Cone. And
although the rhetoric and the preparations to enhance sustainable development have
persisted, governmental plans and priorities generated by market integration processes,
have left no space for a change of direction. The mitigation measures for environmental
damage, advances in environmental legislation, and the development of focalized
plans to alleviate poverty are scarce achievements to exhibit. On the other hand, the
intensification of production, increased foreign investment, increased productivity
and exports increases have failed to reduced the gap between rich and poor. The
above changes have not stopped environmental deterioration nor the exhaustion of
resources; rather they have increased them.
The social movements, non-governmental organizations, research centers, and the
productive sectors of each country are faced daily with the absence of political will
for attending to their demands. Dispersed struggles, the fragmentation of social
organizations as well as the lack of a clear directions to orient social demands, signal
the difficulties in generating a common agenda and a sustainability perspective for
national project. It goes beyond saying that thinking about a region or sub-region like
the Southern Cone from a perspective of sustainability becomes even more audacious.
In this context, each country has began to coordinate with the social organizations
that would later make up the social platforms for the sustainability programs in the
three countries. Yet, a central question had to be resolved: what kind of development
do we want for our countries and for the Southern Cone? Questioning the existing
development model presented the dilemma of clearly articulating a discourse and
language that would explicitly orient the efforts of each program while helping to
develop merging efforts in conceptual approximations. In any other way, the potential
for developing a Sustainable Southern Cone Program would be deferred.
Broad and ambiguous concepts, like sustainable development, that set out a
multidimensional approximation to development were potentially useful for the
programs. But the same rhetoric that surround this concept, and its close association
with the preeminence of economic growth over social and environmental dimensions,
devalued its political potential. On the contrary, the notion of sustainability generated
opportunities to develop a common language and a common horizon in the
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understanding of the transformation processes of contemporary societies. Thus, the
programs began the search for a new development paradigm with the potential to
generate programs and actions aimed at constructing sustainable societies. Sharing a
common language and convergent objectives in the three countries has been crucial
in generating the synergy and force needed to maintain a South-South dialogue, while
extending the conceptual debate and coordinating strategies for action. The process
has been enriched by the contributions from organizations in European civil society—
in particular from Holland and Germany—ehich have also embraced the challenge
to design sustainable societies.

Conceptual Approach to Sustainability in the PCSS
In 1998, the organizations from Brazil, Chile, and Uruguay, that had started to create
a citizen platform for the formulation of sustainability programs, met in April in Las
Vertientes (Chile) to elaborate common strategies and to begin sharing conceptual
definitions1 . For the countries initially involved, like for the rest of Latin America
and the South, assuming the concept of sustainability required accepting social equity,
democratization and the eradication of poverty as central challenges. The specific
country program approaches are outlined below.
The Sustainable Uruguay Program adopted the concept of sustainability as the conceptual base for the citizen platform articulated in a Program towards a Sustainable
Uruguay2 . The four dimensions of sustainability are defined as:
- An ecological dimension that takes into account and respects the natural cycles, the
productivity of nature, the availability and finiteness of resources, like biodiversity.
- A social dimension referring to social justice (for current and future generations),
gender equity, the equitable distribution of resources, and respect for cultural diversity.
- An economic dimension centered on the adequate satisfaction of human needs, with
distinct models adapted to diverse cultures.
1
2

Sustainable Southern Cone Program. Coordination meeting, Las Vertientes, Chile, May of 1998.
Sustainable Uruguay. A Citizen Proposal, 2000.
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- A political dimension referring to the need for forms of participative management,
including the real participation of local communities in resource management, as
well as in decision-making and the formulation of policies.
The participation of society in decision-making has been at the heart of the popular
demands in Uruguay. For this reason the vision of sustainability requires participative
processes for the elaboration of citizen political platforms that can integrate the
struggles, demands, and political propositions of the social movements around a
common agenda that goes beyond specific sector demands and whose axis is
sustainability. The processes should aim at strengthening said movements and should
integrate decentralized approaches to sustainability in the national agenda, allowing
for specificities and recognizing and valuing the diversity of the distinct provinces
and basins. For the program, community participation in the management of territories
should be the starting point of a proposal aimed at radically changing the way in
which natural resources are managed in Uruguay.
The current development model requires sustained economic growth in order to
maintain the flow of goods and services towards the centers of global demand, primarily
located in the North. Then, it is difficult to achieve equitable distribution at global
level, and there is no alternative to redistribution even if this confronts the leading
economic paradigm and the political and economic forces that orient development
priorities for central governments. In addition to the social, environment and resource
question, it is necessary to develop processes that strengthen democracy, participation,
and decentralization.
The challenge of sustainability—and of the programs and structures oriented towards
that conception—resides in the need to identify and link the social actors for
sustainability and transformation, in a moment characterized by ecological crisis and
exclusion3 .
For the Sustainable and Democratic Brazil program, a central issue of debate has
been the character of the development-oriented State, which seeks to install a pattern
of consumption and minimum living conditions (basic reproduction of the workforce)

3

Ibid.
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and to thus create the infrastructure for the installation and expansion of capital. The
Program questions the priority assigned to economic development over social
development and democratic participation. The search for a new consensus on
development and sustainability, based on the effective access to social, environmental,
and civil rights, includes participation in decision-making on social, political, and
economic issues. Questioning the blind belief in economic growth and technological
efficiency as the only solutions gives rise to the search for strategies that help do
away with the causes that deprive citizens and their social organizations of the freedom
to engender transforming actions. These limitations include poverty, the degradation
of natural resources, quality of life, and the denial of civil and political liberties4 .
Sustainability, on the other hand, is understood as a process through which societies
administer the material conditions of their reproduction, redefining the primary ethics
and socio-politics that direct the use and distribution of environmental resources.
That implies escaping from the dominant and hegemonic development model and
looking to the construction of sustainable societies from a perspective that, rather
than administering the current crisis, strengthens the search for a new development
model.
The exhaustion of resources and the assimilation capacity of the ecosystems was not
the Program’s central issues, although the Program recognized that the environmental
question cannot be deferred, and that the present high levels of exploitation are not
sustainable in the long-term. Urgently needed was an analysis that highlighted the
limitations and distortions generated by the sector policies driving the current
development model in specific sectors such as energy, transport, export agriculture
and investment, among others5 .
For the Sustainable Chile Program6 , as for the others, the sustainability debate is
centered around three principle axes:

4

5

6

Dora Da Costa. Linea de Dignidad. Definiciones y propuestas (Dignity Line. Definitions and Proposals).
FASE. Mineo, 2001.
Bermann, C and O. Stella states that: “The political character of the energy market and the free market
vision, that views each country’s energy sector exclusively as a field of exchange relationships, with a
view to increasing the accumulation of capital…whose value is given by the rate of acceptable profit…and
not by the value of energy in as much as it contributes to quality of life…” Sustentabilidad energética no
Brasil. Thematic Notebooks, FASE 2000.
Sustainable Chile Program. For a Sustainable Chile. Citizen Proposal for Change, 1999.
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1) Environmental sustainability recognizes the existence of limits in nature. This
refers to the need to regulate and limit human activities so as to not damage the
integrity of the natural ecosystems that provide essential goods and services for
humankind, now and in the future. Climate change and genetic erosion, among
other issues, reflect the deterioration of large ecosystems. These require reducing
the consumption of materials and energy in the Northern countries in order for the
Southern countries to be able to satisfy their population’s needs. In addition to
environmental equity, equity over time has been proposed. This includes solidarity
between present and future generations. This axis is related to the natural capital
of the country and the regions, and links it to the current model, characterized by
the enormous quantities of wealth that continue to flow from the regions without
generating local processes of accumulation for the regional economies. Serious
environmental deterioration has accompanied the growing loss of the country’s
natural patrimony, limiting opportunities for future development.
2) Social sustainability is a central axis, as its objective is to promote equity. Equity is
linked to the satisfaction of basic human needs, the equitable distribution of the
benefits of economic activities and development, creating dignified living conditions
for all members of society. Equity implies satisfying economic, social, cultural, and
environmental rights, and therefore recognizes the need for equity between cultures
and genders as well as between the Northern and Southern societies.
3) Democratic governance is related to the exercise of direct democracy in which
citizens and communities are assured the right to participate in decision-making
and in their own development. Broadening political liberties and civil rights is
necessary for deepening formal democracy, which does not recognize the rights
of self-determination for indigenous peoples, local communities, and regions in
front of a centralized power. Nor does the electoral system allow for the emergence
of political alternative from within the system. It only allows for power to alternate
between those who opt to administer the existing economic and development model.
For the three programs, defining the development model needed was more important
than simply replacing the concept sustainable development with sustainability.
Therefore, the discussion was oriented towards better defining sustainability from
the perspective of democratic systems and the basic conditions needed to advance it.
The three programs that make up the PCSS share a critical vision of the development
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model homogenized by the developed countries. They have pointed out the nonviability of a model that turns over the planet’s resources to a “developed” minority,
permitting the impoverishment and deterioration of the quality of life of the large
majority. The results of this development model can be seen in the growing
deterioration of life-supporting ecosystems and in the growing impact of pollution in
the industrialized world. In fact, if 20% of the poorest people were able to achieve
the current consumption levels in the United States, the global emissions of carbon
dioxide alone, generated by industrialization processes, would put the planet in a
grave situation.
This shows that the North’s development pattern cannot be applied in the majority of
the countries, even when institutions like the IMF and the World Bank continue
advancing development policies that promote consumption patterns that are unviable
for the majority of nations. Even less so given that the present model has not resolved poverty, or environmental deterioration, or legitimized real democracy.
On the contrary, the perspective of the development of sustainability that the PCSS
adopted implies an ethical definition of citizenship, an option for social equity,
environmental sustainability, and democratic deepening “In this way, sustainability
appears as an interpretive category integrating diverse meanings and disputing the
symbolic and political hegemony of the sustainable development concept in order to
rethink the world”7 .

Sustainable Development and Deferred
Development in a World of Exclusion.
The sustainable development concept has been widely accepted and integrated into
the political discourse of governments8 and development agencies, as well as in
numerous sectors of civil society and the corporate world. Even so, global tendencies

7

8

Isabel Carvalho, suggests that sustainability is a multipurpose concept, that is disputed by the State, in
the empirical sphere of public policies, but also an ideological dispute between the “green make-up” that
renews the developmentalist matrix of capitalism, or a proposal for a substantial change of the power
relationships between society, nature, and the environment. “Sustentabilidad Democrática y Ciudadanía”. In Mujeres y Sustentabilidad. 2001.
United Nations. Brundtland Report. “Our Common Future”, New York, 1987.
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eroding life-support systems on the planet have not significantly changed. Still more
worrisome are the levels of social inequality between North and South, and within
societies. Technological differences have opened up an ever-widening gap between
North and South, while economic processes rapidly advance towards market
integration and intensified exploitation of resources, widening the gap between rich
and poor while increasing the global speed at which wealth is accumulated9 .
At a time where knowledge and technological development create the bases to satisfy
the human needs of the entire global population, one also observes increased indices
of poverty, marginalization, and the environmental deterioration of local, regional,
and global ecosystems. It is a contradiction that shows the dangerous lack of political
will for reaching a consensus on political processes that would revert this situation of
growing social and environmental imbalance. At the base of the accumulation process
one finds a concentration of political, economic, and military power set on maintaining
the privileges of those that have built a world of “included and excluded” in relation
to development processes.
The current processes of state modernization, following the structural adjustments
recommended in order to “put the economies in order”, has delayed political decisions
that would modify the status quo and reorient socioeconomic processes towards
increased equity and reduced poverty. Today, the accumulation of wealth is not
questioned. On the contrary, economic globalization supports ceding sovereignty
and resources to the power of the transnational corporations that control the global
markets. At the same time, the regulatory and provisional responsibilities and functions
of the State—as an entity that safeguards the common good, and its values and ethical
principles—are being displaced in favor of the market, as the central distributor of
resources and well-being.
The growing control of transnational corporations over resources also implies ceding
to the market the functions of safeguarding the people’s natural patrimony, ecosystem
protection, and environmental justice. In this context, it is obvious that those who are
benefiting and accumulating privilege are not going to advance a true change of
paradigm. The search for a notion of sustainability, as a horizon of understanding of
9

Schlesinger, S. Esportar é preciso, viver…Sustainble and Democratic Brazil Project. Río de Janeiro,
2000.
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the transformation processes of contemporary societies, has placed equity as one of
the central pillars of sustainability and as the focus of the sustainability programs in
the Southern Cone.
A concept that merited special attention in the PCSS debate, during a dialogue with
European civil society organizations, was that of environmental space. This concept
was able to integrally reveal the implications of over-consumption in the North. A
reason for utilizing and deepening the debate on environmental space as a conceptual
reference was that this would help to advance towards convergence in the establishment of equitable resource distribution between northern and southern societies. It
would also facilitate the participation of civil society in processes for reorienting
development and North-South relations.
In contraposition to northern over-consumption, the preoccupation with the persistence
of poverty showed the other side of the coin: the scarcity of resources. Eradicating
poverty implies increasing resource use towards levels that allow for a dignified life.
This consideration of the PCSS questions the strategies and policies for the mitigation
of poverty in Latin America, such as the the threshold of indigence or “indigency
line”(IL) and the poverty line (PL). Given that the current development model
condemns the majority to be part of the strategies “poverty eradication”, the PCSS
proposes to go beyond this minimalist approximation to a dimension that allows for
the satisfaction of human needs and the achievement of a dignified life10 .
The PCSS states the need to establish a set of material, social, political, economic,
and cultural conditions that would make a dignified life possible in order to reorient
development. Minimum income, considered by the poverty line, is insufficient. Not
only materially, but because it fails to recognize rights that go beyond physical
subsistence. In that way, political participation is deferred, along with the aspirations,
the dreams, and the potential to be an actor in the construction of one’s own reality
and future. It is precisely for this reason that defining a dignity line, as a basic condition
for any alternative development program, has been a central issue for the PCSS. At
the same time, the development of a dignity line, as a new level of income and access
to resource, enables the Southern organizations to position themselves in the North10

The work of the teams in Uruguay, Brazil, and Chile debated in Montevideo in September of 2000 were
presented by Daniel Olesker, Dora Costas and Francoise Wautiez, respectively.
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South debate, thus establishing a framework for the international debate on
sustainability.
The need to equitably redistribute the environmental space available on the planet is
a primary objective of the North-South dialogue, as well as the adoption of a clearer
definition on the equitable use of that space. This requires a drastic reduction in the
over-consumption of the North. Later on, the evolution of the debate towards a line
of convergence in the use of environmental space will be discussed.

Eco-efficiency as a Strategy for Reducing
Over-consumption in the North
The PCSS believes that the central cause for the failure of the Rio Agenda has been
the exclusion of social actors from the debate on sustainable development and the
deferment of the political dimensions needed for strengthening a representative
democracy that would allow for the full participation of society in economic, social,
and environmental decision-making. That has hindered the potential for
complementation and synergy between development and the environment.
Additionally, the high priority given to market forces as agents of development, such
as the search for efficiency and competitiveness, has not led to a reduction of social
inequalities or to the rational use of natural resources. On the contrary, according to
regional experience, it has been demonstrated that if the State’s regulatory action
framework is ceded to market forces, intensified production will induce the predatory
use of environmental resources and the reproduction of preexistent social conditions11 .
The states and the corporate sector, in both the North and South, have tried to equate
economic growth with sustainable development by integrating elements of production
and energy efficiency, as well as improved environmental standards for reducing
pollution. However, they have deferred the objectives of well-being and equity. Thus,
market integration and the accumulative processes associated with economic growth

11

“Equidad Social: la tarea sigue pendiente” (Social Equity: the task is still pending), in Por un Chile
Sustentable: propuesta ciudadana para el Cambio. Sustainable Chile Program, Santiago, 1999. See
also Acselrad, H y Leroi, J. Novas premises da sustentabilidad democrática. Cuadernos de debate
(Debate Notebooks), No.1 FASE, 1999.
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and investment profitability have increasingly taken precedence over preoccupations
with the conservation of social and natural patrimony and the achievement of equity,
in spite of the persistence of unemployment and poverty12 .
Until now, the tendency for confronting the existing development model’s lack of
sustainability has been centered on improvements in efficiency and technology. In
the North, the strategy for reducing the disproportionate use of materials and energy
is oriented towards the need to reduce consumption by a factor of 4, that is to say,
25% of current use. The most rigorous evaluation of consumption that exists today,
and the need to accommodate Southern consumption, would in reality require a
reduction by a factor of 10, that is, 90% of current resource use by 205013 . The
“dematerialization” of the industrialized countries’ economies is proposed as an
alternative that would allow for increased efficiency, increasing the relevance of the
service sector while creating a new culture less and less centered on material goods.
In theory, the necessary reduction of resource consumption by the most industrialized
countries would allow for economic growth in the southern economies while reducing
pressure on global systems. Nevertheless, these measures of reduction in the use and
consumption of resources and fossil fuels proposed by civil society in the North
(partially adopted by the governments) are not viable if they are not accompanied by
broadened political agreements that modify current patterns of production,
consumption, and accumulation. In fact, the savings generated by increased efficiency
are substituted by increased consumption. Without agreements for a reform of the
world economic system, the conditions necessary for real sustainability in development
processes will not be generated, neither in the North nor in the South.

12

In fact, Wolfgang Sachs argues that the term sustainable development is used to more to preserve
development than to protect nature. Arguing against the hegemonic development project stimulated by
the North, and closely followed by the Southern elite expecting to benefit from the concentration of
wealth and power, Sachs argues for the need to define a new project that will fight for the redistribution
of power and resources, within the framework of a definition of limits to growth. If not, the search will
once again be centered on the search for improved instruments to manage what is being left of resources
on the planet. W. Sachs. Non development. “Global Ecological Management”. In “The case against the
global economy and for a turn towards the local”, p. 239-252. Mander, J and Goldsmith, E. San Francisco, 1996.
13
According to Spangenberg, it is about reducing the consumption of energy, materials, and environmental
services by a factor of 4 or 10, but maintaining current levels of satisfaction of needs, implying an
efficiency revolution that is possible to reach. “Integración de Criterios en el Concepto de Sostenabilidad.
J. Spangenberg. Revista Espacios nº7, Flacso. Costa Rica, 1996.
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A Common Language for Understanding
Sustainability
The notion of sustainability is associated with characteristics that guarantee the viability
and permanence of a state or action. Applied to the debate on development and
environment, it creates an important challenge for assuring that human interventions
in nature aimed at satisfying needs do not cause the deterioration of the source of
well-being.
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Energy CO2
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were revised by the PCSS
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based perspective. Weak
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capital. The basic supposition
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is that it is possible to place a
monetary
value
on Source: FOE UK. Tomorrow’s World. 1998
environmental resources and
services and to estimate the deterioration of natural capital. This premise is the most
widely accepted among those who affirm that economic growth is the basis of
development, but it is questioned by ecological economics because it does not
recognize that the functions and relations of complex ecosystems would be difficult
to replace or substitute.
A second sustainability paradigm is that of strong sustainability. This acknowledges
the need to maintain critical natural capital, whose essential functions provide lifesupport and cannot be replaced. This is the case of biodiversity, which maintains and
reproduces a complex network of relationships with its environment, maintaining a
continuous flow of information, matter, and energy.
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The same occurs with other complex structures like the ozone layer or the biosphere’s
ability to assimilate wastes. Therefore, natural capital provides functions that cannot
be replaced by manmade capital. Thus, given the finiteness of natural resources, it is
necessary to make changes in the redistribution of global resources14 . The question
of sufficiency appears as a central element.

Environmental Space
A way of understanding the finiteness of planetary resources and their redistribution
is specified by the environmental space concept. This concept is attractive because it
has a clear ethical approach. It recognizes that each human being is born with the
right to live and to use a determined amount of resources and environmental services
in order to satisfy his or her basic needs. The idea of environmental space, which sets
out the need to live in a space that can be defined and measured, like the carrying
capacity of a system, and which includes elements of distributive justice on a global
scale, has been widely used in the development of sustainability programs and plans
by Friends of the Earth in different countries in Europe and in other regions.
Environmental space is the sum total of non-renewable primary materials, the forests
and agricultural soils that we can use on a planetary scale, and the pollution that can
be allowed without compromising the rights of future generations to use the same
amount of natural resources. The magnitude of environmental space is, by definition,
limited. Consequently, it is quantifiable on a local, regional, or global scale.
The objective of this calculation is to procure a worldwide redistribution of the
environmental space in a scenario of global equity, where the prosperity of the
industrialized countries is not achieved at the expense of the less industrialized, as
has historically occurred through the appropriation of resources and environmental
space by the industrialized countries. Additionally, this over-consumption has saturated
the ecosystems and the atmosphere with contaminants from production processes.

14

The nation of sustainability that was used in the first studies of Sustainable Holland, Sustainable Germany
and other studies that formed a part of the Sustainable Europe process, accepted and applied the
concept of “Environmental Space” developed by Opschoor in 1987, were of particular interest and
relevance for the PCSS teams. Opschoor, H 1987. En Buitekamp et al. Sustainable Netherlands,
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In the world, each person has equal rights to environmental space. The key consequence of
this equity principle is that resource use by rich countries should be significantly reduced.
For example, the environmental space for energy consumption is 1.7 tons of CO2 per capita

SUSTAINABILITY PARADIGMS
Weak Sustainability

Strong Sustainability

Regime of accumulation, free market and stimulation
of consumption, production of necessities

Economy of Solidarity and regulated market, self-limitation
of consumption and sustainable consumption

Technological efficiency for reducing natural resource use,
maintaining or increasing consumption
State: regulator of consumption excesses,
administers critical limits.

Sufficiency policies (efficiency + end use), change in the
culture of consumerism
State: regulator based on non-commercial logic.
Redistributive policies. Policies oriented by
the precautionary principle

Private sector: Internalization of externalities,
new green market.Consumer = citizen

Private sector: regulated and subject to taxes by
the State. Made to assume its social function.
Citizen = bearer of rights, universal condition.

Formal Democracy

Substantive Democracy

Economic indicators (GNP)
Social indicators (PL and IL/ECLAC)
Minimum wage, basic basket

Socioenvironmental indicators:
Environmental space
Ecological footprint
Ecological backpack
Dignity line

Insufficiency and basic needs

Human needs (Max-Neef)

Minimum life

Dignified life

Technological efficiency for modifying resource limits

Finiteness of resources, dematerialization of
the economy and of consumption

“Sustainable” market.

New social paradigm

Formal liberties

Real liberties (A. Sen).

Source: Carvalho, I. In “Mujeres y Sustenabilidad”. Sustainable Chile Program, 2001

per year. Holland emits 11 tons per capita annually, and Germany slightly less. The
consumption of the inhabitants of both countries considerably surpasses the environmental
space available. This means that they are occupying the space of other societies, impeding
improvements in well-being. Comparing the current use of environmental space and the
equitable share of this in 2010 makes it possible to calculate the reduction that should be
achieved by the industrialized countries in order to reach a sustainable situation15 .

15

Friends of the Earth, Netherlands. 1996. Sustainable Netherlands Revised. Sustainable Development
in a European Perspective. P. Spapens (editor). Amsterdam, 1996.
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The environmental space concept emerged from the following: a fourth of the world’s
population, living in the rich industrialized countries, consumes three quarters of the
natural resources, while three quarters of the world’s population, living in the southern
countries, has to make-do with the remaining quarter. If the southern countries achieved
consumption levels similar to those of the North, the pressure on natural resources
would become insupportable (see figure 2). That is to say, it would surpass the
ecosystems’ capacity for waste assimilation and would place so much pressure on the
resources that life on the planet would be seriously disrupted. The argumentation
continues, stating that without a significant reduction in resource use by the
industrialized countries, it will not be possible for three-quarters of the world’s
population to improve their living conditions. Recognized ecological limits rule out
the possibility that the Southern countries could achieve a level of life similar to that
of the average European16 .
Nevertheless, the predominant vision sustains that the rich countries should continue
consuming and that that will benefit the southern countries (the trickle-down theory17 ),
as they maintain their economies by exporting natural resources. This posture does
not take into account the planet’s ecological limits. Therefore, the solution requires a
drastic reduction in the consumption levels of the industrialized countries. By not
doing so, they will continue to exercise disproportionate pressure over natural
resources, which will represent serious problems for their own survival. In relation
to the southern countries, such behavior causes serious economic distortions and
vulnerabilities which impede the development of the less industrialized countries,
due to the impoverishment of their natural patrimony and the impossibility of adding
value to their resources due to the world commercial structure.
Environmental space has an upper limit or environmental roof that marks the maximum
permissible level of use and expense of natural resources. Beyond that limit, the
ability of the system to support human activities (and those of other species) is eroded.

16

If the global consumption of aluminum by 2050 were equal to that of the current use of a Englishman,
8.3 planets would needed to fulfill the supply, and the same number needed in order to absorb the CO2
equivalent to the current energy consumption of an Englishman. Tomorrow’s World. D. McLaren, S.
Bullock and N. Yosouf. FoE, UK. 1998.
17
The same logic is applied within countries, when it is assumed that the nation’s economic growth in
conditional to overcoming poverty. According to this logic, the way is increased opening of markets for
Southern products.
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Consequently, the environmental roof is calculated by dividing the environmental
space of a determined territory among its inhabitants. If that level is passed, whether
individually or as a country, a deficit is generated by the overconsumption, reducing
the opportunities and resources that make a dignified life possible for other people or
groups of people. Simultaneously, it erodes the biosphere’s life-support system.
Consumption beyond the environmental space roof is not sustainable in the longterm. In the case of Europe, characterized by a high consumption of environmental
space, reaching sustainability implies a significant reduction in the consumption of
energy, materials, and soils in order to adjust itself to its fair share of resources18 .
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German
government
committed to a 25% reduction of CO2 by the year 2005. The average recommended
reduction for the OECD countries is 35% by the year 202019 .

18

The work of Friends of the Earth, Germany, as well as that of the Wuppertal Institute, enabled the
development of a Manual to promote national processes for a Sustainable Europe. More antecedents
on the amount of reductions of energy and materials can be found in Friends of the Earth-Europe.
Towards Sustainable Europe. The Handbook. 1994. Sustainable Germany, 1995.
19
McLaren, D, Bullock, S. Y.N. Yousuf. Tomorrow’s World. Friends of the Earth-UK, London, 1998.
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In fact, the governments are already negotiating the environmental space limit or roof
in the Climate Change Convention. The reduction of emissions to levels below those
of 1990 by 2009-2012 is a first step towards a substantial reduction that would make
it possible to stabilize the climate, considering the emissions of the developing countries
in the same period. Reaching agreements and acceptable goals has not been easy. As
Larraín points out, “the tensions between North and South over the dimension of
equity (definition of historic rights versus per capita rights and intra and extraterritorial
responsibilities) have not made it possible to agree on internationally shared objectives
with respect to emissions reductions, energy consumption, and technological and
financial transfers”20 .
There is a lack of will in the North to drastically reduce emissions and to recognize
the ecological carbon debt21 .
The environmental space floor is the socially acceptable lower limit of resource use
that makes it possible to satisfy basic human needs. It consists of two elements,
according to Spangenberg: the physiological minimum (food, clothing, and shelter)
and the social participation minimum (health services, mobility, education, and
security). The floor is, precisely, the greatest challenge for the southern governments,
who must prioritize the eradication of poverty and achieve the satisfaction of basic
human needs. Beyond the physiological minimum dealt with by traditional policies
are: the exercise of human rights, identity, social integration, participation, etc. In
effect, surpassing the floor is also an important challenge for the countries facing
situations of growing environmental injustice due to the growing inequality in the
distribution of wealth22 . From the perspective of equity, the environmental space
concept clearly graphs the challenges that should be faced in order to achieve this
aspect of sustainability. The unlimited employment of natural resources is
incompatible, by definition, with equity with respect to future generations. However,
amplified equity inevitably leads to intra-generational equity, that is to say, among
the inhabitants of the planet, here and now. Given that the less industrialized countries

20

Larraín, S. El marco de la sustentabilidad: su potencial ético y político. In Mujeres y Sustentabilidad.
Chile Sustentable, 2001.
21
Anil Agarwal and Sunita Narain of the CSE—India. They were the first to conceptualize the carbon debt.
22
Nine million households in the United Kingdom do not have enough income to buy the fuel needed to
heat the house or to simply cook. This situation has repercussions in health, even with fatal consequences.
Each winter, 30,000 people die for reasons linked to the cold. Friends of the Earth, 1999.
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cannot follow the same natural resource consumption patterns followed by the
industrialized countries, due to the danger that it represents for the planet, it is necessary
to determine the consumption that the countries have a right to in the context of equal
rights for all of the human beings on our planet23 .

ENVIRONMENTAL SPACE BETWEEN
OVERCONSUMTION AND NECESSITY
OVERCONSUMPTION
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Source: Spangenberg, Joachim “Integración de criterios en el concepto de sostenibilidad”. Revista Espacios
n7, Flacso, 1995 Pg 7.

The ecological footprint was another of the concepts reviewed by the sustainability
programs in Brazil, Chile, and Uruguay in order to achieve increased comprehension
of the sustainability challenges.
The ecological footprint concept, like that of environmental space, links human
consumption needs to the pressure that this consumption exercises over natural
resources and their capacity to absorb wastes. It is based on a basic question: Is
nature’s productivity enough to indefinitely satisfy the current and future demands
emerging from the human economy?

23

There is a clear imbalance between the global resource consumption of the northern countries and that
of the southern countries. For example, it has been calculated that a child born today in an industrialized
country will consume resources and contribute emissions equal to 30 or 50 children in developing
countries. United Nations Population Fund. Footprints and Milestones: Population and Environment.
The State of the Worlds Population 2001. UNFPA 2002, New York, pp. 34.
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This concept is an interesting one because it generates a clear and visible indicator
that also facilitates an objective biophysical measure for advancing the debate beyond
the limit of the traditional monetary measurability of GNP and per capita income.
The application of these concepts to sustainability studies in Europe followed the
logic of equity in the construction of future scenarios. Each country should live
within its ecological limits, but without stopping to review the historic accumulation
of resources expropriated from the South.
The ecological footprint is an accounting tool that makes it possible to measure current
and projected consumption for a determined population, comparing it with the
availability of the ecological supply—land available in reality—, and allows for the
identification of probable imbalances between both. Thus, by revealing the amount
of land necessary to indefinitely support a determined lifestyle, the ecological footprint
concept shows the continued material dependence of human beings on nature. The
relationship, expressed in terms of hectares, also helps point out the fundamental role
of these in producing resources, assimilating wastes, and maintaining the multiple
and invisible functions of life support.
In comparison to environmental space, the calculation of the ecological footprint
demonstrates that there is no environmental floor or ceiling. In effect, the ecologically
productive land “available” for each person on the planet diminished over the past
century. Today, according to the authors, the ecological footprint of humanity exceeds
the global carrying capacity of the planet by one third, conferring high costs on future
generations24 . There are only 2.1 hectares of productive land for each person, including
wilderness areas that should probably not be used for other objectives. With the
growth rates of the world’s population and similar consumption patterns, by the year
2010 each inhabitant of the planet will have less than 0.9 hectares of ecologically
productive land, without considering increased soil degradation. The limits to
accumulation are set by the availability of bio-productive soils able to provide materials
and absorb the residues of human activity.
In contrast to availability, the land area used by the inhabitants of the richest countries
has continually increased. The current ecological footprint of the average North

24

WWF/UNEP, 2001. “The Living Planet Report 2000”.
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American is 12.2 hectares, an area that is six times more than their fair share. This
means that if all of the planet’s inhabitants lived according to an average North
American’s standard of life, we would need at least six planet Earths to provide the
materials and energy that we would be consuming.
In these conditions, it is evident that the lifestyle of the industrialized countries cannot
be extended to each one of the planet’s inhabitants. “Simply ignoring this possibility
blindly perpetuates traditional focuses with respect to economic development, inviting
both ecological catastrophe and geopolitical chaos”25 . Therefore, the notion proposed
by the ecological footprint is the fair share, corresponding to the amount of ecologically
productive land available for each inhabitant on the planet26 .
Although the ecological footprint, as a biophysical indicator and an indicator of
territorial use, also recognizes the availability of an amount of global resources, such
as the notion of equity in the access and distribution of these resources based on equal
rights per capita-; the employment of the environmental space concept is privileged
because it has already been applied and accepted among the organizations that promote
sustainability agendas in European civil society. This facilitated the North-South
dialogue and made it possible to generate the basis for a “common challenge’ of
sustainability among the industrialized and non-industrialized societies.

ECOLOGICAL FOOTPRINT AND BIOCAPACITY
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Source: WWF/UNEP, 2001. “The Living Planet Report 2000”.
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From Environmental Space to Equity and
Dignity in Development
The discussion of the operative implications of the environmental space concept in
terms of: a) equal rights and the need for equitable access to the planet’s resources to
be a human right; and b) the need to reduce the over-consumption of the developed
countries in order to free-up environmental space and allow the less developed
countries to develop, was very useful in the search for a common conceptual framework
for achieving convergence and dialogue between the sustainability programs in Europe
and those in Brazil, Chile, and Uruguay.
The notion of sustainability, based on the concept of environmental space, was amply
debated during the dialogue between the PCSS and European organizations that had
used this concept in their national studies27 . There was agreement on the need for a
conceptual approximation that would establish ceilings to growth, per capita limits,
and conditions of material and environmental equity. Nevertheless, beyond verifying
over-consumption in the North and establishing the goals for desirable reductions in
the medium and long-term (the Sustainable Europe studies have projections and
scenarios up to 2050, inclusive), it was evident that it would not be easy to advance
those equity goals or their adoption within private and public polices.
In Europe, the partial incorporation of the environmental space concept has implied
the adoption of eco-efficiency policies, promoting decreases in energy use and in the
materials for each product or service unit, improving emissions standards in industry
and transportation, and achieving important advances in disconnecting energy
consumption from economic growth. In spite of the improvements in energy efficiency,
for example, the recognition of defined limits to growth has still not been established.

25

Ibid.
A population that occupies, per inhabitant, an excessive area incurs an ecological deficit (or a sustainability
deficit) with respect to the other inhabitants on the planet. In economic and ecological terms, this deficit
expresses the amount that this population depends on extraterritorial productive capacity, obtained
whether by trade or by natural flows that are appropriated. In ethical terms, this implies that for each
person who possesses a footprint three times greater than what is available, there is another person
who is obligated to live with a third of the space that corresponds to him or her. Therefore, it is imperative
to change the consumption patterns of the richest nations and of the richest segments within the poorest
nations.
27
Sustainable Southern Cone Program. Regional Coordination Workshop, Las Vertientes, Chile. May
1998.
26
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The policies of sustainable development are aimed more towards improving
agricultural and industrial production, with clean and more efficient technologies,
than towards establishing concrete goals for diminishing the over-consumption of
environmental space. In other words, policies of efficiency, but not of “sufficiency”,
have been adopted.
In the relations between Europe and the southern countries, the redistribution dimension
has been pending, not only because a decrease in consumption by the North will not
automatically produce a process of redistribution in the South, but also because the
agenda of economic growth continues to be the center of governmental preoccupations
in both North and South. Nevertheless, for Friends of the Earth-Europe, as well as
for many researchers, the over-consumption of the industrialized societies should be
the central theme of corrective action for moving towards greater levels of sustainability
and equity. In fact, the implications of northern over-consumption has complicated
the discussion on how to define the environmental space floor and its consequences
for global politics, and therefore create the conditions that make the redistribution of
environmental space viable.
Unlike in Europe, in the PCSS debates, the floor and not the ceiling of environmental
space has been the central issue, due to the social dimensions related to poverty. For
the distinct national teams, the adequate definition of the floor has been the product
of a political decision, not only a methodological one. Initially, a definition was
worked on in which the environmental space floor corresponded to the basic level of
consumption that guaranteed a dignified subsistence for the lower-income social groups
or for those groups whose cultural consumption patterns do not require large amounts
of material and energy. Reaching levels of energy and material consumption that
guarantee adequate food, access to education, basic health, housing, and transportation
services, among others, is only the starting point for creating healthy families and
communities. As we will see later on, this consumption level would be what we call
the socio-environmental dignity line. But the dignity line is not only related to
consumption (like the environmental space) but also to production systems, to
questioning market-imposed satisfiers, and to participation and the exercise of human
rights.
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The Formulation of the Dignity Line as the
Environmental Space Floor
Constructing a dignity line fulfills various objectives for the PCSS. The first is to
stimulate debates that question the current policies for overcoming the “poverty line”,
promoting a discussion of alternatives that go beyond policies of minimum consensus,
in income redistribution as well as in political participation, and the definition of
objectives for development. The second objective is for equity in income, land, and
resource access to have a clear counterpart in political participation and in the
deepening of democracy. One could not occur without the other, and both pillars are
central to the political projects promoted by the Southern Cone sustainability agendas.
A third objective is to accelerate the North-South dialogue towards the common
challenge of complementing political agendas and international negotiation conditions
with political, economic, and institutional changes that would make it possible to
construct sustainable societies.
The PCSS established a common methodological process for defining and evaluating,
quantitatively and qualitatively, the characteristics of the environmental space floor
in Brazil, Chile, and Uruguay. The focus was on defining the environmental space
baseline, using and analyzing existing indicators and information.
Given that traditional macroeconomic indicators, like GNP, do not provide pertinent
information for the evaluation of resource consumption, as they lack information on
distributive impacts28 , other social indicators were recurred to, such as the indigency
line, the poverty line, basic food basket, and minimum salary, all official instruments
for measuring consumption and poverty. Developed by ECLAC in the 1960’s, these
indicators have established the minimum requirements needed to “guarantee” the
subsistence of a family. They are also official references for governments in the
formulation of policies for mitigating poverty, as well as for other social and labor
policies. Although they continue to be questioned for their “minimalist” vision or
vision of physiological “survival”, these indicators, and those that signal the distribution
28

The Sustainable Chile Program decided to calculate an adjusted GNP, according to the methodology
established by Daly and Cobb, that made it possible to signal social and environmental costs while
questioning the excessive optimism that sustained GNP growth generated in the public agenda. The
Index of Sustainable Economic Well-being for Chile 1965-2000. B. Castañeda. Sustainable Chile
Program, 2000.
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of monetary income by deciles, or quintiles, are widely recognized and registered in
official statistics29 . The existence of continued statistical records, their wide use and
recognized limitations, nevertheless served for the realization of national studies for
the environmental space floor. This was the first approach to the dignity line, as it
allowed the PCSS teams to diligently review the methodologies that defined the
condition of poverty in their respective countries.

The Measurement of Poverty in Latin America
The teams verified the existence of a large variety of poverty situations and a variety
of factors that induce them. Some are of a material nature, and therefore, quantifiable,
while others are of an eminently qualitative nature, and therefore, more difficult to
measure in numeric terms. The most frequently used measurements of poverty
continue to be dominated by a view of poverty in terms of low income or unsatisfied
material needs.
The poverty line, or a variant of this, is the most well known indicator. “Although it
is a relevant indicator, making it possible to approximate the reality of poverty,
diagnosing many of its deficiencies and establishing and orienting social programs, it
is also necessary to recognize that it is a partial indicator and should not be considered
as more than an imperfect approximation to the poverty problem”30 . Effectively, the
deficiencies associated with poverty include the absence of adequate nexuses with
social networks, a lack of participation in social and political organizations, and the
scarce or inexistent access to services and resources. That is, the failure to exercise
economic or social rights beyond those that generate a determined economic income.
Human Development Reports since 1990 have proposed a new indicator: the Human
Development Index (HDI) This is an aggregate index that includes three components
considered basic for human life in society: 1) longevity (measured in terms of life
expectancy at birth); 2) knowledge (based on literacy levels) and 3) control over the
necessary resources for assuring decent living conditions (based on per capita income).

29
30

Surveys of Socio-economic Characterization, CASEN.
Wautiez, Francoise, Llavero Angel. La Equidad socio-ambiental en Chile: una tarea pendiente. Programa
de Economía Ecológica. Serie de documentos de discusión. January 2000.
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This index has been calculated for 174 countries and makes it possible to establish
comparisons between the social achievements in the countries considered.
In its 1997 Human Development Report, the United Nations Development Program
(UNDP) pointed out the importance of understanding poverty as a scarcity of options
and opportunities, more so than of income. Due to this, it was decided to complement
the HDI with the Capability Poverty Measure. The CPM-1 measures poverty in
developing countries, while the CPM-2, introduced in the 1998 UNDP Report, measures
poverty in the industrialized countries with an additional dimension: social exclusion.
Nobel Prize Winner, Amartya Sen enhanced the previous concept by analyzing human
capabilities in virtue of their “entitlements”, that is, the realization of capabilities.
There are “entitlements” that are elemental and highly valued: to be adequately fed,
to have housing and to enjoy good health. Others are more complex, like being
socially integrated and achieving self-respect. At the same time, there are important
differences in the ways in which individuals and societies evaluate these “entitlements”
or “achievements”. The most interesting part of this focus is that income is considered
as a means and not an end, and the focus is on what people can do with said incomes.
Needs are presented not as deficiencies, but as opportunities that make it possible to
exercise human capabilities. Nevertheless, we lack methodological approximations
that allow us to integrate them in this stage of the definition of the dignity line31 .
While the populations of the industrialized countries have established and maintained
growth rates close to zero, the volume of spending on consumption continues to
increase rapidly, as previously mentioned. At the same time, the developing countries
have maintained high rates of reproduction and their population has almost doubled
between 1970 and 1997, but their access to consumption has remained relatively low.
It is in these countries where extreme poverty is concentrated and where the deficiencies
are more visible.

31

The same UNDP World Report on human development in 1998, introduced the relationship between
the dynamic of the nexus consumption-poverty-inequality-environment. This report signaled that world
consumption has increased at an unprecedented rate through the 20th century, which should have brought
increased well-being for more people. Nevertheless, the relationship between the benefits of consumption
and human development is not automatic. Frequently, consumption patterns and tendencies are hostile
to human development, and in particular, current consumption is detrimental to the environmental resource
base, exacerbating inequalities. Nevertheless, the Report does not propose an operative way to measure
the relation between consumption, poverty, and environment.
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Increase in Total Expenditure on
Consumption in 1995
(in billions of US dollars, 1995 prices)

Industrialized countries
Developing countries

1970

1980

1990

1995

8.3
1.9

11.4
3.6

15.7
4.3

16.5
5.2

Source: UNDP, 1998

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the Declaration of Economic,
Political, Social, and Cultural Rights (ESCR), also recognized as second and third
generation rights, can service as a framework for understanding the complexity of
human needs. Its applicability in the debate on the dignity line has been more narrowly
associated with the development of the need for political participation and the
deepening of democracy32 .

The Use of Income Lines in the Definition of
the Dignity Line
The most common methods for measuring poverty in Latin America are the Income
Lines, also known as the Poverty Line (PL) and the Indigence Line (IL). This method,
unlike the previous ones, exclusively associates poverty with those who have incomes
below a certain level. It is said that this is an indirect and unsatisfactory method for
measuring poverty since it abruptly limits the concept of poverty. Evidently, many
situations of social poverty, exclusion, marginalization, or discrimination cannot be
principally or exclusively studied through quantitative measures linked to a family’s
monetary income level.
Nonetheless, the measurement of monetary income cannot be ignored, on one hand,
due to its high level of utilization on the continent, but also because the availability,
or lack thereof, of a determined amount of monetary income is what makes it possible
or not—in our ever more monetarized societies—to access basic good or services for

32

The approximations to human needs developed by Max-Neef and Elizalde were also analyzed by the
PCSS teams, although their implications and application to the Dignity Line were left as a challenge for
later stages. Max-Neef, M., A. Elizalde,-Desarrollo a Escala Humana. Editorial Nordam-Comunidad,
Montevideo, Uruguay, 1993.
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the satisfaction of essential needs for all human beings. Although it is true that the
methods for satisfying those needs may vary from person to person, or from one
social group to another, there is no doubt that in the majority of cases there is a
narrow relationship between economic level and the satisfaction of basic needs.
On the other hand, the variations in the comportment of income and family expenditures
in the last decades provide valuable information for defining an income level that not
only covers food expenditures, but also correspond to furnishings and basic services,
transportation and others.

From the Indigence Line to the Poverty Line
In the mid-1980’s, the Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC) elaborated a
methodology that consisted in calculating the cost of one Basic Food Basket (BFB).
The content of the BFB was the equivalent of approximately 2,150 daily calories for an average
person in a family group, considered by the WHO and the FAO as the minimum amount of calories
needed for a person’s survival. The basket was based on a list of foods, specifying the amount in
grams of each element that should be consumed per day, as well as the amount of calories, proteins,
and fats contained in those grams. Then, the cost of the BFB was calculated, applying the prices
of each food to its corresponding amount in grams. These prices are updated monthly, using a
correction factor, and added together to obtain the total cost of the BFB. In this “minimalist”
approximation the urban indigence line is defined by the cost of this food basket and registers as
indigent those persons that reside in households whose monthly income is inferior to this value.
An estimation of the income required by a household to satisfy other needs (clothing, living in a
house or apartment, education, having good health, among others) is added to the value of a BFB.
In order to estimate the value of this other group of needs, the value of the indigence line is
doubled. This is called the poverty line or two BFBs.
Thus, the poverty line barely signals the transition between food indigence and the economic and
political marginalization of those who have to live with minimum resources, without opportunities
for achieving the “environmental floor” or the access to conditions that make a dignified life
possible.
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The Dignity Line for Eradicating Poverty
When we talk about fundamental human needs, there are many satisfiers needed to
assure a dignified life, including those that cover the needs of participation, creation,
protection and freedom, and link the individual to his or her social space, and his or her
realization as a person and member of a collective that knows and respects him or her.
Nevertheless, from the perspective of income, a dignified life means that each person
has an income that makes it possible for him or her to easily satisfy fundamental needs.
The PCSS teams set out the need to establish a Dignity Line (DL), initially as a goal
for that part of the population living in poverty. This DL would allow them to satisfy
their legitimate needs, diminishing the gaps that separate them from the rest of society,
while generating increased social participation and democratization. This increase in
the demand of goods and services could stimulate and expand the internal market.
For this, challenges were set to locally define what and how to produce, responding
to productive identities that do not imply the ulterior exhaustion of available natural
resources. This consequence has not been delved-into in the current debate.
Establishing a dignity line, and not a poverty line, is equivalent to reverting the notion
that human needs are only deficiencies. Human needs commit, motivate, and mobilize
people, and in this sense, are also potentials. Moreover, they can become resources.
“The need to participate is the potential for participation, such as the need for affection
is the potential for affection”33 . By realizing needs, the subject is also realized, not
as “poor”, but as another human being. Talking about a dignity line, therefore, is
equal to talking about a floor under which it is impossible for human beings to realize
themselves within society. Living with dignity also means achieving the effective
exercise of citizen rights.

At What Level Should the Dignity Line Be Set?
From the perspective of income and within the schematic of the basic food basket, we
can observe the following: the poverty line set at 2 BFB is based on the proportion

33

Max-Neef and Elizalde, 1993. Ibid.
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that food expenditures occupy within total family expenditures. For Chile, as for
Brazil and Uruguay, it is estimated that that proportion is approximately 50% for
urban families. From there comes the supposition that by doubling the value of a
food basket in order to cover minimum nutritional needs, the value of what has been
called the Minimum Global Basket or the Poverty Line would be established.
The information collected by the PCSS teams corresponding to the year 1998, reveal
that the proportion of food expenditure has notable decreased in all stratums of the
population, including those of low-income, for which said fraction would hardly be a
third of the total34 . But expenditures in transportation, as for other goods and services,
are above two baskets. In a first approximation of the Minimum Global Basket, the
Sustainable Chile study showed that said frontier should be located around 3.3 BFB,
which corresponds to the average of the 9th and 10th quintiles.
It seems reasonable and feasible to reach this level within a few years with the policies
of redistribution and public investment that national teams have developed as part of
the programmatic platforms of Brazil, Uruguay, and Chile. The level chosen is fairly
close to that used in the European countries for determining the border between poverty
and non-poverty. There, the poor are considered to be those who have an income
below half of the national average, a figure very close to what was finally chosen.
In Chile’s case, passing from a poverty line of two basic food baskets (2 BFB’s) to 3.3
BFBs in equal to doubling the real minimum salary from 1998. That is to say, going
from a monthly household income of US$180 to US$501 for a family of four35 .

34

The structure of domestic expenditure in Brazil shows an expenditure of between 23%-30% of budgets
for food, while for Uruguay and Chile this figure borders 30%.
35
This is exactly the level that the Central Unitaria de Trabajadores de Chile (the Workers Union of Chile)
is demanding in their current negotiations with the government.
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REFORMULATION BY THE
SUSTAINABLE CHILE PROGRAM
POVERTY LINE = 2 BFB (Basic Food Baskets)
Housing
Furnishing
Transportation
Communication

+

Food

1

is equivalent to

180 US
(1998)

1

DIGNITY LINE = 3.3 BFB (Basic food baskets)

Food

1

+

Housing
Furnishing
Transportation
Communication

1

+

Recreation
Culture
Participation
Etc.

501 US
(1998)

1,3

The connection of the dignity line with the basic basket, in the case of Brazil, is based
on studies by the CIEESE. These show that 80% of a worker’s income is spent in
acquiring the “minimum essential ration” for his or her food consumption. The costs
of housing, transportation, health, education, and others could only be adequately
covered if the minimum salary were US$852, and not t the US$83 set by law for the
year 199836 . An income that would help to reach the dignity line for a family of four,
before the devaluation of the Real, was 10 times greater than the minimum salary.

REFORMULATION BY THE
SUSTAINABLE BRAZIL PROGRAM
MINIMUM ESSENTIAL RATION

Income equivalent to US$ 83 (1998)

DIGNITY LINE
Housing
Minimum Ration + Health
Education
Etc.
Income equivalent to US$ 852 (1998)

Source: Larraín, S. Sustainable Southern Cone Program, December 2001.
36

Costa, D. Linha de Dignidade. Programa Brazil Sustentable. Rio de Janeiro. October 2000. Mimeo.
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The calculations carried-out by the Sustainable Uruguay team showed that, in that
country, the income necessary for satisfying basic needs of food, housing, education,
medical expenses, furniture, accessories and furnishings, clothing, transportation,
communication and other goods would reach US$1,328 instead of the current US$939
calculated by the National Institute of Statistics for Uruguay as the average family
expenditure. This contrasts dramatically with the US$60 of the minimum legal income
corresponding to the “poverty line” defined by the government. The income that
corresponds to the dignity line is 22 times more than the official minimum legal
income.

REFORMULATION BY THE
SUSTAINABLE URUGUAY PROGRAM
MINIMUM INCOME

Average Consumption of
Uruguayan Families

DIGNITY LINE

Minimum legal income

Income equivalent

Income equivalent to

US$ 60

US$ 929

US$ 1,328

National Institute of Statistics

(1998)

Source: Larraín, S. Ibid- Sustainable Southern Cone, December 2001.

This first approximation for establishing a level of acceptable consumption that allows
families to materially satisfy their basic needs shows significant differences between
the three countries due to considerations related to the cost of living and the salary
policies established by the states in their definitions of minimum legal income. The
differences show that in Chile, surpassing the threshold of a dignity line would require
social policies that double the minimum legal salary. In Brazil, this level could only
be reached if the minimum legal salary were 10 times that calculated in 1998. In
Uruguay, the difference between minimum income and the threshold of the dignity
line would require an increase 22 times that of the current minimum salary.
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PROPOSALS OF INCOME IN ORDER TO
REACH THE DIGNITY LINE
(1998 prices)
Brazil

Chile

Uruguay

Poverty Line

Minimum
Essential Ration
US$ 83

1 Basic Food Basket + 1 BFB
furnishings, housing, transportation,
and communications
US$ 180

Minimum
Legal Income
US$ 60

Dignity Line

Minimum Essential
Ration + Housing,
education, health,
others equivalent to
US$ 852

1 BFB + 1 BFB furnishings, housing,
transportation, and communications + 1,
1.3 BFB Recreation, culture,
participation, others. Total 3.3 BFB
US$ 337

Income
equivalent to
US$ 1,328

Establishing this income level for reaching the dignity line is consistent with the level
of consumption of the percentiles corresponding to the average incomes of the three
countries (9th and 10th quintiles) and to the poverty line established in Europe. More
important still, defining a socially acceptable income level also has important
implications for the use of environmental space, given that this would make it possible
to make good the rights that allow all families to access the per capita resource use
necessary for a dignified life37 .

Implications of the Dignity Line for the
Distributive and Political Dimensions of
Sustainability.
Defining a method for agreeing on how to calculate a dignity line, based on minimum
income in the Southern Cone at the end of 2000, was a new achievement for the
PCSS programs and for the dialogue with Latin American and European organizations.
The calculation of a dignified income was accompanied by a broad debate on the
policies needed to achieve those goals, which also helped to consolidate the proposals
37

The calculations realized by the PCSS teams also showed that these income levels would be a realistic
goal if the there was a consideration of the costs associated with the creation of employment, the
establishment of social policies for basic services, control mechanisms for tax evasion, policies for
tributary redistribution, the recuperation of salary mass, and other instruments that make it possible to
redistribute wealth. Olesker, D. Y Osta D. Modelo Económico. Propuesta Metológica. Sustainable
Uruguay Project. 2000. Mimeo.
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for influencing the political debates in each one of the countries that participated in
the program. In effect, the debate and the proposal of a dignity line going beyond the
conception of a poverty line have received wide acceptance and interest from other
social areas. The dignity line emerged as a criticism of the “poverty line” and of the
mitigation policies established by the governments in the region.
This first approach to the dignity line as a floor for environmental space, originally
setout in Las Vertientes (Chile) in 1998, proposed to define the conditions and income
required for guaranteeing the satisfaction of basic needs and a dignified life. That
was where the name dignity line emerged. But once the methodological agreements
and calculations of this socially acceptable minimum were realized, new uses and
possibilities appeared for the utilization of the dignity line.
It is reasonable that the re-elaboration of the environmental space concept from the
southern perspective responds to infra-consumption and to the poverty of the majority
of the inhabitants. This requires redefining the conditions that make it possible to
satisfy the basic needs for a dignified life, understood as a guaranteed level of wellbeing and quality of life, as well as the conditions for exercising citizen rights.
When the challenge of achieving social equity is considered within the framework of
sustainability, and when there is a search for the implementation of coherence and
complementarity among the social and environmental challenges of development, an
important conceptual leap is generated. The common challenge that this signifies for
the industrialized and developing countries is evident: recognizing that there are
differentiated responsibilities given the deterioration of common resources. Defining
the dignity line as the minimum floor for environmental space is insufficient given
that this only considers the additional demand for resources by developing countries
and not the necessary reduction of over-consumption in the North. It is about achieving
simultaneous objectives in the North and South, that is to say, “…the reinterpretation
of the dignity line and a line of convergence that should decrease the consumption of
those above and increase that of those below”38 .

38

Formulation realized by economist, Luis Razzeto, during the debate on the Dignity Line in October of
2000.
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In practice, the debate on the dignity line makes it possible to open up the debate in
other directions. If the dignity line represents the conditions of a socially desirable
dignified life, this could also be converted into the axis or border towards which
societies should converge. The dignity line is transformed into an axis towards which
both North and South should direct themselves, not the acceptation of a minimum
space in the distribution of environmental space.
The new challenge that emerged in the PCSS debate on the dignity line is the demand
for the repositioning of the North-South debate around environmental space. This
implies the search for or the negotiation of a transition that makes it possible to converge
towards the equitable distribution of environmental space and of the planet’s resources
in order to deal with the universal satisfaction of human needs. In that sense, it goes
beyond the first approximation that the PCSS itself made of the dignity line, strictly
as the environmental space floor39 .
The search for this “convergence” sets out the challenge of defining how much is
enough to satisfy human needs and maintain levels of well-being, while avoiding
surpassing the carrying-capacity of the ecosystems. This implies defining a level of
sufficiency, and therefore, limits to consumption in the North in a framework that
maintains levels of well-being but also cedes environmental space to make southern
development possible40 . The convergence is, consequently, a challenge for the
international negotiations between the North and the South.
The common challenge for the citizens of the North and South is to define an axis of
convergence for their societies that facilitates equitable negotiations for global
sustainability. That is to say, to determine the differentiated responsibilities of the
North and South with respect to said common challenge. This axis should be a point
of convergence for the northern societies, requiring limits to growth, and for the
southern societies, requiring expanding consumption41 .
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Larraín, S. “La Línea de Dignidad como indicador de sustentabilidad socioambiental: avances desde el
concepto de vida minima hacia el concept de vida digna”. Sustainable Southern Cone Program, December
2001, pg. 13.
40
Ibid. pg.17.
41
Larraín, S. “El marco de la sustentabilidad: su potencial ético y politico”. In Mujeres y Sustentabilidad.
Sustainable Chile, 2001.
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Sufficiency does not scrimp on well-being. On the contrary, it establishes the need to
dematerialize the consumption and the well-being of the northern societies while
simultaneously increasing consumption for the large majorities in the South in order
to achieve levels that make it possible to overcome poverty and lead a dignified life.
This means recognizing equal environmental rights for all the planet’s inhabitants, as
originally sustained by the environmental space concept.
Nevertheless, the current sociopolitical context and the preeminence of the market
logic characterizing globalization tendencies show concentrative trends that cannot
be ignored when facing the redistribution challenges needed for convergence towards
a dignity line.
It is evident, then, that socio-environmental sustainability raises more complex
questions:
a) Sustainability is not viable based on current economic logic, as the profitability of
capital promotes concentration and not redistribution.
b) The deregulatory logic of the neoliberal model substantially reduces the
redistribution functions that the national states could have.
c) The eco-efficiency dominated by economic logic does not generate savings, given
that increased consumption surpasses savings.
d) The definition of the effective carrying capacity of the planetary ecosystem is
difficult to realize, given the unpredictable nature of the global impacts of human
activity42 .
The implications of the above not only demonstrate the complexity and difficulties to
achieving socio-environmental equity, but also show the need to change the
development paradigm, without which it is impossible to truly develop sustainability.
Also evident is the need to establish a global socio-environmental regulatory
framework that facilitates the administration of limits to growth and moves forward
in the definition of regulatory mechanisms for consumption. These should be based
on democratic consensus and with respect to second and third generation human
rights.

42

The margins of the resource availability and carrying capacity should be much more conservative is one
considers the high level of unpredictability in the behavior of complex systems, and the need to consider
the demands of future generations.
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It also implies the recognition of the collective rights of communities to the participative
control and management of their territories; a notion that broadens the European
concept of environmental space, which defines rights related to per capita consumption,
and in a paradigm that considers nature as the sum of isolated resources. From the
southern perspective, paradigmatic relationships are established between nature,
society, and culture and must be given priority by the PCSS in its future work.

The Negotiation of Sustainability between
North and South and within Countries.
A central problem in the current political negotiations surrounding the Summit on
Sustainable Development to be realized in Johannesburg, South Africa, is that the
agenda of the industrialized countries is primarily focused on environmental and
sectorial objectives, relegating the social dimensions. Meanwhile, for the southern
countries, reducing poverty and inequity are central preoccupations and they do not
consider the environmental issues as only a question of limits43 .
What is not currently being discussed is how to face the accumulative impacts of
economic globalization and northern consumption, generated by a historic ecological
debt that affects the opportunities for current development in the southern countries
as a result of accumulated environmental deterioration. The unequal interchange and
the loss of export value in the South, together with the accumulation of an
environmental backpack, product of the depredation of environmental patrimony and
the wastes generated by exports, add up to an ecologically unequal exchange in trade.
In the current context, an important challenge to the implementation of sustainable
policies is the intensification and deepening the North-South dialogue with respect to
common conceptions of sustainability, assumed as a common challenge. In this
dialogue, it is important to strengthen civil society participation in order to jointly
resolve current imbalances and to create conditions for promoting and constructing
sustainable societies on the planet.
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Larraín, S. “El Marco de la Sustentablidad: su potencial ético y politico.” In Mujeres y Sustentabilidad.
Sustainable Chile, Instituto de la Mujer, Memch, IEP, Isis, 2001.
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A second challenge is to attain the political will on the part of society and governments
for the implementation of social and environmental agreements that put the international
agreements derived from Rio into practice, along with other agreements that promote
increased equality and justice on a global scale. Political will should be translated into
financial commitments and cooperation—making it possible to revert the negative
impacts of present development—, and the stimulation of participative processes for
the design and implementation of local and national sustainability agendas.
Another relevant challenge for civil society organizations is to assume the political ethical
challenge of intervening in debates on national and international policies with proposals
that reorient current economic, commercial, and financial tendencies. It is no longer
possible to become absorbed in sectorial or thematic positions based on fair demands, but
which do not integrate social processes with broader visions of the social model that we
want to build. Without convergence around a common axis, it is not possible to deepen
democracy or to make the political actors for sustainability more visible.
Achieving the convergence of the agendas of the social movements is an essential
condition for promoting dialogues with the governments. The framework of socioenvironmental sustainability offers the opportunity to integrate the social, the
environmental, and the political44 . From this comes its potential for generating an
integrated agenda that highlights new development models and actions established
by the northern and southern societies.
An expression of those convergences is being seen today in the questioning of the
globalization process by social organizations, through global protests and in the creation
of new areas of debate and proposition, such as the World Social Forum in Porto Alegre.
In order to gestate a transition towards a sustainable world, it is absolutely necessary
to have a dialogue between civil society and the governments of the North and South
on the recognition of equal socio-environmental rights for all of the planet’s inhabitants.
This is probably one of the principle challenges for the global citizen movement for
sustainability45 .

44
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hen we start to look at the questions about the future of human societies
the first piece of evidence we face is that although poor countries are
classified as “developing”, the levels of consumption and “progress”
enjoyed today by the “developed” are neither possible nor desirable for the future of
humanity.
The second piece of evidence is that the development model all societies are expected
to aspire to has created profound inequalities. In recent decades the inequalities have
not only increased between developed and developing countries, they have also grown
among different sectors of the population in each nation. Conventional inequity, which
refers to socioeconomic conditions, also extends to environmental rights, access to
natural resources and the right to live in a healthy environment.
The Sustainable Southern Cone Program criticizes the current development model
for its negative impacts in terms of inequality and injustice and of the overexploitation
of natural resources and the degradation of the environment.
The recent history of the Southern Cone countries also led the Program to criticize
the way the transition from dictatorship to democracy has been handled in Brazil,
Chile, and Uruguay. It characterizes them as “low intensity democracies”, with only
a scant recovery in their citizens’ economic, social, political and cultural rights.
The Program’s definition of sustainability, amply developed in the previous chapters,
thus centers on the challenges of social equity, environmental sustainability and
democratic governance.
Faced with the challenges on equity, the Program stresses the need to redefine the
social minimum, from a minimum life, set today by the poverty line, to a dignified
life, which respects both the basic rights to physical subsistence and also the economic,
social, political and cultural rights known as civil rights. There is an urgent need to
deal with global inequity by creating a single standard of well-being for all human
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societies, based on meeting needs at levels that can be universalized for all. These
levels are called sufficiency levels and the dignity line.
The dignity line is intended as a reference point for the poor and the rich. In a finite
planet, the challenge of equity and dignity means reducing the consumption of natural
resources, goods and services by the societies of the North and the elites of the South,
so that the poor in both South and North can access them to achieve physical wellbeing and a dignified life.
Through the experiences of civil society organizations in Brazil, Chile, Uruguay, and
Argentina, and now in Bolivia and Colombia, the Program hopes to contribute to a
better coordination of the work being done by civil society in Latin America from a
new paradigm of development and society.
In the first stages of the Program we agreed that MERCOSUR [a customs union
project among Argentina, Brazil, Uruguay and Paraguay] could not be a reference
point, as its aim is to articulate the region only to form an eventual common market,
a regionally-coordinated block that is part of a project to insert the region in the
global market. The fact that our countries are reduced to the status of raw material
exporters, subject to the financial system of the World Bank and the IMF, means our
fate is not in our own hands. The interests represented by the WTO, the IMF, the
World Bank, the United States, and to a lesser degree, the European Union, aim to
define our future. But they are oriented to the needs of transnational business and
world market forces, and are not about responding to the needs of the people.
In opposition to this idea of integration via the market, we believe in the need for
regional integration via the people and their complementary ecosystems, environmental
services and economic and cultural activities.
Of the coordinating bodies proposed as part of the globalization process, the FTAA
(Free Trade Area of the Americas) represents a specific threat. It will intensify the
social, economic, environmental and political problems facing the region. The crises
that have shaken Ecuador, Peru, Colombia, Venezuela and Argentina, and still weigh
on their people and democratic institutions, cannot be seen in isolation, as purely
domestic crises. They are the product of the conditions imposed by structural
adjustment programs, debt servicing and trade liberalization, for example. It would
be tragic for the region’s future if their states agreed to be subordinated to the cultural
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and economic conditions set by the international financial sector. Unquestionably
this would aggravate the social, environmental, political and economic problems in
the region.
It is not at the negotiating tables of the WTO, the IMF or FTAA that the region’s
future development model should be defined. The Program has produced its own
model, which gives priority to social, environmental and political sustainability over
the economic globalization of the market. It also proposes concrete changes in public
policy to redirect development options to the objectives of sustainability.
The Program believes the dilemma for the future is neo-liberal globalization or socioenvironmental sustainability.
Faced with globalization, it will only be possible to construct “a different future” and
“a different world” if the progressive organizations of civil society and local and
international legislators and executive powers unite at a level where they can articulate
proposals for real change, and develop strategies and concrete actions.
The Program plays a role in the World Social Forum (WSF), which seeks and proposes
alternatives to globalization. The Program aims to extend its reach in the continent
and seek exchanges, connections, and eventually coordination with collectives and
entities in other Latin American countries. The idea is to share the progress and
experiences so far, and disseminate information in the region on this project for building
public policies based on sustainability criteria.
Today the only coherent option for development is sustainable development.
Sustainability integrates social, environmental, economic and political challenges in
a system that creates a “virtuous circle” of equity, well-being, environmental protection
and democracy. The Program closely followed the process leading up to the UN
Summit on Sustainable Development in Johannesburg (August 2002), and this book
forms part of the context of the evaluation of the Earth Summit commitments, and the
efforts to renew them.
The ten years that have passed since Rio ’92 have only confirmed that economics
cannot drive environmental sustainability or the reduction of poverty, as Agenda 21
claimed.
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Today the failure to implement the Rio Accords for sustainable development must be
faced. Instead of development, we have seen ever greater inequity, both globally and
within nations, continuing environmental degradation, especially and more intensely
in developing countries, and a general degradation of democratic decision-making
institutions.
There is increased political tension between developed and developing countries in
the negotiations to prioritize, finance and act to deal with poverty and the degradation
of the environment.
Our hope was that at Johannesburg the political and economic logic behind market
globalization would be confronted and its course changed by proposals for socioenvironmental sustainability. No such confrontation occurred at the official Rio
summit. Ten years later, the international community should remove the obstacles to
implementing sustainability..
The Sustainable Southern Cone Program has set itself these challenges for the future:

1. To contribute to a regional movement for
sustainability.
The aim is to collaborate to produce alternatives - country proposals and sustainability
projects for the region - based on the people’s priorities and participation.
Research done at national and sub-regional levels, (and some at the sub-continental
level), establishes the links between ecosystems and social, economic and political
realities. This is indispensable to understanding the regional situation, and the problems
of equity, sustainability, and democracy. Based on these links, civil society can make
proposals for regional cooperation and integration in the interests of peaceful
coexistence, cooperation and the people’s well-being. Citizen proposals like this are
essential to ensure that social movements, and political parties in particular, develop
a different idea, a different vision of regional integration..
To think about the region in the light of goals like social equity, environmental
sustainability and democratic governance makes it possible to articulate the sector
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agendas of NGOs and social movements with the overall challenge. This outlook
provides an integrated framework for proposals and helps create strategies for shared
action among different social sectors. The citizenry is strengthened and gains public
visibility.
Ideas are important for envisioning the world, and proposals are fundamental for
building the future. There are many ways of producing knowledge and action. The
Program is convinced that both conceptual debate and proposals for advancing to
sustainable societies should be the result of interaction among universities, NGOs,
political and labor organizations and social movements. Together but each in their
own way they must seek to understand and transform the situation.
We hope to provide a collective opportunity in the Southern Cone to inform and
educate on the challenges and so strengthen the communities, while also providing
the elements of analysis to support proposals for progress towards sustainable societies.

2. To help create an actor for sustainability.
Helping coordinate and strengthen citizen movements. Encouraging and increasing
the opportunities for debate and definition helps create regional integration in the
framework of sustainability by building it up democratically.
The agendas for Sustainable and Democratic Brazil, Sustainable Chile, Sustainable
Uruguay and Sustainable Argentina, (all members of the Sustainable Southern Cone
Program), were generated through the work of NGOs, academics and social
movements. Today the aim is to broaden these programs to bring in other organizations
and social movements through alliances and shared projects, in order to strengthen
the sustainability project in the region.
Although ecology organizations have been the driving force behind the Uruguay and
Chile agendas, in Brazil the initiative came mainly from development and social
welfare NGOs, and in Argentina, from teachers. All these groups now take part in the
Southern Cone Program. Its proposals are not limited to environmental issues, and
should continue to extend to social and political sectors beyond those traditionally
linked to environmental issues. In the conviction that a sustainable society will be
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built on practice, the Program seeks to help develop processes and form local and
sub-regional collectives in each country to incorporate the demands, priorities and
work of different networks and organizations in a common agenda. These groups will
take the political initiative for their own proposals and projects for society and
development.
To make this possible, the social actors proposing regional and national sustainability
need help to get coordinated.

3. To contribute the sustainability paradigm
in the debates, positions and proposals of
the anti-globalization movement.
The organizations of the Program are members of the anti-globalization movement,
and have taken part in citizen demonstrations and forums in Seattle, Geneva, Buenos
Aires, Quebec, Monterrey and Johannesburg. They denounce governmental decisions
that violate the rights and well-being of the people, and propose alternative, democratic
decisions that would develop fairer and more sustainable societies.
They also took an active part in the World Social Forums in Porto Alegre, Brazil,
where they worked for coordination of civil society at a global level, and proposed
other forms of coexistence, economics and politics. The aim behind actions is to
build a different form of globalization, a planetary system at the service of the people.
The Program’s aim is to put the sustainability paradigm above globalization. It is pushing
strongly for the anti-globalization movement to take the political initiative for promoting
sustainability, as well as continuing to resist neo-liberal globalization. This allows for
proposals and actions for sustainable societies at local, national and regional levels.
Sustainability represents a development option, a social paradigm that can provide
political initiative, a new identity and a plan for the future for the anti-globalization
and the global citizen movements.
So the Program now aims to broaden the debate to bring together the people and
organizations from South and North whom it sees as allies, to redesign that “other
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future”. It seeks to engage with the Our World is Not for Sale Coalition, the Continental
Social Alliance, the Bank Network, the Peasant Way (Via Campesina), Living Rivers
(Rios Vivos), the International Forum against Globalization, the Friends of the Earth
network, and all the other foundations and regional and international networks working
to build sustainable societies.
The desire to broaden the dialogue and contribute proposals drove the Program to
consolidate its presence in the World Social Forum, and in the activities pre- and
post-Johannesburg.

4. To generate concepts from the South for
negotiations on sustainability between
North and South, in a framework of equity
and ecology.
The member organizations of the Program are in permanent dialogue with citizen
organizations from the North on equity, ecology, and sustainability. This is how a
concept of sustainability has been formulated for the region that encompasses the
work of country programs in which social, environmental and political objectives are
prioritized.
As described in previous chapters, the Program has also begun to formulate new
concepts based on the conditions of the South, to provide a framework for negotiations
and dialogue with the North. The new concepts define fundamental aspects of the
global sustainability goals, taking into account the priorities of the South. The
Program’s contribution is highly significant for the common North-South citizen
project, which is based on shared challenges but differentiated action.
The Program must now develop some of its formulations, such as the dignity line, so as
to define universal patterns that recognize equal rights for all human beings. Part of the
challenge is to avoid limiting the dignity line to indicators that fail to measure diversity,
or refer only to the consumption oriented lifestyle of western industrialized society.
Another political and cultural challenge is to discuss ways of leaving behind this
lifestyle. Is it a question of demanding the same level of consumption for poor and
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rich? Or, given most of the poor have scant or no access to consumer goods, is it a
question of inventing another method of production and offering incentives for
producing new goods that consume fewer natural resources and do not degrade the
environment? Is it necessary to convince the rich to consume less, or to modify their
consumption patterns progressively and radically? Given that this is a vision of a
different world, how do we maintain a balance of attention and tension between the
utopia and taking the first steps?

5. New issues the Program will take on, to
develop these strategies.
To expand the debate on sustainable and democratic societies, the discussion must
advance on global common goods. There is a danger the treatment of such goods
could simply become a new factor in subordinating the South, thus the debate is
crucial, and should recognize the role of the South in defining these goods, and in
conserving and managing them.
Some points and clarifications on prioritized global common goods establish the
following:
*The need to build a new model of society and of integration makes democracy,
as a practice and as a method, a permanent line of work.
The subordination of nation-states to private interests, and the neglect in which growing
sectors of humanity live are encouraging a return to nationalism and to religious and
racial conflicts. Popular and democratic regional integration means working
permanently with the tension between national identities1 and universal values, so
that very different peoples, united by the same values and vision of the world, can
work together for a common future.
*The need to safeguard the rights of communities to their territories and their
bases of culture and subsistence.

1

In the countries of the Southern Cone there are many identities within nations, such as the indigenous
peoples, blacks and peasants.
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These rights are threatened by the appropriation and management of land by national or
transnational economic interests, directly through land purchases or indirectly through
the exploitation of natural resources.
The growing concentration of land ownership and the resulting drastic drop in family
farming in the Southern Cone (and agro-extractive activities in Brazil); the privatization
of essential public services and their subordination to business interests; the lack of
national and regional development strategies; the subordination of production to demand
for exports; the transformation of cities to platforms for capital, increasing internal
segregation and socio-environmental unsustainability – all these phenomena are
accompanied by a redesign of national policies and international relations.
This form of geopolitics must be confronted with the geopolitics that originate in open
debate between people and sectors conscious of the deepening global crisis and the
need to make decision-making local. Sustainable societies can only be built by choosing
in favor of people and communities, to their rights to land and subsistence. Only on
this basis can public policies be defined that integrate the people and are sustainable.
The issue of land and the global private takeover of the environment and natural
resources highlights the need for environmental justice. It is essential to revert the
mechanism by which “unequal societies, from the economic and social point of view,
place the burden of the greater part of the environmental damages of development on
poor or low income populations, racially discriminated groups, traditional ethnic
groups, working-class neighborhoods, or marginalized and vulnerable populations” 2 .
The Program’s diagnoses and proposals attempt to make environmental justice an
issue for society and its authorities.
*The rejection of FTAA as a development model for the region.
The commercial and financial liberalization of Latin America in the 1980s was
accompanied by privatization and denationalization and the deregulation of

2

The recognition of environmental rights, and thus of environmental justice, is based on the Additional
Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights on the Subject of Cultural, Economic and Social
Rights of the Organization of American States, OAS (San Salvador Protocol), and in the Pact on Cultural,
Social and Economic Rights of the United Nations. Declaration from the launching of the Brazilian
Network for Environmental Justice, 2001.
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investments, trade and finance. These factors helped speed up the pressure on the
region’s natural resources, and caused the collapse of sectors in farming and industry.
The commitments to trade liberalization in regional agreements and the World Trade
Organization (WTO) limit the possibilities of State and society to protect and manage
their natural resources, their fiscal and social policies, their cultural and social services,
their health and well-being. Hence they hinder progress on social equity, environmental
sustainability, and greater democracy. National research in different countries of the
Southern Cone identify critical aspects in the FTAA framework and negotiations that
would obstruct any project for sustainability in the region.
The Program’s priority for 2002-2005 is to make proposals for sustainability
evaluations, and to re-direct the current framework of commercial integration
towards regimes in which sustainability criteria prevail.
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PROFILE OF NATIONAL PROGRAMS
Project Brasil Sustentable y Democrático
The Project Brasil Sustentable y Democrático counts on the institutional sponsorship
of the Brazilian Forum of ONGs and Social Movements for the enviroments and the
development, and represents a shared effort of a group of five non Governmental
Organizations and two university centers that conform the institutional coordination:
As-pta, PHASE, IBASE, Iee-usp, IPPUR/UFRJ, PACS and REDEH. The management
of the project is PHASE.

Areas of Work
* Sectorial investigation and studies altogether with non Governmental Organizations
and Universities in six thematic areas: Industry, Energy, Agriculture, Mining, Forests
and Slumses.
* Organization of meetings of social dialogue, with organizations of the civil society,
specialistic and technical for the discussion and elaboration of sectorial proposals
for a Brasil Sustentable y Democrático.
* Non Governmental production of material of popular education on sustainable
development and democracy for the social movements and Organizations.

Publications
Temathics Notebook Discussion Series:
1 “Novas Premissas da Sustentabilidade Democrática”, Henri Acselrad, Jean Pierre
Leroy; 1999.
2 “Os Desafios das Políticas de Consumo Sustentável” - Manus van Brakel
(Traduction: Karla Monteiro Matos), 1999.
3 “Critérios Integrados para a Elaboração do Conceito de Sustentabilidade”– Joachim
H. Spangenberg (Traduction María Eugenia Urrestarazu); 1999.
4 “Sustentabilidade e Desenvolvimento: processos e relações” Henri Acselrad.; 1999.
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5 “Exportar é Preciso, Viver...” – Sergio Schlesinger; Os Mitos do Bem-estar
Alcançado como a Exportação de Matérias-primas – María Isabel Manzur; 1999.
6 “Producción, consumo y sustentabilidad: Brasil y el contexto planetario” José
Augusto Pádua; 2000.
7 “La deuda ecológica brasileña. ¿Quién debe a quién?”, Jean Pierre Leroy 2000.

Temathics Publications:
1. “Sustentabilidad energética en Brasil: límites y posibilidades para una estrategia
energética sustentable y democrática”, de Célio Bermann y Osvaldo Stella
Martins; 2000.
2. El futuro del Cerrado: degradación versus sustentabilidad y control social, of
Shigeo Shki; 2000.
3. “La insustentable civilización del automóvil: la industria automotora brasileña
en tiempos de reestructuración productiva”, of Flavio Limoncic; 2000.
4. “Democracia y sustentabilidad en la agricultura: subsisdios para la construcción
de un nuevo modelo de desarrollo rural”, of Carlos Eduardo Mazzetto Silva;
2001.
5. El desafío de la sustentabilidad urbana, de Grazia de Grazia, Leda Lucía Queiroz,
Ataide Motta, Alexandre Mellos Santos; 2001.
6. Desarrollo sustentable del sector minero, de Zenon Schueler Reis; 2001.
7. Industria en Brasil: producción sustentable, consumo democrático, de Sergio
Schlesinger; 2001.
8. Sustentabilidad y democracia para las políticas públicas en la Amazonía, of Ana
Cristina Barros; 2001.
9. Forest Certification of FSC Forest Stewardchip Council; 2002.
10. “Ejes de articulación territorial y sustentabilidad del desarrollo en Brasil”, of
Henri Acselrad; 2002.
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PROGRAM CHILE SUSTENTABLE

T

he Program Chile Sustentable is a social initiative of ecological, academic
organizations, personalities and leaders, with the purpose of impelling the
elaboration of a proposal for the social, political and economic transformation
of Chile, from the model of oriented effective development towards the sustainability.
The Program counts on the sponsorship of the Instituto de Ecología Política (IEP),
the Red Nacional de Acción Ecológica (Renace) and the Bolivariana University. The
management of the Program is in charge of an interinstitutional coordination and an
executive secretariat. At the moment the Program counts on more than 60 Organizations
Associated throughout all the country and on an Advisory Committee made up of
personalities of academic, social, religious, cultural, environmental, indigenous and
political the world, including two directors of Universities, a bishop, two alternative
Nobel prizes, a national prize of sciences and several leaders of social movements.

Work made by the Program Chile Sustentable
The work of the Program Chile Sustentable has been centered during 1998 and 1999
in the elaboration of a National Proposal of Sustainability for Chile, which contains
the sectorial proposals to face the critical aspects of sustainability in 20 high-priority
areas of the national development: Distribution of the entrance, Use, Health and
Education in the social area; Hydric biodiversity, Resources, Forest Sector, Agriculture,
Fishing, Mining, Energy, Urban Development and Environmental Legislation in the
environmental area; and Indigenous Human rights, Democratization, Decentralization,
Security and Defense, Towns, Women and Young people in the political area. The
equipment that elaborated the proposals represent social ONGs, movements,
institutions of investigation and universities.
The Citizen National Agenda for the Sustainability, contained in the book “Por Un
Chile Sustentable” it was published in 1999, and its launching was made with the
presence and commentaries of the candidates to the Presidency of the Republic in the
city of Santiago. Later one has spread in the main cities of the country, and distributed
to excellent actors of the government, of political, social, religious, enterprise, military
the sector, social, academic and gremiales organizations at national level. Within the
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framework of the generation of citizen capacities and the participativo design of the
Project of sustainability for Chile, the Program has organized altogether with local
organizations the elaboration of Agendas of Regional and Provincial Sustainability
in 6 regions of the country:, Arica and Parinacota, Iquique, Atacama, Bío- Bío, Temuco,
Llanquihue, Chiloé and Magallanes. Simultaneously the Program has made
presentations on the conceptual frame and the methodologic design for the generation
of Citizen Agendas of Sustainability in Cuba, Ecuador and Mexico.

Publications
Sectorial agendas of Sustainability
1 “Por un Chile Sustentable” Propuesta Ciudadana para el Cambio”. 500 Págs. April
1999.
2 “Por un Chile Sustentable” Propuesta Ciudadana para el Cambio”. Syntesis 200
Pags. October 1999.
Regionals agendas of Sustainability
1 “El Chiloé que queremos: una propuesta ciudadana” Castro, Chile, 2001
2 “Llanquihue: aportes Ciudadanos para el Desarrollo Sustentable”, Puerto Montt,
Chile 2001.
3 “Iquique; la provincia que queremos; propuesta ciudadana para un desarrollo económico, social y ambientalmente sustentable”, 1999.
4 “Arica y Parinacota; Propuestas para la sustentabilidad social, cultural, ambiental
y política”, 1999.
5 “Atacama; Agenda Ciudadana para el Desarrollo Sustentable”,1999.
6 “Magallanes; la región que queremos; propuestas para la sustentabilidad social,
ambiental y política”, 1998.
7 “Pueblo Mapuche y Expansión Forestal”, 1998.
8 “Bio Bío; La región que queremos; propuestas para la sustentabilidad ambiental,
social y política en la región del Bío-Bío”, 1998.
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Temathics Publications
1 “Evaluación Ciudadana de los Compromisos de Rio-92: a 10 años de la Cumbre
de la Tierra” 266 pag, july 2002.
2 “Río +10: Evaluación y propuestas ciudadanas desde una perspectiva de género y
sustentabilidad” Instituto de la Mujer-Programa -Chile Sustentable, 145 pag, july
2002.
3 “Hacia una Plataforma de Genero y Sustentabilidad”. Bases para la revisión de la
Cumbre de la Tierra, 71 pag, may 2002.
4 “Parque Pumalín: Obstáculo u oportunidad para el desarrollo”, 83 pag, april 2002.
5 “La Línea de Dignidad como indicador de Sustentabilidad Socioambiental: Avances desde el concepto de Vida Mínima hacia el concepto de Vida Digna”, Sara
Larraín, decembre 2001.
6 “Haciendo las conexiones apropiadas entre el comercio, la sustentabilidad y las
políticas de participación social”, Sara Larraín, en Comercio, Ambiente y Desarrollo Sustentable: perspectivas para América Latina, PNUMA, México, 2001.
7 “Mujer y Sustentabilidad: intercambio y Debates entre el movimiento de mujeres
y el movimiento ecologista”, Programa Chile Sustentable, Instituto de la Mujer,
MEMCH, ISIS, IEP, 112 pag, july, 2001.
8 “La equidad socioambiental en Chile: una tarea pendiente”, Francoise Wautiez,
january, 2000.
9 “El Reto de la Sustentabilidad Socioambiental: su potencial ético y político en el
Norte y en el Sur”, Sara Larraín, Cono Sur Sustentable, 15 pag, december 2000.
10 “Índice de Bienestar Sustentable para Chile”. Beatriz Castañeda. September 1999.
11 “Chile: Sustentabilidad Social y Redistribución del Ingreso”. Proposals of the
Program Chile Sustainable to advance towards the fairness in the distribution in
Chile (Document´s Syntesis); Jun 1998.
12 Foro Panel: “FIDAE: ¿Contribuye Chile al Armamentismo en América Latina?”.
Sara Larraín, Leopoldo Porras, Santiago Escobar, Luis Cárdenas, Monseñor Tomás González; March 1998.
13 “¿Cuánto mide nuestra huella ecológica?. Como utilizar el concepto de capacidad
de carga apropiada para medir sustentabilidad”. Mathis Wackernagel; 1998.
14 “Integración de Criterios en el Concepto de Sustentabilidad”. Joachim Spangenberg,
Instituto Wuppertal. Traducción: Ricardo Ulloa. January-July, 1996.
15 “MIPS y Factor 10 para una Economía Sustentable y Productiva”.Prof. Dr. F.
Schmidt-Bleek. Traducción: Nieves Monge; 1998.
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PROGRAM URUGUAY SUSTENTABLE

T

he Program Uruguay Sustentable considers to analyze, to elaborate and to
define in socially participativa form a series of alternative scenes and political
proposals with the objective of which the country begins to journey the
way towards the ecological sustainability, social, political and economic. The Program
is developed by means of the permanent interaction between movements and social and
academic organizations in an ample process of public discussion, looking for to involve
to the society in the discussion on the ecological sustainability, the fairness and the
participation, and trying to cause the incorporation of the basic concepts of the
sustainability in the formulation of public policies. The coordination and management
of the program are in charge of Redes Amigos de la Tierra-Uruguay. The Commission
of Labor Health of the Pit-CNT, Unions AUTE (energy), FFOSE (water) and UTAA
participate in the interinstitutional coordination (wage-earning rural), the Farming
Movement of Uruguay, FUCVAM (Federation of Cooperatives of House) and the Inner
youthful organization in Movement. In the elaboration of platforms they also participate,
the Network of Rural Women, groups of village settlement of organic producers in
APODU, the Association of Neighbors in Defense of the Water, ecological organizations
of the rear area, unions AOEGAS (gas) and AOEC (workers of the milky industry) and
the Coordinator of Communitarian Radios.

The objetives of Program Uruguay Sustentable are:
* To facilitate and to promote the participatorys elaboration of studies, debates and
actions for the profit of the Sustaintability and the Fairness in Uruguay.
* To promote the active participation of the communities and the social movements
in the taking of decisions and the definition of public policies.
* To formulate political and distributables proposals having as frame the Line of
Dignity.
* To evaluate the availability and situation of the natural resources in Uruguay and to
propose an appropriate management from the ecological and social point of view,
based on the satisfaction of the human necessities socially defined, the recovery of
the degraded ecosystems and the conservation and sustainable use of the biodiversity.
* To formulate proposals for public, sustainable and participative the management of
the river basin hydric, superficial and underground waters and the drinking water.
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* To elaborate social, political, economic and technological proposals and strategies
ecologically appropriate, that allow to guarantee the sovereignty and nourishing
security and the conservation and sustainable use of the biodiversity, with a view to
reverting the process of despoblamiento of the countryside.
* To design guidelines for a program of territorial ordering and sustainables slumses
in the country and to promote shared in common, participatives and ecological
alternatives to the problematic one of the house.
* To analyze the impacts of the present policies of investments and labor relaxation
on the health of the workers and the workers and the enviroment.

Areas of Work
The Program Uruguay Sustentable has made during 1998 and 1999 regional, national
and sectorial forums for the elaboration of an partner-environmental diagnosis of the
Uruguay, published in graphical format of maps diagnosis. In these forums one defined
the theoretical-political frame and the goals of the sustentables scenes, which have
been designed by equipment integrated by educational investigators and of the
University of the Republic and the involved social movements. Through a methodology
of participative investigation-action, the Program has generated a space of interchange
between the popular and academic knowledge, where both are united to interpret the
complexity of the reality from an integral vision and it jeopardize, promoting the
fortification of the popular ecologismo, its strategies and alternatives. The Program
has made studies for the formulation of sustainables alternative scenes in the areas of
Farming, Energy, Transport, Water, Fishing, Territorial Ordering and on economic
and distributive aspects. These studies were presented/displayed in a national forum
and published in the 2000.
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Manuel Baquedano: President of the Instituto de Ecología Política (IEP)
and member of the directory of the Program Chile Sustentable. He was founding and
director of the Center of Appropriate Technologies for Latin-CETAL America between
1979 and 1986; Co-founder of the Chilean Committee by the Disarmament and the
Denuclearization and of the Red Nacional de Acción Ecológica –RENACE- in 1984
and 1987. He founded and coordinated the Latin American Pact of Ecology Action
and participated in the Committee the International of the Coordination of ONG for
Río ¨92. Manuel is sociologist and investigator of the Institute of Strategic Studies
and Security the International of the University Republic in Santiago, Chile. Web
site: www.iepe.org.
Sara Larraín: Director of the Program Chile Sustentable and present coordinator
of the Programa Cono Sur Sustainable with activities in Argentina, Brazil, Chile and
Uruguay. She is representing of the ONGs in the National Council of Sustainable
Development and in the Consultative Council of the National Commission. It is
member of the directory of the Forum the International on the Globalización-IFG and
participates in the Committee the International of World-wide the Social Forum. Cofounder and director of the Chilean Committee for the Disarmament and the
Denuclearization between 1984 and 1989. Co-founder of the Red Nacional de Acción Ecológica (RENACE), in 1987. She coordinated the Antinuclear Campaign and
of Energy - Atmosphere of Greenpeace Latin America and directed the Chilean Office
of Greenpeace between 1989 and 1993. Candidate to the Presidency by the green
tendency in 1999. Web site: www.chilesustentable.net.
Jean Pierre Leroy: Executive coordinator of the Program Brasil Sustentable
y Democrático. It is Masters in Education and technician of “Organizaciones de
Asistencia Social y Educacional, FASE”. He was director of Fase between 1978 and
1987. It was member of the Coordination of the Brazilian Forum of ONGs and Social
Movement for the environmental and development and its executive secretary in the
period of the Earth Summit. He coordinated the Information produced by the Forum
during Río´92 and Río+5. Co-Fundador of the Program Brasil Sustentable y
Democrático in 1998 and coordinating the Program Brasil Sustentable y Democrático
in 1999. Web site: www.brasilsustentavel.fase.org.br.
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Karin Nansen: Coordinator of the Program Brasil Sustentable y Democrático
and she is member of the Publishing Committee of the Latin American magazine
“Biodiversidad, Sustento y Culturas”. Founder of Redes Amigos de la Tierra de
Uruguay, was integral of the Executive Committee of Friends of the Earth the
International in several opportunities, and Vice-president of this federation. Active
participant in the preparatory process of the Earth Summit, made in Rio de Janeiro in
1992 - in which Redes AT acted like focal point for Latin America and in the process
of elaboration of Treaties of Agriculture Sustainable and Nourishing Security. Giving
pursuit to Alternative Treaties he has participated in the Caucus of Agriculture
Sustainable and Nourishing Security, within the framework of the Commission of
Sustainable Development of United Nations. She coordinated the Program Brasil
Sustentable y Democrático between 2000 and 2001.
Jose Augusto Padua: Doctor in Political Sciences and professor of the
Department of History of the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro. He was investigator
of the Brazilian Institute of Social Analyses and Econo’micos-IBASE; secretary of
Comitt of Defense of Amazon and member of the Pact of Ecological Action of Latin
America. Between 1991 and 1996 he was coordinating of the Campaign Biodiversity
and Forests of Greenpeace Latin America. It published books “Ecología y Política en
Brasil” y “Un soplo de destrucción: Pensamiento Político y Crítica Ambiental en el
Brasil Esclavista. He is Consulting of the Program Brasil Sustentable y Democrático
from his creation in 1998.
Tania Pacheco: Journalist, Masters in Education and Doctor in Social History
of the Ideas; specialist in investigation in subjects of Culture and relations between
the intellectuals, the power and the society. She was Director of the National Training
center of the Scenic Arts of the Ministry of Culture of Brazil between 1985 and 1990.
She participated in the organization of the events of Río ´92 and worked in IBASE
and like consultant of UNICEF. At the moment she is consulting of the Program
Brasil Sustentable y Democrático.
Bernardo Reyes: Director of the Program of Ecological Economy of the
Instituto de Ecología Política, professor of the School of Economy of the Bolivariana
University and Architecture of University ARCIS. He is ecologist and specialistic in
ecological economy, he has a masters in sciences of the development of the Institute
of Social Studies.
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It has been member of the Program Chile Sustentable and technical director during
period 1997-1999. Member of the Red Nacional de Comercio Justo that impels the
Kommunity Platform in Chile. It is member and investigator of the Chilean Alliance
by Right and Responsible Comerce. At the present time it develops investigations on
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